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Record Type:
To:

.

FABRY_STEVE@ustr.gov
12116199 06:10:00 PM

Record

Peter Rundlet@eop

cc:
Subject: Loewen: Investment agencies' contribution

is attached, in Word Perfect format.· Don't hesitate to call if you
have questions.
You'll see we've used the terms "first", "second" and "third"
arguments to mean the arguments that Peter and I talked about -- first
means the broad argument that court judgments are never measures,
second means the argument that only private cases are subject to NAFTA
rules, and third means the argument that decisions fall under NAFTA
rules only when they have been appealed to the highest court. You may
very well have used a different set of shorthand names for the
arguments.
The first paragraph is a super-short summary of our concerns about the
legal arguments' strength. This is for context -- to explain why we
think the "upside" of making the arguments is small. The rest of the
paper is about the "downside" -- the effects on U.S. inve.stment
policy. Up to you, of course, whether you need that first paragraph
if it's redundant of what you've already done on the legal issues.
Finally, as I said to John, this is close-to-final draft. If anyone
in the agencies wants to make more changes, I'll provide you a redliae
showing our suggestions.
--Steve Fabry
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ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRMLEGED-WORK PRODUCT-PREDECISIONAL·FOiA EXEMPT.:. DO
NOT DISCLOSE

. We are extremely wtlikely to convince the Loewen Tnbunal either that "court judgments are ·
· never measures" (the "first argument") or that "court judgments in cases not initiated by the
' government are not measures" (the "second argument"). The Tribunal would have to believe that
the NAFT A Parties intended a radical departure from customary international law (and the BITs)
without clearly indicating such an intent. Such argwnents conflict with the common
understanding of negotiators that Chapter 11 covers "denials of justice" involving court
decisions; conflict with use of the word "measure" elsewhere in NAFTA where the word"
measures" clearly includes court actions; and are inconsistent with analysis under fraditional
canons of treaty interpretation. (lt is also not clear to us whether DOJ now advocates this
second argument, because DOJ represented in August of 1999 that it did not view the argument
as legally defensible.) Notably, the Azinian tribunal, the only NAFTA tribunal yet to reach a
decision on the merits, reasoned (in dicta) that it would have authority to review domestic court
actions for violations of Chapter 11.
·
Excluding some or all types of judicial decisions from the scope of Chapter U would contli.cL ... , .· ..
with the U$. policy goal of protecting investors from a broad range ofabusive government
action. This is true whether or not one of these arguments actually prevail, since our pleadings
will almost certainly be made public and other countries will be quick to cite our arguments to
the detriment of U.S. investors.

.''',

A specific objective of USG investment treaties has been to provide protection for U.S. investors
where a host country's judieial system may be seriously deficient, prejudiced or corrupt. For
NAFTA in particular, either of these two arguments would deny Chapter 11 remedies against
abuses in Mexican and Canadian courts such as local bias, unconscionable delays, or outright
corruption. This would be true in many cases even urider the second argument.
The b.usiness community and some members of Congress tell us that a major strength of our
investment agreements is that they enable investors to bypass the deficiencies of foreign judiCial
systems. Unfortunately, abuses persist in at least some of these judicial systems: a 1994 World
Bank report identified in Mexico "abuse of judicial procedures for the resolution of civil and
commercial disputes [and] ... an unacceptable level of competence and integrity of the judges,
especially. in the local court system." The USG 1999 investment climate statement for Mexico
confinned that corruption is a severe problem there. Exempting judicial. action from investment
rules -- even in private cases only -- would leave a large category of state action unaddressed: · ·
Thus, either of these arguments would be a serious step backward for our advocacy of U.S.
investor interests abroad (in NAFTA, in the B!Ts, and in future investment negotiations) as well
as for our promotion of fair and transparent legal systems worldwide..
.
In addition to blocking investor-to-state Claims, the proposed arguments would preclude
sta!e-to-state arbitration of these issues under NAFTA Chapter 20, and make it difficult to offer c;,\OENl1. ·
investors effective diplomatic protection once we have taken the position. that NAFT A doe ~·
"1( <
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ATIORNEY-CLIENT PRMLEGED-WORK PRODUCT-PREDECISIONAL-FOIA EXEMPT·· DO
NOT DISCLOSE
.
..

discipline such behavior. Although the BIT language is not identical, our BIT partners may also
try to use the position against our investors or the USG.
·
Because these arguments are based on the meaning of the word "measures," which is used
throughout the NAFTA, they .could have negative consequences for other parts of the Agreement.
The tennis used in the intellectual property chapter (Chapter 17) in provisions that.relate to
domestic court enforcement of intellectual property rights, provisions that were hailed. as .a major.·
step forward in the protection of U.S. IPR abroad. Nearly identical provisions appear in the
WTO TRIPS Agreement. Our NAFTA partners (and other countries in the WTO context) might
also use these arguments to circwnvent NAFTA trade rules by discriminating against U.S.
goods -- e.g., by excluding U.S. agricultural exports ba.sed on disputed biotechnological or health
standards -- through their court systems instead of their administratiye systems.
The third argwnent that interagency participants have discussed, which states that court
judgments cannot fonn the basis of a NAFTA claim until they have been appealed fully, has a
· better chance of success. Although none of these three arguments can be made without some
cost to U.S. investors, the third argwnent at least strikes a better balance between the dual
interests of protecting U.S. investors abroad and defending against claims based on U.S . court
actions, because it preserves the right of investors to challe.nge court action (albeit after the
delays occasioned by appeals). It has much more support in customary international law, and
would not have as widespread an effect on other parts ofNAFTA. Admi'ttedly, it is not clear
that this argument will prevail in the Loewen case, because Loewen will argue that as a factual
matter its ability to appeal was limited. We should, however, advance no other jurisdictional .
argwnent than this one at this phase of the case because it alone minimizes the adverse effects on
the foreign investment environment while advancing the rule of law through judicial
·
accountability.
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MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN D. PODESTA
.FROM:

BETH NOLAN
GENE SPERLING
BILL MARSHALL
PETER RUNDLET
JOHN DUNCAN

SUBJECT:

Urgent Need for Policy Guidance to Resolve Ioteragency Litigation Strategy
Dispute in Loewen NAFTA Arbitration

We seek your guidance in resolving an interagency dispute that raises important policy
considerations over the appropriate jurisdictional defense to advance on behalf of the United ... , . , ..
States in a NAFTA arbitration, Loewen Group, Inc. v. United States. As outlined below, there
are. strong equities favoring each position, and the approach we take will not only have
significant implications on the nature and extent of investor protections afforded by the N AFT A,
but may also affect the long-term viability of the NAFTA itself. Because the Department of
Justice must file its brief by February 18, we must resolve this issue inunediately.

Background
On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc. ("Loewen"), a Canadian corporation, filed
a Notice of Claim for arbitration against the United States under Chapter 11 of the North
American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"). Chapter 11 was designed to encourage trilateral
investment by establishing rules of fair treatment of foreign investment and investors, and by
establishing a means for resolving disputes between investors and their host governments.
Among other things, Chapter 11 authorizes an aggrieved investor to "submit to arbitration W1der
this Section a claim" that a host government has breached its obligations of fair treatment under
Chapter 11. The claim is arbitrated by the Additional Facility of the International Centre for
Settlement oflnvestment Disputes ("ICSID") in Washington, D.C.
·
Loewen contends that the United States is liable under the N AFTA for $725 million in
damages. Loewen alleges the damages resulted from Mississippi state coun judgrileritsreridereci' ...
against it as a result of a $16 million suit brought againstLoewen over a failed business deal.
After a controversial trial, during which Loewen contends the court improperly permitted the
plaintiffs lawyer to inflame the jurors with anti-Canadian, racial, and class rhetoric, the jury
retwned a verdict of $500 million against Loewen, including $400 million in punitive damages.
Loewen attempted to appeal the verdict, but claims that it was unable to post a supersedeas bond
in the amount of 125% of the judgment, as required under Mississippi law to stay the judgment
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pending appeal. After the Mississippi Supreme Court upheld the bond requirement, Loewen ·
settled the case for structured payments of $175 million (which at the time had a net present
value of $85 million), arguing that the bond requirement effectively denied it the opportunity to
appeal. Thereafter, Loewen submitted its claim for arbitration, contending that the large jury
verdict and the .Mississippi courts' refusal to waive or reduce the bond requirement were unjust
and disci'imiriatory, in violation of several standards set forth in NAFTA Chapter 1L
The Issue

The Department of Justice is defending the United States in this matter, coordinating with
its client agencies, the Department of State and the Office of the United States Trade
Representative ('iUSTR';). Although all of these agencies agree that the Unit,~ci State's sho~ld' -·.....·.
make some jurisdictional challenge to the tribunal's competence to hear this case, the gravamen
of the current dispute is how broad our jurisdictional argument should be. Justice believes our
strongest defense lies in advancing the broadest jurisdictional argument-· that the arbitral
tribunal lacks jurisdiction in this case because NAFTA Chapter 11 applies only to "measures
adopted or maintained" by the United States and that the judgments of domestic courts are not
"measures" as that tenn is used in NAFTA. As discussed below, Justice is also prepared to ·
advance a narrower version ofthis argument. State and USTR oppose advancing either of the
broader jurisdictional arguments (outlined below), because they believe neither jurisdictional
argument is likely to prevail and, in any case, would undermine the ability of US. investors to
challenge unfair and discriminatory court judgments abroad. State and USTR prefer the
narrower jurisdictional argument that court judgments can be measures only when they have
been appealed to the highest available court. Although both sides point to the NAFT A's drafting
history in support of their views, what remains of the negotiating history is unfortunately sparse
and inconclusive.
·

'

In evaluating these arguments, it is of course necessary to consider the strength of our
position with respect to the underlying merits of the case, and assess the anticipated damages in
the event we lose. None of the agencies thinks that we are in a strong position with respect to the
merits of the case. Justice, in particular, believes that we face a serious possibility of·losing·if"'""'"·· "'' · ·
the case is heard on the merits. Although State and USTR assert that we have credible answers
to each of Loewen's charges, they concede that only Justice has comprehensively analyzed the
merits. Justice.points outthat the Mississippi judgments were widely viewed in both Canada and
the U.S. (including Mississippi) as a miscarriage of justice. Professors Laurence Tribe and
Charles Fried of Harvard Law School, and Sir Robert Jennings, fonner President of the
International Court of Justice, all submitted testimony that the judgments were a "travesty."
Justice does not deny that we have some ·credible defenses, but itis very concerned that the
magnitude of the punitive damages awarded and Loewen's alleged inability to appeal from the
jury award could lead an international tribunal to conclude that even our highly regarded,
constitutionally based judicial system failed in this case to satisfy the NAFT A's "minimwn
standard of treatment." With respect to the question of damages, all of the agencies agree that
the tribunal is unlikely to assess all of the damages claimed by Loewen, but it is not unreasonable
_--'"'to...e._xpect an award of at least $50 million plus millions more in attorneys' fees and costs.
~slDENr1.
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Resolving the jurisdictional argument question requires a careful balancing of policy and
political concerns on the one hand, against the probability of success 6f different legal
arguments, on the other. With the exception that everyone agrees that "we want to win 'this·····
case," Justice and State/USTR ~- despite months of discussions -- have been unable to reach
agreement on the substance and relative importance of the legal and policy arguments. Most
recently, we chaired a meeting with senior officials from Treasury, State, USTR, Justice, and
·Commerce that resulted in rio appreciable movement toward resolving these issues. Because of
the complexity of the issues and the importance of resolving.them appropriately and
immediately, we felt your. guidance was necessary.

Policy Considerations
· It is important to outline the primary policy concerns and disputes that are the backdrop
to the alternative jurisdictional arguments. Everyone agrees that winning this case is important.
In addition to the cost of a high damage award, Justice believes that a loss on the merits would
establish adangerous precedent whereby the U.S. could effectively become a guarantor with
respect to any judgment rendered against a foreign investor in the state or federal courts of the
United States. Further, Justice argues, given that the U.S. is a!One in i.ts recognition of large
punitive damage awards, the cost of allowing challenges to our court judgments far outweighs
the benefits that U.S.investors may gain from being able to challenge foreign court judgments.
Finally, Justice believes a loss is likely to generate a great deal of political hostility toward the
NAFTA, particularly if the NAFTA is construed to effect a.waiver of sovereignty that would..... ,,, .• ,. , ..
permit an internaiional tribunal effectively to sit in review of decisions of United States courts at
the election of foreign investors. Justice has noted that the case already has received significant
media attention and fears that the possible headline ''NAFTA Panel Overturns Mississippi State
Court Ruling, U.S. to Pay Millions" may threaten the continued existence of.the NAFT A.
Because Justice believes that our best, and possibly only, chance to win this case is to win a
jurisdictional argument, they would prefer to make the broadest possible argument -- that court
Judgments are not "measures" under NAFTA Chapter 11.
State and USTR\ on the other hand, believe that making this argument would severely
undermine our policy of protecting U.S. investors abroad by limiting their flexibility to challenge
arbitrary, expropriatory, or otherwise unfair court judgments in other. countries (particularly
Mexico, where the U.S. Government and World Bank reports have confirmed the continued
existence of judicial corruption). State and USTR point out that, because our pleadings will
likely become public, the loss of investor protection will occur irrespective of whether the U.S.
prevails on this point, and further, that our arguments might eventually undermine protections we
have under other trade agreements, such as our Bilateral Investment Treaties ("BITs") .. While
State and USTR recognize the danger to the NAfTA of losing this case, they argue that we will
. face certain criticism from the investment community if we argue that court judgments are· not
. covered by Chapter 11.

~~SIDEtV/;ittiough this memorandum refers only to the positions o!State and USTR,:which ar~ the client agencies in this

q
~

ma~r)Commerce and Treasury appear to concur with the State/USTR position, based on our senior-level meeting,
whichtjP\iuded these agencies.
·
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Possible Jurisdictional Arguments
1. Court judgments are not "measures."for purposes o/NAFFA Chapter 11.
The broadest possible jurisdictional argument is that domestic court decisions can never
be "measures" as defined by NAFTA Chapter II. Because Justice believes that our best hope for
success is through a jurisdictional defense, its preferred argument is the broadest jurisdictional
bar. Although Justice recognizes that the broadest jurisdictional argument is not unassailable, it
believes that it is strong for the following reasons: (!)Chapter 11 applies only to "measures
adopted or maintained" by a government, (emphasis added), and although the term "measures" is
defined non-exhaustively to "include[] any law, regulation, procedure, requirement or practice,."
the definition makes no mention of court judgments and, on its face, appears to contemplate only
legislative and executive acts as opposed to verdicts r.enc1ered bY. th,~ j:i.idiciarx •. which ar:~.~<:>L.,, ,
"adopted or maintained"; (2) because Chapter 11 is, at most, ambiguous as to whether the
drafters intend.ed to include court judgments within the definition of "measures," and because it
is a canon of treaty interpretation that ambiguities in international agreements are to be resolved
in favor of sovereignty (':;'in dubio mitius" or "restrictive interpretation"), court judgments should
not be included within the definition .of "measures"; (3) State and USTR cannot identify a single
occasion in which an international tribunal used the term "measures" to refer conclusively to
domestic court judgments; and (4) Professor David Bederman, an international law expert whom
Justice consulted upon the recommendation of the State Department, "fully endorsed".Justice's
approach and agreed that this argument is legally viable.
.

J

/

I.

.

....

........ .

State and USTR have strong reservations about Justice's approach, even from a strictly
legal point of view. They argue that this jurisdictional argument is unlikely to prevail in an
international tribwial because this definition of "measures" requires a radical departure from
customary international law (and theBITs) and there was no indication by the parties to the
NAFTA that they clearly intended this result. They point out that the definition.of "measures" is
illustrative, not exhaustive, and.that the term is commonly understood to include all actions by a
state. State and USTR also question Justice's reliance on the "ambiguity favoring sovereignty''
doctrine, arguing that the principle is not a particularly strong~r credible guide to treaty
interpretation. Furthermore, because the Justice interpretation conflicts with the use of the word
"measures" elsewhere in NAFTA, where it clearly includes courtjudgments, ilcould·have ·· .., .... ,. .,, ·.· · · · ·:
negative con.sequences for other parts of the Agreement, such as Chapter I 7, coyering
intellectual property.
Our review of the legal arguments suggests that while Justice's position has strengths, it is
not certain to prevail. Accordingly, while Justice's approach may be the best argument fo win
this case, this possibility needs to be weighed against the probable costs of making it.
,

,

2. Court judgments in cases not initiated by the government are not "measures"for purposes
of NAFI'A Chapter 11.
·

Even though Justice prefers the broadest jurisdictional argument (since arguments
distinguishing between types of court judgments are unmoored from the text of the NAFT A),
Justice is comfortable making the more narrow jurisdictional argument that only those court
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judgments that result from the _actions of executive or administrative officials or entities,
including the initiation of an enforcement action, woµld be "measures" subject to NAFT ~
Chapter 11. Justice argues that this compromise strikes the appropriate balance between wi
g
this case and protecting U.S. investors abroad because, under this theory, the only siniation in ~--
which an investor would be precluded from proceeding would be ·a lawsuit betwe·en· private'·····" ... ,,.;.,.··
parties. ·
State and USTR argue that most of the failings of the first argument apply here, as well.
First, they believe that this argument will be unlikely to prevail and that we.will diminish the
protections for U.S. investors (not only under the NAFT A, but potentially in the BITs, and in
future investment negotiations, as well) just by making the argwnent. Second, even if we win,
State and USTR believe this approach provides inadequate protection to U.S. investors because
the dangers of unfair or corrupt court judgments in private disputes abroad are real and farreaching, and will ultimately harm our efforts to promote fair and transparent legal systems
worldwide. In response to these concerns, Justice disputes the magnitude of this danger, noting
that State and USTR did not identify any examples of harm to aU.S. investor from a court
decision that did not involve improper influence by executive or administration officials. ·
3. Court judgments can be "measures" only if the highest available court in a judicial system
has been given an opportunity to review the decision.
This is the jurisdictional argument that State and USTR would like to make. State and
USTR argue that requiring investors to appeal court judgments to the highest available court
before they can be ''measures" under .the NAFTA has more support in customary intem~tionii,J., ..... ,....
law than the jurisdictional arguments Justice wants to assert. Moreover, they point out that their
argument is distinguishable from the typical exhaustion of remedies situation waived in the
NAFT A. Exhaustion normally covers situations in which the executive takes an action and
courts are asked to remedy that action. Here, the injury first arose through the action of the
court, hence it is only reasonable to provide the highest court an opportunity to review and
correct that action if appropriate. Although State and USTR concede that it is not clear that their
jurisdictional argument would prevail for some of the reasons that Justice points fo below, it does
attack one of the most troubling aspects ofLoewen's claim -- that it chose to settle instead of
giving the higher courts an opportunity to correct any errors below. More importantly, this
argumerit strikes a better balance between minimizing the impact on U.S. investors abroad, while
· advancing the rule of law through judicial a~countability.
Although Justice is willing to make this argument as a subsidiary argwnent to a broader
jurisdictional argument, _Justice contends that the argument has several weaknesses standing
alone. First, it is difficult to argue that a final trial court judgment -- which is a fully executable
action -- is less "final" for purposes of state responsibility than a.statute or regulation that has not
been challenged in court. Second, since the NAFTA explicitly wai'ved the traditional
requirement .that a claimant must first exhaust domestic legal remedies before proce~ding to
arbitration, it would be difficult to persuade the trib1.U1al that exhaustion of the judicial process is
required before a court judgment becomes a measure t.inder the NAFT A. Third·· and· probably . '
mo.st damaging, the argwnent, even if accepted, may not" work in this particular case. Loewen
will have a strong argument that they were effectively barred from achieving highest court
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review because of Mississippi's bond requirement. Loewen can argue that they were left with
·two equally unacceptable alternatives: (l) petition the U.S. Supreme court for an emergency stay
of enforcement of the underlying judgment and fc>r a writ of certiorari on the question of the
Mississippi Supreme Court's refusal to waive the bond requirement -- both of which are rarely
granted, or (2) file for bankruptcy protection, which provides for an automatic stay, but which
the tribunal would likely find to be an unreasonable requirement in order to have eXhausted the
judicial process.
Conclusion
As stated at the outset, the equities favoring different jurisdictional arguments are strong,

and the consequences of different approaches are significant. While weighing the options, it may
be helpful to keep the following foundational question in mind: if we were negotiating the
NAFTA today, would we seek to include court judgments within the definition of "measures,"
thereby gaining greater. protection for US. investors while risking the consequences of a loss in
a case like Loewen, or would we prefer a narrower definition of ''measures,,
exduded
or all court judgments?

ihat

some '· .· ' ...

Given that there are competing equities presented by this question, it is [our/Counsel's
Office?] recommendationthat the United States assert the second jurisdictional argument
p1'Csefifed here. First, we begin with the premise, shared by all of the agencies, that we want to
win.thls case and a broader jurisdictional argument (together with the subsidiary exhaustion
argument) is more likely to succeed than the narrow argument standing alone. Second, by
arguing that court.judgments in cases not initiated by a governmental entity are not "measures"
under Chapter 11, we would strike the best balance between presenting a strong jurisdictional
argwnent in this case and preserving Chapter 11 protection for U.S. investors abroad from unfair
or discriminatory court judgments. In our view, the likelihood of a loss on the merits and the
magnitude and immediacy of such a loss outweighs the more speculative ftflti eumulati:i,ie
damages that might accrue to the U.S. investor over time if we argue that court judgments in
ese cases are precluded from the protections of Chapter 11.
At your request, we.are willing to meet with you to discuss thls at your earliest
convenience, to coordinate a principal's meeting to more fully air all views, or redraft this
memorandum for the President's decision. We have limited time; ho»'ever, because of the need
to craft and submit briefs by the February 18 filing date;
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Peter Rund.let
Office of the White House Counsel

From;

David J. Anderson

t;{p... Director

-u

Re:

Federal Programs Branc:h .
The Loewen Group v. United States NAFTA Arbitration·

As we understand it, there bas been some discussion about not raisingjwisdictional defenses in
the Loewen ease. As you know, we strongly believe that the United States must raise jwisdictional
defenses and must raise our strongest possible arguments. This view is based on ·oW' belief in the
correctness of these jurisdictional arguments, as well as our concern that the United States faces a very .
serious prospect of losing on the merits. This memorandum provides a very quick overview of our
concerns about the merits of tlu> Loewen case. In reviewing this memorandum, it is important to
remember that only'.the Department of Jµstice has thorougbly reVieWr:d the UDderlying record iil this
case and we believe such a review is critical to assessing the merits ofthis case.
M noted, we believe that the United States faces a serious possibility oflosiilg the Loewen
case on the merits. The underlying Mississippi judgments were widely vieWed in both Canada and the
U.S. (including Mississippi) as a miscarriage of justice. The Loewen Oroup bas submitted testimony
from several well-respected scholars (including Professors Laurence Tribe .and Charles Fried of
Harvard Law School, and Sir Robert Jennings, former President of the International Court of Justice)
that the judgments were a "travesty." While the investment agencies may be comforted by the fact that
the standards set forth in the NAFT A are difficult to meet. we remain concerned that our defenses on
the merits are few Wld Jess compelling than our jurisdictional defenses, given the facts of this case.

not

While we do not m~Bll to suggest that we have no credible defenses on the merits, we do
share the investment agencies' confidence that the applicable NAFTA standards cannot be satisfied on
the facts oftbis case.· For example, although the NAFTA's "minimunatandard of treatment" may take
into account the practices of courts worldwide, this fact. may prove inadequate here, as the United
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States is alone in the world in its recognitton of large punitive damages awards like that ia Loewen.
Similarly, while the United Suites' constitutionally-based judicial system iB generally reganied as
among the fairest in the world. Professors Tribe md Fried both teStify that.jh9.Loewen case especially Loewen's alleged inability to appeal from the jury 11.ward .... refle~·tS a signifkani failure of
om"C:onstifutfonal s~. ;Indeed, international liability for "manifestly unjust" court deeisiom need .
not be"oa8Cd"C>il worldwide practices, as even a gross misapplication of domestic law can give rise to a
"denial of justice'' in certain cin;umstances. Notwithstanding the investment agencies' Cun'eJll
assessment of the NAFTA's substantive provisions, the Stale Depal1Jnent preYiously advised us (and
commentators have confinned) that
of those same promioDS •• in particular, the "fair and
equitable" standard ofNAFTA Article l lOS - were uiiaceeptably vague
imprecise when I
considered in connection with the proposed Multilateral Agreement on Investment ("MAI") in 1997.

Some

and

With re~t to the question of damages, we believe that the United States can persuasively
argue that much of the damages claiuied by the Loewen Group did ~t result from the Mississippi
court judgments. Nevertheless, in the event that the. Tribunal concludes that Loewen's rights under the
NAFTA were violated, we do not believe that we can avoid at least some damages award, which is
likely to be substantiu.l. While it is extremely difficult to predic:t what such an award may be at this .
point, it is not unreasonable to expect that the Tribwial would assess damages of at least $50 million,
given that the present val\Je of the Loewen Gioup's settlement of the Mississippi litigation was $85
million. The tribunal also has the power to award attorneys' fees and costs in this case, which are
likely to be in the millions of dollm as well.
·
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Is it a realistic option to make no jurisdictional argument in the Loewen tase?

We do cot believe so. First, failing to file a jurisdictional argument may hurt the USG's credibility
with the Tribunal since the USG bas represented that it intends to file one.
Second, whether or not the USG makes one of the arguments now before the White House for
decision, it will likely at least wish to make the jurisdictional arsument that Ray Loewen's tlaim is
barred because he fails to meet the standing requirements implicit in Chapt~r 11.
Finally, if the USG does not challenge jurisdiction, it will be required to file its coWlter-memorial
on the meriis 60 days after the initial filing deadline of Febiuaxy 18. It is unclear that 60 days will
allow sufficient time to prepare a submission on the merits. By contrast, filing a jurisdictional
challenge on February 18 will likely provide at least a few extra weeks to prepare on the merits and
may calise the Tribunal to bifurcate the case and hear the jurisdictional question separately.
How strong are the USG arguments on the merits oflbe case?
Wbilt:i we. have .been deeply involved in analyzing potential jurisdictional arguments, we have not
been jµ .a position to ~qmprehensively analyze the merits of the case and.therefore cannot predict
with confidence what the outcome will.be with regard to any of three obligations the claimants
allege to have.been breached. However, in general, the USG has credible ~wers to each of
Loewen's charges .

. First, there is virtually no international I.aw precedent for Loewen's Article 1110 claim for
expropriation.
Second, Loewen's Article 1105 claim for failure to provide treatment in accordance with
international law suffers from the fact that the applicable standard for government action is a
relatively low one as, for example, it must take into account worldwide norms and practices.
Against this low standard, it may be difficult for Loewen to demonstrate that a decision emanating
from a well-developed. constitution~y-based court system like ours, and falling within the range of
acceptable outcomes of that system, violatc;s international norms.
Third, with respect to Loewen's national treatment claim, it is difficult to know whether Loewen's
foreign status made a significant difference in The outcome of its court case. However, the fact that
coWlsel for the plaintiffs iii the underlying case repeatedly pointed to Loewen's foreign nationality
alone is insufficient to establish a violation; the claimants must show that their injuries were caused
by biased government actions.

Moreover, the claimants will face difficulties in establishing that state action, as opposed to their
own business and tactical decisions or the actions oftbe plaintiffs' cowisel in the Mississippi comts,
caused the losses they claim. Finally, there are·good reasons to, believe that any damages
recoverable can be limited to an amount below the atroximately $85 million net present value of
Loewen's settlement with the plaintiffs in the under! · g case, and, thus, far below the $725 million
claimantS seek.
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June 22, 1999

David W. Ogden
Assistant Attorney General, Acting
Civil Division
Departinentof Justic.e
Tenth Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
Dear Mr. Ogden:
We have reviewed a copy of your office's May 3 draft setting forth your proposed
jurisdictionaJ arguments and a letter from Professor David Bederrnan describing his thoughts on
those argwneots~ We wanted to share with you our reaction to both these papers.
For a number ofreasons, this is an extremely important case. It will be viewed by many .
as a test of NA FTA and of the system of investor~state dispute settlement found in NAFTA and
in U.S. bilateral investment treaties. We, like you, think it is extremely important to win this
case. We also recognize that the legal positions taken by the U.S. government and the decision of
the tribunal could have enormous implications for U.S. investors abroad .. With these interests in
mind, we are in agreement that, at this point, the United States must make a jurisdictional
argument ~f some kind to the Tribunal. Our differ~.nces lie in what that _argument should be.·. We
believe that the primary B.l'gumcnt set forth in the May 3. draft, which a,sserts that because of the ·
otdinary meaning of the word "measure," court decisions can never be "measures," is both
unpersuasive legally and undesirable .from a policy standpoint because of the effect it could have
.
on the: protection of U.S. invest0rs abroad.
Some of the legal problems with this argument are described in the attached paper, whkh
was prepared by our Office of International Claims and Investment Disputes. From a policy
viewpoint, it would be contrary to the interests of U.S. investors to exempt all judicial actions,
since such actions could be a means for imposing improper restrictions on trade and investment.
However, as we have: indicated before, there are variations .of this argument that we
would find acceptable, We noted with interest that, despite Professor Bedennan's assertion that
he is in full agreement with the May 3 draft, his letter actually defends a narrower position. In
particular, he suggests that certain judicial procccdmgs, including those that are initiated by a .
governmental entity or brought under statutes designed to vindicate pµb}ic interests, might be
"measures" for this purpose.
.·
·.
.--....._
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There could still be problems in defending such a position in an inteinational arbitration.
Nevertheless, if a more tailored arg\].ment along these lines eould be supported, we would
strongly prcfci 'i't {(;'tli~'primary
·5~d'O:rth in the
3 draft. We also believe that U.s.
intereSts would be better served by fin argument along the lines we originally suggested, that a ·
court decision cannot be considered a "measureO adopted or maintained by .a Party" unless it is
a.n act of that Party's judicial system as a whole, as ratified by its highest applicable coUrt. We
note that, in our conversations with him, Professor Bederman found this approach interesting and
worth exploring further. We have done some work. on developing this argument and look
forward to discussing it with your office in more detail.

argwnent

May

We hope that this letter helps to clarify our views. We believe that reaching consensus on
a coordinated Justice-State·USTR position is of primary importance and look forward to working
with your office to develop that position.
·
··
Sincerely,

~'i'<:kc.& ::J. 'ru.~rs.-..
l\11ichaelJ. l\iatheson
Acting Legal Adviser

Enclosure: As stated.

(
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An arbitral tribunal is unlikely to find persuasive: the argument set forth in the May 3
draft ("Draft") that, because of its ordinary meaning, the term "meaSure" in NAFTA cannot
include a court judgment. 1 The: Vienna Convention on the Law ofTreatJ.es, Art. 31, does put a
primary emphasis on the "ordinary meaning to be given to the tenns of the treaty in light of its
object and purpose. II However.,j! isJ~•·•;·'Mt,.•:
frogt c!ea.r: thaphe' ordinary meaning of the word
"measure" includes legislative or regulatory actions, but e>ccludes actions by a court. While the
"specific" definition of "measure" in several dictionaries is "a legislative enactment" (Draft at 3),
even if this phrase is read to include administrative actions, it.~e~ unlikely that this is the
~eaning .intended under NAFTA since the drafters addedltJlrei:faElmtioaalCw.ai'.d§I(~DTa~V
tiJPUQimentit:?m~i:Cc't!i~) to the non·exhaustivc: defioitfon in NAFTA §201. 2 Therefore, it would
seem that the broader dictionary meaning, "a plan or course of action intended to attain some
objec.t, a suitable action" (Draft at 3) must be c.loser to the intended meaning in the NAFTA. It is
difficult to see how a decision by a judge is not as much a "suitable action" as an. action by
another type of government official. Similarly, it would seem that a judicial organ could,
through its decisions, easily engage in a "procedure, requirement or practice."
"I · " · ~ .... •r'\
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The use of the term "measures" in international judici.al decisions also suggests that court
actions can be measures. The recent Case Concerning Fisheries Jurisdiction (Spain v. Canada),
notes that "the word [meaSUR] is wide enough to cover any act, step or proceeding" of a State as
· a whole. 1998 I.CJ. 9 (Dec. 4) {slip op.). ·1]1.f!.1£t.?,.teveial cases of the lntem_ational Court of
Justice have. made reference to "judicial measures." See, e.g., Advisory Opinion Concerning the
Legal Consequences for States of the Continued Presence of South Africa in Namibia (South
West Africa) Notwithstanding Security Council Resolution 276, 1971 I.C.J. 16, 88 (noting South
Africa's "legislative, administrative, or judicial measures contrary to the tenets of both. national
and international Jaw"); The Nottebohrn Case {Lichtenstein v. 0\.1atemala), 1955 I.C.J. 4, 9· l 0
(holding that because of Mr. Nottebohm's nationality, Lichtenstein could not assert a claim on his
behalf for the "judicial measures" Guatemala had taken with rc:gard to him). U.S. jurists, too,
have used the word "measures" to refer to actious by courts. See, e.g., New York Times v.
United States, 403 U.S. 713, 752 n.3 (1971) (Burger, C.J., dissenting) (noting that even in the
absence of express statutory authority, the Court has the power to use "judicial measures" to
protect confidentiality of its internal operations).
··
Neither is it clc:ar from the use of the word "meastues" elsc:where in the NAFTA that the
term excludes court decisions ..J~e.Qfaft argues that because Article 1121 refers to "proceedings
with respect to the measure,"a'"proceeding" cannot itself be a measure. However, this reading is
1

While Professor. Bederman's letter purports to support the argument made in the Draft, it
actually sets forth a much narrower argument that concedes that some judicial proceedings might
be measures.
'
2 The definition appears non-exhaustive, since the other definitions in §201 use the term
"means" while the defmition of "measure" uses "includes." Compare §201 ("days means
calendar days ... ") with §201 ("measW'e includes any law ... ").
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contradicted by footnote 2 of the Draft, which notes that "judicial proceedings" are, in fact, part
of the French definition in §201 of the word "measure." A Tribunal could easily find that the
o~r uses of the wor~ ~'measwe" cited in. the Draft similarly do not exclude court judgments .
. F<?r example, in 1106(2), "measwcs that requireO an iiivestment to \ise a technology to meet
generally applicable health, safety or eoviromriental standSrds" might be read to include a court
a"pwtfowar teclmology because it was creating a
deeis\on forbidding llll investment
: common iaw nuisance, effectively requiring the investment to" uSe a more environmentally sound
technology. See Draft 7. In NAFT A Art. 1502(3), a Party agrees to "ensW"e, through
regulatory control, administrative supervision or the application of other measures" that a
. mo_nopoly does not take certain actions. A judicial decision enjoining those actions cowd be
seen to fall within the scope of ''other measures." NAFTA Article 904. discusses "measure[s) to
ensure [another measure's) enforcement or implementation." A judicial decision could easily be
considered a measure to ensure "implementation" of another measure--for ex.ample, an injWlction
of further production when a factory fails to meet air quality standards could be said to be
ensuring "implementation" of the air quality measure .. This Is. of course, to say nothing of
references to interim or provisional "measu(fs." which clearly contemplate:: court actions. It is
doubtful an arbitral tribtmal would see the tenn "provisional measures" as a term of art distinct
from ''measures that arc provisional in nature."

from usfug

at

· It is also difficult to conclude from the "object and purpose" ofNAFT A, as set forth in
NAFTA Chapter l 02 ("Objectives"), that excluding court actions from the scope of Chapter 11
· would be consistent wifu that purpose. It would seem that if a Party's judges are biased against
.foreigners, then to allow those biased decisions to be challenged under Chapter 11 would indeed
:"promote conditions of fair competition.'; Similarly, the Agreement has the objective of
nprovid[ing) adequate and effective protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights."
In the United States, the enforcement of intellectual property rights is in large part done through
court decisions, typically in cases brought by private parties. When courts foil to perform this
role so completely as to occasion a denial of justice, it coul.d be seen to defeat this objective not
to permit an investor to challenge the decision.

I

It is questionable whether an arbitral tribwial would find a basis in customary
international law to distinguish between 11 affinnative actions" of a state carried out through
legislative or executive branch offidals and actions by its judicial officers. It appears to be well
.accepted in.international law that acts by judicial officers "are indee.d acts ()f the State." See
Freeman. The International Responsibility of States for Denial of Justice 31 (1970). A denial of
justice occ\ll'S when "the unlawful acts and omissions of judicial organs become international
torts." Schwarzenberger, l International Law 621 (1957).(also referring to "positive acts" by a
judicial officer which can constitute denial of justice). Although Professor Bederman siates that
he "fail[s] to see how a private civil action of the sort here. , . could be seen as one 'adopted or
maintained by a Party,"'!.,~~.J,~aj,,~,!~.~s;~.~~.P\ii~ the civil a~on i~e.lf i~ a measure, but rather.,.
that the actions of the judges involved were measures. As discussed above, there is signi ~IDENr:
-2-
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legal support for the argument that judges are as much state actors. as arc other government
.employees.
·
Professor Bedennan implies that it would defeat judicial independence to admit that
judicial acts (again in the context of a private civil ease) might be measures because it would
mean that judges and juries were an "'arm' of the United States government." But the obvious
response is that the judiciary is surely a "br11J1ch" of the U.S. govenunent, whose-acts are aets of
the United States. See International Law Commission, Draft Articles on State Responsibility,
Art. 6, in U.N. OAOR. 5lst Sess .• Supp. No. 10.(A/51/10 and Corr.1, pp. 125-151) ("The
conduct of an organ of the State shall be considered as an act of that State under international
law, whether that organ belongs to the constituent, legislative, exe~utive, judicial or other power .
. . .").
The Draft cites several claims settlement agreements in support of its argument that in tl1e
context of international agreements. "measures" cannot include court decisions. This type of
treaty primarily covers expropriations. See, e.g., The Declaration of the Government of the
Democratic and Popular Republic of Algeria Concerning the Settlement of Claims by the
Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Islamic Republic of
Iran, Art. II (19 Jan. 1981), reprinted in I Ir.- U.S. C.T:R. 9 (setting forthjurisdiction oflranU.S. Claims Tribunal to include "expropriation or other mea5ures affecting property rights").
But judicial decisions have been considered to constitute expropriations. See Oil Fields of Texas
v. Iran, 12 lr.-U.S. C.T.R. 308, 318 (1986) ("It is well established in international law that the
decision of a cowt in fact depriving the owner of the use and benefit of his property may amount
to an expropriation of such property that is attributable.to the state that court.").

of

It has been argued by Professor Bedetman and others that the "subsidiary" argwnent -that no measure exists because ofthe failure to appeal -- is only effective in conjunction with the ·
argument that a "denial of justice" (limited by Professor Bederman to private civil cases) is
distinct from a ''measure." This may be because there is not full reco&Qition of the intended
"subsidiary" argwnent-- that because ofthe appellate stroct\ll'e of a judicial system, a judicial
"measure" can only arise from the actions of the highest available court. While this argum.ent
might depend on a distinction between courts and other st~te actors, it does not depend on the
argwnent that cow1s cannot ever effect measures.
·The Draft relies heavily on the treaty interpretation principle of "in dubio mitius'' or
"restrictive interpretation"-- that treaties should be interpreted in deference to the sovereignty of
states. While one can argue that this intexpretive principle should apply in the context of a
dispute between a state and an investor, there is substantial support for th~ argument that, as a
general rule, this principle is not considered a particularly strong guide to treaty interpretation.
See Lauterpacht, "Restrictive Interpretation and the Principle of J:;ffectiveness in the
Interpretation of Treaties," 26 Br. Yb. Int'! L. 48, 84 (1949) (discrediting the principle of

.
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restrictive interpretation and noting in particular that in the conteKt of treaty obligations
conferring jurisdiction on international tribunals, the ICJ has given "scant respect for the rule in
dubio mitius''). Even the citation from Oppenheim's International Law used in the Draft to support the use of in dubio mitius is immediately followed by a limitation on the principle's use:
"However, in applying this principle regard must be had to the fact that the assumption of
obligations constitutes the primary purpose of the treaty, and thi!t. in general, the parties must
have presumed to have intended the treaty to be effective." Jennings & Watts, gPpenheim's
International Law 1278-79 (9th ed. 1992),
Perhaps the most fund~enaj P-~«>.~Js:m with the broad jurisdictional argwnent set forth in
the Draft is that its logi<;: could be argued to exclude all actions by individual government
officials from the scope of NAFTA. The Draft uses N AFTA's definition, "measure includes wiy
law, regulation, procedure, requirement or practice," to conclude that a judicial decision cannot
be a "measW"e." Under this approach, it is difficult to identify a clear textual basis for a
distinction between a judicial "decisioziii ·on how a la~ applies and an executive "decision" on
a Jaw applit}s, since an executive decision seems to fit within these terms no more easily
than does a judicial decision~ This logic would suggest that no particular action in a specific case
by any individual government employee could ever be a "measure," unless the action w~re to
occur frequently enough to be considered a "practice'' (which, it seems, could as easily be a
judicial 0 practice" as an executive or legislative one). This approach could lead to the
conclusion that an individual expropriation (or other single action), no matter how blatantly it
violated international law, could never be a "measure" subject to dispute settlement under the
NAFTA. It seems unlikely that this.was the intended meaning of the Agreement.

./ !

how

Finally, it is difficult to believe that the primlll)'jwisdictional argument set forth in the

Draft will have little or no effect on the protections provided to U.S. investors abroad. Irregular
and arbitrary judicial actions that deprive U.S. investors of fundamental due process rights,
including those done without legislative or regulatory authority, are a serious cone.em of the
executive branch, as well as the Congress. 1be ~ore tailored a jW'isdictional. argwnent made
·here, the more protection the NAFTA will p~~vTd~ lJ.S~ i.Dvestors abroad.

to
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Record Type:
To:

Record

Beth NolanNv'HO/EOP@EOP

cc:
Subject: NAFTA meeting
.'·! .. "

Beth,

~:'

Lael Brainard (I believe, with the input of Gene) recommended the following individuals to attend a
meeting jointly hosted by you and Gene to discuss the Loewen NAFTA arbitration:
Andy Pincus, Gen. Counsel at Commerce
Ambassador Richard Fisher, Deputy USTR
Bob Novick, Gen. Counsel USTR
Stu Eisenstadt, Deputy Sec of Treasury
Gary Gensler, Asst Sec, Financial Markets, Treasury
Al Larson, Acting Undersecretary of State for Economic Affairs
Lael suggested we would know whom to invite from Justice .. 1think the list is very good; but I have one
concern: Bob Novick has been one of the lawyers pressing the legal arguments and, athough I think it is
avoidable, I am a little worried that the discussion could break down into a rehash of the legalstrategy. If
Bob comes, we should probably invite Dan Marcus and David Ogden. The Legal Adviser's Office at State
would then want to be represented. If we make clear from the outset that the purpose of the meeting is
not to relitigate their already well-briefed arguments, we can avoid this, but I wanted to raise it as a
concern in case you wanted to exclude the lawyers altogether:
Assuming you don't want to exclude them, I think Dan Marcus and David Ogden make the most sense
from Justice, but I won't call them until I hear from you. If you agree that it makes sense, I will ask Dan if
. he has any thoughts about other individuals who have policy expertise in this area that should be invited.
One final question is whether we should invite someone from the COS office (Richetti?).
Please let me know your thoughts. Once the lis.t is finalized, Gene's office will schedule the meeting as ·
soon as possible. Thanks.
Peter

'i·
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. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
WASHINGTON

August 26, 1999

PRIVILEGED
UNCLASSIFIED WITH eQ~IDE'tHIP1b 1°:TTACI IMDJT
BY SECURE FACSIMILE TO (202)757-2679
t

:·

Ms. Cheryl Mills·
Counsel .to the President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC-20500
.•

Dear Ms. Mills:
The Department of Justice has shared with us its latest m~morandum,
dated August 18, regarding the Loewen case. We do not think that it w9uld
be useful at this point to continue to exchange detailed legal mini-briefs on
this issue. Therefore we have limited ourselves to' a few brief comments on
some of the points made by Justice, which are attached.
We believe that the U.S. interest in protecting American investors from
arbitrary or discriminatory decisions by foreign courts outweighs the concerns
'that Justice has articulated about NAFTA review of American court decisions.
We b.elieve that we have reached the point at which this basic policy decision
needs to be made through the NEC Deputies Committee. In view of what
Justice has said about the need for a prompt decision, I suggest that we
encourage our respective clients to proceed with that policy process as soon
as possible. This process should involve the other agencies that have
interests in the matter but have not yet" had a chance to express them.
Please let us know if we can help get this process under way. Thank
you for your help.

Davi.d R. Andrews

.

. . otoCOPY
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. . ·. .

OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE
Executive Office of die President ·
600 17th Street, N.W., Washington, O.C. 20508
Tel: (202) 395·3582; Fax: (202) 395-3639

FACSIMILE COVER SHEET
Number of Pages Inc!udiDg "fhis Cover Sheet:

Jl_

August 4, 1999

DATE:

FROM:
TO:

(name)

John Duncan

(fax number)

(telephone nwnber)

6-9280

6-9288

MESSAGE:

As discussed I'm enclosing soro.e background materials on the concerns that USTR has with
advancing DOJ' s vgument that "co~ judgments aren't measures" in the Loewen NAFTA
Chapter 11 Ca.se. State, Tr=slU)', Commc:r= and PTO have all expressed similar concerns lo us,
although of course they have not yet had ag opportunity .to lay out their equities in writing. We
we Wlderstand you may be getting materials from State as well.
·
··

In light of the issues involved, we hive been trying, with OW' colleagues at DOJ uui State, to
con.sttUct an alternative legal argument that takes account of the various policy concerns, political
implications and legal issues that have been raised. We hope to continue that work wHh
. interested parties.

'

c~:

' Roben Noviclc

If you ban aoy difficulty receiving tbb fax, please ~U (202) 39S·3S82.
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USTR Concerns with the DO:l Awment (Antust 4, 1999 3 pm)

1.

Th·e..te.xt gfNAFTA does not 5upport DOJ's position, part 1: the defin;tion of
"measure" ia Article 201

•

Article 201 says that "measure" ,;includes" a list of specific items. !bis is a nonexh&ustive list, and DOJ has not articwated illlY reason to cxc!Ude court judgments from
that
definition.
•.

•

The ordinary meaning of "measure" can include c:ourt ordeis. A good example of this is
the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, which use the te.rm "measure" in ways that
mean court order in several places.
Rule 23{d) 1; Rule 19(b).z; Ruic 53(c)'.

• "Jn rhe condua of adions 'to which Ibis rule applies, the court may mak11 appropriatr orders: ( l)
de1CTT».ining the course of prgcecdiAgs or pmcribi.ag 1"eanmu to prevent undue repetitloo or compliution in the
prCSl:lltatian of tvidc11ce or illgument: .... "
i Pctmnination by Co11rt Wllenevrr Jolnd~ Nor Feasible. 1! a pusoa as d~;iibed in subdivision
(aX l )-(2) bCTeor ta11not be made" pillfY, lhe co1.1n shall detennine whtther in equity 1111d good c:on.scimce the action
sbould proceed amons the parti~ before ir, or should be dismiued, the atisent piinoi:i bc:ing th\13 regarded as
indis~abh:. The factors to be considered by the court inc:lude: fin r. to whac e.xteac a judgmeni rendered in the
person's a\mmct might be prejudicial to the pr:rs.orl or those alnsa.dy parties; secon~ the cxtcn1 10 wbich, b.)'
protective pravi.sloru in Uie judgment, by the sl111ping of relief, or other me4!'11res, the ~judicc''c:an be l~sened or
avoided; lbird, 1Whethe'I' ajudgmen1 rendered in the pmon·s absence will be adequate; fourth, irhcrba tho plaintiff
will have an adeq1.iat.£ remedy ift.be mien is dismissed for nonjoinder.

' Powers. Tho order of rtferince to tbe master may specify or limit the IMSte:'s powers and may dire-ct the
rnaster tc repon only upon pDTliCUlilo/' i.ssllCJ or to do or peifonn partic:ular acts or to receive and report evideoce only
and may fL"< the tinic and pl11r;c: for beginning Bild closing the bearing! and for the filing of the marter's report.
Siibjcct to the specifications and li.JDill!tjcn.s stated in !he order, the master has and shall exercise the power to
regulatc all pr"cecdings ic every he11Ting before the rmuter 11nd to do 111J ac~ vid take all m1:41ive1 ne"SSllJ"Y or
proper for rbe efficient performanc:e of the masrer's dutie5 under rlic order. Tbe m•1.sta may require the productioc
before the mo.star of ""idcnce upon all mat=rs embraced in the refc:reocc, including the production of all books,
p11pm, vo1.1chcn, do~merits, and writings applicable there'io, The miutc:r m.lY NlG upon the admi.s~ibility of
evidence unless othel"W'i.se direetcd by rhe order of reference and hanbe authority to put wit1:1e.sses on oath and may
examine them and may call the puties to the a.aion ll!d aamine them upoa cllth. Whui a pany so requem, the
muter .!.ha.II malce a ~cord of th; evidence offered and excluded in chi: ume manner and subject to Uie same
limi~ti11ru a5 provided in the Federal Rules ofBvidence for a c:oun si~lns without a jury.
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2.

The text of .NAFTA does oot support DOJ's position, part 2: the substaotin
provisions of Cb.apter 11

•

There are several provisions of Chapter 11 that don't make sense unless court judgments
can be "nlcasures":

·

Specific exceptions .in Article· l I 09(4) refer to judiei11l action: in particular, the
application of a Pany's laws relating to bankruptcy (exception 'a'), criminal or
penal offenses (exeeprion 'c'), and ensuring the satisfaction of judgments
(exeeption 'e'). These exceptions would not be needed if court orders could not
be "measwes".
·

In additioD, the refere:oc.e to ''application of a Party's laws" suggests that a court's
application of suc:.h laws is itself covered by Chapter 11. Th.at is, even if the court
judgment itself is not a measuxe, a court judgment may be applying a measure and
therefore within the scope of CbapteT 11.
Article 1106(l)(t) creates an exception to one of tbe prohibitions contained in
Article 1106. Tbe prohibition applies ''except when the requirement is imposed
or the commitment or undertalciJJg is enforced by a co-iut, administrative tribunal,
or competition authority .... " If court orders CCJuld not be ''measures", there
would be no need for this additional· exception.
Article 1110 disciplines expropriation (i.e., takings of property). In rhe United
States, however, the'typical taking is done through an eminent domain proceeding
ill which a court determines the amount of compensation due for the property
taken. DOJ's interpretation would take 5uch ordic.aIY takings out of the scope of
Chapter 11..
.
..
I
3.

The texl of NAFT A doe:i nol support DOJ's position, part 3: the ta:t of other
provision11 of NAFIA

•

There are· several provisfons of other Chapters of NAFT A that don't make sense Wlless
court judgments can be "measures'';
Articles 1714 el seq. require the NAFTA parties to provide eitforcement
procedures for intellectual property rights, including for eumple TRO's again.st
infringement. The words "measw-e" and."procedure'' (one ofthe·tYPes of ·
"measure" according to Article 201) appear throughout those provisions.
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4.

The use of the term "ineuure11 ID other trade agreements and iuteJ11ational law
leads to the conclu!iou that the term "measure" c311 include courtjudgmeots.

•

Trade Agreements:

-·

GATT jwisprudcnce.holds that adjudications ca.o be meas\l.l'es. The 1983 Spring
Assemblies panel iaterpreted the word 'mea.si.ire' to mean a Section 337 exclusion
order issued by the ITC ac:ting in its judjcial capacity.

Staff a.t the Antitrust Division of DOJ have pointed out to us tbc "court judgments
aren't measwes" argwnent would imply that antitrust enforcement by DOJ i.s
treated differently than antitrust enforcement by the FTC, and that seems a sb·ange
result.
•

Other lnteraational Law

The Department of State has pointed to the ICJ deciskms in the Fisheries case
(Spain v. CaDada) and the Barcelona Tracrion case (Belgiun:i v. Spain) as
referring to judicial actions as "measures."

5.

· The klegotiating history that DOJ cites doesD'f help settle the issqe.

'

DOJ cites to a talking point for Carla Hills to usc during negotiations, which say!I that no
count?)' wants Chapter 11 tribunals to a.ct as ''courts of appeal".·
·

•

The principal problem is that the talking p~int appears not to refc:r tO- the: definition cf
"measure", but to e di1fer~nt issue - whether an inveswr is baned from bringing an
investor-state Mbitration on a law or ri:gulation if the kvestcr bas previQµsly challcn~ed
that law or regulation in domestic court, Under our BlTs, and U11der the first draft of
Ch.apter 11 but not the fina} d.r!ft. the answer is generally that 8Il investor has tO elect
between invcstoMtate arbitration and domestic cowt. Under the final version of Cha1iter
11 an investor does not have to make suc:h on e!ectiOJ'.l. Cimsequ.emly, it could easi1y be
said tlust Carla Hills' talking point wa.s rejecred by the negollators.

•

A subsidiary problem is tha! no one knows whether that tallcing point wa5 delivered or

what response Mexico and Canada made.

.
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Th.r argument will not dispose of the whole c:lSe

--··

DOJ wants to argue that court judgments arcn 't "measures.'' But the Mississippi appeal
bond rule is clearly a "mes.sure", because it fits within the definition in NA.PTA Article
201 - a.od a large pa.rt of the claimants' case is based on the bond n.Ue (whicb they claim
"coerced'' thern into settling). We don't believe that DOJ dis~grees with us oc this poinl

•

If at least some part cf the case is still viable. then the arbitration aibunal will find that it
has jurisdiction, and the case will proceed.
·

•

Therefore> even if DOJ advances this argument, the tribunal can be: expected to proceed
to the merits of the case (or at least some part of it) ..

2.

The argumept depends OJI 1n assumption that if something isn't a 11 measure",.
Chapter 11 doe~n'c apply to it ib any fashion. For this asJumptioa, DOJ relies on a
tOlltrOVersial intcrprdatioo of Article 1101.

•

DOJ argues that courtju.dgmen.ts aren't "measures", and therefore Chapter 11 does oot
apply. 1b.e uo.stated assumption ofthe argume:ct is that if something isn't a "rneasure",
Chapter 11 does not apply. DOJ bases this a.sswnption on Article 1101(1), which DOJ
siiy.S limits Chapter 11 to "measures". Articles 1101 says:
"This Chapter applies lO measures adopted or maintained by a Party relating to:

(a)
(b)

(c)

•

•

investor$ of angther Party;
·
m·vcstments gf lnvestors of another Party in the territory of the Party; acd
with respect tQ Articles 11 Mand 1114, all investments iri. the territory of
the Parry:''

Article 1101 does not explicitly limit the scope·ofthe Chapter to ''measures". Or, to put it
differently, it does not say that something that would otherwise violate the provisions of
Chapter 1l is exempt from Chapter 11 if it is not a measure.
·

@ij1lfili0~i!liruch is one of the bases for the Loewen cl.aim -- is in fa.ct not limited to
"measures" at all: "Ea.ch Party shall accord to investments of .investors of another Party
treatment in accordance with international law, includiriB fair and equitable treatment and
full protection and security." DOJ is essentially asswn.ing that ~e can defend a.claim o!a.
violation of Article l l 05 on the ground that the violation is not a "measure" -- a wordlhat
isn't found in Article) lOS.
• ~~SIDEtv,.,,
q

s
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The words "treatment in accord.a.nee with lnte:rnatiow Jaw" mArticle 1105 is
generally thought to include protection against "denial of justice" - i.e.!
mistreatment by a country's courts.
Chapt~ll

3.

If DOJ's argument is correct, theta
th au 'US BlTs.

•

US bj)ateral io~esunent treaties (BITs) do not contain a provision simila:i to NAFT A
.Article 119 l. Therefore, it is bud to ar~ue that BITs are limited to ''measures", and hard
to argue that court judgment are excluded from the BITs on that basis.

•

DOJ' s argument therefore implies that NAFfA Chapter 11 provides less protection to
wvestors than ow- BITs do. We ba.ve seen no any drafting history or other riocumcntation
th.at suggest the negotiators intended such· an outcome.

of the NA.FfA has a narrrrwer scope

U.S. NAFTA negotiators bave told us that tbey in fact did not intend such an outcome.

•

DOrs argument therefore leads to less protection for US investors in Mexico and Canada
in other coWltries with .which we have BITs. For additional implications of this, sec:

than

the sc'°on on investor protection later in this paper.

...
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Implicati.ons for Other Chapter.s of/YAF'{A

on

Because the term "measure" is defined in a generaJ article o!NAFTA, any position we tak.e
me meanins of ~measure'' can have implications throughout NAFT A. (In addition, the term: is
wed in other ·trade ~cements - principally the VITO Agreement -- and this argument coul?
therefore have implications there as well.)
· ;
1.

Implications on the intellectual property provision!! of NAFTA Chapter 17, tbc:i ·
Agreement on TRIPS, a.nd siaiilar agreements

'
I

The itnplit4'ltions of OOJ' s argwnents on the intellectillll property ·protections that the
UniWd States has negotiated in the NAFTA and the WTO would have to be considded
seriously. For inmnce:

•

.

.

.

, I

DOJ,s proposed argument could dramatically undermine the provisions of Chapter F of
1
NAFrA concemiJ:i,g the protection of intellectual property rights. Fundamental
provisions of Chapte:t' I 7 relate tc the enforcement of intellectual property rights in I
domestic courts. The ownership of an intellectual property right means little if a. right
holder cannot enforce that ri~t and prevent infringements. For this reason, the inclµsion
of enforcement obligations in Ch.apter 17 concerning cjvil, crimiiial, and border
j
cnforc:ement procedures was hailed as a major step forward in the protc,tion ofU._Si
intellectual property abroad.
·
'

'

'

!

As defined in NAFTA, ;he term "measu.re'' includes "any ... proc.edure. 11 (NAFTA I

•

Article 201), ·The enforcement provision5- of Chapter l 7 (artic:Jes 1714·1718) are replete
with refereilces to "civiljudicialj;rocedures," ... provisional measures," "crimiaaJ /
procedwes," and "enforcement procedureJ.'." ·To argue that ''measure.s 11 (and thus
Dproccdure.s'') W"Jdei NAFTA do o.ot includ~ judicial procedures flies ln :the face of ihe
text of Chapter 17. Moreover, we would need to consider serious whether
argubcnt
might not gut the Chapter's most imponant provisions.
.

•

I

This-argument would also have ramifi~ations beyond.NAFTA, as the enforcement !
obligations in Chapter 17 ofNAFTA arc identical in large pa11 to the enforcement /
obliga.tions of the TRI~S Agreement. 1be United S_tat.es is cwrently pW'Sing a easel in the
WTO against Greece based on Orecce's .failure to Qomply with its obligation to pro11idc
effective enforcement procedures under TRIPS. The United States has also punueCl. two
separate WTO cases against Sweden and Denmark based on those countries' -failurJ to
· provide provisional measures in accordande with TRIPS requirements. ·
i
'

•

this.

f

•

•

The ~telle.ctual property industries, particulariy the copynght and trademark indus\lies,
have identified the enforcement of enforcement obligations concemi,ng_ civil and criminal
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judicial remedies as tlic. single most important aspect of NAFTA and the TRIPS
J
Agreemenl The: motion picture and sound recording industries, .ill particular, continue to
press USTR to bring a NAFTA case aga.insl Mexico for.the ineffe~tive:ness of its coJrt
system in handling intellecrua.I property cases. Arguing that the term "measwcs" in /
NAFTA excludes judicial meas~es is certain to result in a tremendous negative response
from these iDdustries.
·
I
2.

linplicatioo!i 011 NAFT A chapters in-valving goods

•

Allowing court judgments to drop out of the definition of "measure" would allow Mexico
and Canada (and other eowitrie.s in the WTO context) to beg.in to apply regulations
U.S. goods through their court system.
I

•

For insumce, if we successfully challenged a discrU:ninatory Mexican SPS regulation
applied to U.S. agricultural goods, could Mexico accomplish the same discrimi.natidn by
judicial action and claim that the judicial action was not a ''measure'' and 'therefore !
beyond the scope of a NAFTA (or \VrO) challenge? .
i

•

This point is the same one th.at was made by the DOJ Antitrust Division: in the Un.J'ted
States, antitrust l&vr.i are enforced by boih the FTC and DOJ - why should the FTC!s
enforcement activity be disciplined by a tr.ufe agreement while DOJ~s isn't?
· j

,

I

io .
j

•

eJnd

~OJ has said that it is willing 10 argue th.at while the term "measure" should not
tD
'. cpurt decisions in private litigation. it could extend to court decisions in actions inidated
:by the Government. While this might solve thi: problem in the pre"Vious points, it hk its
,o'.wu difficulties, and USTR would want to discuss the.advantages and disadvantage1s of
·such an approach before proceeding. For innance:
.
I

t

There is no textual ba.sis in the NAFTA for saying iliat a c;ourt ci.eclsion in a!
government case is a "measure'' but a courr decision in a private case isn't. I

lctioo

Saying that the "measure" is the govemzmof s decision to icjtiate the court
leads to sevc:ra.1 odd c:cnsequences: Would this. allow prosec:utorial cliscrctidn to
be i.oterfc:rcd with ill ways that we have not foresi=en? And could one: chall~gc
the initiarioh of a case rather than its i'esulr? What if the trial cowt disagreea with
the gcvcmment's decision but nonetheless was subject to challenge or appeL would its decision be a measure?
I

1·

~\w
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Effects on U.S. illvesl1'flent policy

·The NAFTA inves1ment chapter, c;onsistent with United States outward investment policy ~d
other investment agreements of the United States, such as the BIT program. was designed to
address as broadly as possible the type o! government actions which could effect 11. viola~ion/ of
the chapr.cr's obligations. The polic.y reflected the fa.ct that actions could take a variery cf fclrms
and that flll)' branch of the goveminent could undertake a.n action inconsistent 'With the
11
obligations of the treaty. The breadth of the possible actions goes so far as to include practj~es",
give.n that govr:mtQCDt actions may be without explicit legislative or executive authority.
1

i

specific objective of UDiced Statr:s investment treaties is to provide re<hess for certain
:
investment disputes between U.S. investors and host governments whe~ judicial systems o~
actions ue seriously deficient, prejudiced or corrupt. In our view, the United States has al~ays
stood more to gain in this exchange of obligations in investment treaties given that the United
Stares has more outward investment than any other country and among the mcst reliable cokt
systems in the world.
A

'

The investment disputes in which U.S. companies ask for U.S. government assistance to resolve
1
frequently indu.de situations where they claim a foreign court has rendered a blatantly preju diced
or unfair decisioc, or where they have strong eviden.ce of corruption. A few examples of !
current disputes involving a court action agaiDst
U.S. investors follow. "W'here U.S. invesarlmt
.
I
rrcaties have been in place, tbese investors, and the U.S. government are in a strong positio9 to
deter the violation er argue for it to be coITected. Foreign governments have in fa.ct responded
positively to the threat of an arbitration proceeding under bilateral investment treaties, ave~ing .
the need for the investor to a.erually bring a claim. The Department of State, which has a urjit
devoted to investment disputes, may hayc additio:na.J illformation in thls connection.
Examples of U.S. In~estor Dispute$ lnvoJviDg Foreign Court Judgments (P•~.t 6 .mont~s)

1. ~cuador: The Monnon Church received.a judgment confirming a.n S800,000 ~bitral aJard
which "resolved" an Sl 8,000 dispute over a Land purchase from a several-times cocvicted felon.
The ChW"Ch alleges that the seller bribed the trial judge to coI1fum the award, and just last ~eek.
received telephone calls from an appellate judge requesting abribe in order to rule in the· !
Church's favor. Seoators Hatch, Bennett.: and Reid have been extremely upset about this ctse,
arid we understand they !lave v.iitten directly to Treasury Secrctarj' Summers. It is probably not
subject to the U.S.-Ecuador BIT only because the purchase by the Church is unlikely q~Jify as
an "investm~nt" of a U.S. "national" or "company.''
!

to

2. Ecuador: Proctor & Gamble aod other foreign investors in Ecuador have been fa.ced with
i::ourt decisions imposing multimillion dollar damage awards under that country's Dealers' IAct,
which bear DC relationship to damages suffered, We Wldersta.nd that the companies ha.v~':t
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sought arbitration under·tbe BIT primarily because they anticipate that theiI Ecua-OOrian oppbsing
parties will anempt to enforce the judgmentS in the U.S., and they can resist enforcement h~e. .
3. Russia: Dart Investments alleges that the oligarchs who control OAO Yukos; Russia's s~cond
largest oil company, obtained a court order which prevented Dart and other minority sba:rehblders
from an.ending a i;riric:al shareholders' meeting in which all assets of Yukos' major subsid!a}y
were diluted; the minority shareholders otherwise had enough votes to block the mC>Ve.
/
I

4. Costa Rica: a r:iumber of U.S. invest.om conticu~ to complain about adverse eourtjudgrtients
or delay~ in the coUrts that prevent or delay th.em in receiving adequate compensation for ~ir ·
expropriated lmd, io U.S. dollars.
. .
'
5. Indonesia: a recent court order bas blocked enforcement. of an ad hoc arbitral award in favor
I
of CalF.nergy against the state-owned oil company, Pena.min.a.
·
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The polirical and public rela.tltms cotuequences o(lo.r,i{le DQJ's broad ergumenr.
•

While DOJ rightly views the propcsition that NAFTA tribUaals ean review coun
decisions a.s politically widesi~ble, thls proposition is now theorciica.1, and not reaI.

1

•

If. however, DOJ's argument is advanced and fails·· as we think it would, for the reasons
outlined elscwhcra in this paper ·-the headline "N AFTA panel overrules Staie coW't ~
decision ... becomes rew. (This may be partic:ulurly true if the argument is ruled uponlat
this jUrisdl.ptionaJ stage, in isolation from other argu,ments, because it would be the o'.nJy
decision that the tribW'laJ is ma.king.)

•

If we c.an develop an alternative to this broad argument ·" which we would like to e>-.1'lore
- we can avoid this risk in this case.
·

·~

•,

I.

'··
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Gene Sperling
Lael Brainard
Holly Hammonds

FROM:

John Duncan

OT:

November 18, 1999

RE:

Meeting of Senior Agency Officials in Attempt to Resolve Interagency Litigati'on
Strategy Dispute -The Loewen
Group, Inc. v. United States NAFTA Arbitratibn
.
I

I

Purpose of Meeting

i

You met with White House Counsel on October 7, 1999, to review the legal positions of the
1
various agencies involved in the dispute over the appropriate jurisdictional defense to advjance
on behalfof the U.S. in the Loewen arbitration case, and to explore whether White House
Counsel believed a compromise position could be reached. All participants agreed that it was
. unlikely that agency attorneys would reach agreement on this matter. You suggested that k
policy level meeting be put together consisting of a small group of senior agency officialsl in
order to help think through the policy implications of advancing a particular jurisdictional
argument. The importance of reaching a decision increases as the December 17, 1999, tilihg
1
deadline for making jurisdictional arguments approaches.
·
While my August 4, 1999, memorandum captures the overall issues, I thought a paper tha~ broke
down in detail the particul~ arguments might be useful as a reference/guide for the meeti~g. .
NAFT A Provisions at Issue
'

NAFTA Chapter 11 was designed to encourage investment in Canada, Mexico and the U.S. by
establishing rules of fair treatment of foreign investors and the if host governments.
I·
.

.

I

NAFTA Article 1116 (I) authorizes an aggrieved investor to "submit to arbitration under this
Section a claim" that a host government has breached its obligations offair treatment und~r ·
Chapter 11.
!
NAFTA Article 1101 (1) appears to limit the scope of Chapter 11 to "measures adopted or\
maintained" by a government relating to the investor or investment at i$sue, but it is unclear
whether a non-measure that would othelwise violate the provisions of Chapter 11 is exem~t from
coverage simply because it is not a measure.
!
NAFTA Article 1105 states that "each party shall accord to investments of investors treatment in
accordance with international law, including fair and equitable treatment and full protectio~n and
security" (the term "measure" is.not found in Article 1105).

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY
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i

NAFT A Arbitration claims are submitted to the Additional Facility of the international Cehtre
for Settlement oflnvestment Disputes (ICSID) in Washington, D.C.
Loewen's Claim and Potential Effect on U.S. Judicial System
Loewen contends that the Mississippi jury verdict of $500 million ($400 of which co~stiJted
punitive damages) in a case in which the initial damage claim was only for $I 6 million, and .the
Mississippi Supreme Court's refusal to waive or reduce the bond requirement (125% of the
judgment amount), were unjust and discriminatory and in violation of several standards sef forth
in NAFTA Chapter I I. Loewen eventually settled the case for structured payments of$ I 7i5
million (with a net present value of approximately $85 million). As a result, Loewen clain;is the
court decision constituted an expropriation in violation of Chapter I I and seeks $725 millibn in
damages from the U.S. Government.
'
Loewen is an important case because it raises the question of the extent to which domestic! civil
judicial proceedings will be subject to international re-examination.
·
Jurisdictional Arguments Proposed
DOJ - Domestic court judgments are not "measures" for purpose8 of NAFT A Chapter I I. ·
I

· State/US TR - Court decisions can be "measures" only if the highest available court in a ju~icial
system has been given an opportunity to review the.decision.
DOJ Proposed Arguments
DOJ proposes to argue that Loe-Wen's claim is not subject to arbitration under the NAFTA i
because t~~ judgments of domestic courts ar~ not "measures" within the scope of NAT A 9hapter
11. Subs1d1ary arguments are:
..
.
·
·
.
•
•
•

•

•

at most NAFTA is ambiguous .as to whether the drafters intended to include co1;1rt
judgements within the definition of "measures."
·
j
not persuaded that the term "measures" is ordinarily used in the international lay;
community to refer to court judgments.
argument that an investor could challenge any action under NAFTA Chapter I JI, even
if it is not a "measure adopted or maintained" by a NAFTA country, is meritles~ and
dangerous as it would render Chapter I I limitless in its scope.
I
allowing foreign investors to attack domestic court judgments through internatipnal
arbitration would undermine our system of justice and thereby threaten continued
public support for NAFTA and other agreements; also could result in a flood of .
arbitrations and extraordinary liabilities against
the government.
..
.
.
I,
domestic cost to U.S. of allowing challenges to our court judgments may outwe1igh
the benefits that the U.S. investment community may gain from being pennitted to
challenge Mexican or Canadian court judgments (where far less litigation occu~).
,

•

, I

'
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I

•

•
•

•

•

jurisdiction argument does not foreclose U.S. investor challenges abroad to ac~ons of
officials that lead to adverse court decisions, as administrative government actions are
plausibly construed as "measures" even though resulting court decisions are n6t.
even if our argument would affect the ability of a U.S. investor to bring a private
"denial of justice" claim, OPIC insurance coverage may ·still provide a remedy!
given the posture of the Mondev case (Mondev International, Ltd. v. United States)
(Dispute with City of Boston over redevelopment project that resulted in breach of
contract judgment against City reversed by highest court in Massachusetts and\
certiorari was denied by Supreme Court) only way we can avoid addressing the
merits of the case is if tribumi.l finds domestic judicial decisions are not measu~es.
While it is correct that the bond rule is· itself a "measure" that could be separatJl y
challenged under Chapter 11, our argument would nevertheless succeed iii defJating
the most troubling of Loewen's claims that pertain to trial process and the jury I
verdict. If those claims are ou~ we will be on stronger footing defending the case.
State underestimates the risk of an adverse decision in the Loewen case, and stlite has
previously a.dvised us that the international standards of treatment incorporated! in the
NAFTA ar~ largely untested and suffer from a severe lack of precision.
:

State and USTR Arguments
.

.

I

State and USTR oppose the DOJ jurisdictional argumen~ arguing that it would undermine \the
ability of U.S. investors to challenge irregular and iirbitrary court judgments abroad. They I
propose, instead, to argue that C0urt decisions can be "measures" only if the highest avail~ble
court in a judicial system has been given an opportunity to review the decision.
!
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

the U.S. interest in protecting American investors from arbitrary or discriminatOry
decisions by foreign courts outweighs the concerns that Justice has articulated ~bout
I
NAFTA provisions permitting review of American court decisions by arbitrati~n.
exempting judicial action from international review would be a serious step bac,kward
in our advocacy of U.S. investor intere8ts abroad.
i
scrutiny of U.S. domestic court decisions by international tribunals for compliaiice
with international obligations is not a new concept..
\
NAFT A Article 20 l does not support DOJ' s position on "measures," as it merely
provides a non-exhaustive list of what the term includes, and DOJ has not artic4lated
any reason to exclude court judgments from that definition.
,
I .
a number of other provisions of Chapter 11 do not make sense unless court judgments
can be "measures."
.
.i
there are provisions in other Chapters of the NAFTA that do not make sense unless
court judgments are "measures," and those prov.isions eould be undennined by
advancing the DOJ argument (Chapter 17 - protection of intellectual property rights).
there are several prominent instances in international case law, other provisions\of
NAFTA and elsewhere in which the tenn "measure" is clearly used in a manner, that
encompasses judicial actions. .
·
1
even if court judgments are found not to be "measures," the Mississippi bond rule is
clearly a "measure" because it fits within the definition in NAFTA Article 201, hence

I
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•

•
•

•

if atleast some part of the case remains viable after the DOJ jurisdiction argument,
1
and the tribunal finds it bas jurisdiction to proceed why make the argument at all.
DOJ's argument implies that NAFTA Chapter 11 provides less protection to ibvestors
than our Bilate_raJ lnvesunent Treaties (BITs) an outcome clearly not intended ~y our
NAFT A negotJ.ators..
·1·
even if we win on DOJ' s argument, we will still face the wrath of the invesun~nt
community for unduly narrowing the scope of NAFTA's investor protections. I ·
our proposed argument presents a reasonable comp1:omise between international
investment policy concerns and protection of sovereignty because it pennits ctiwt
decisions to be challenged, but only after the party's higher courts have an
I
. opportunity to correct whatever irregularities that may have occurred.
l
argument is distinguishable from a simple exhaustion of remedies requirement\(which
appears to have been waived in the NAFTA) as it is typically considered to CO';'er
situations where the executive takes an action and courts are asked to remedy that
action, but will only do so after all administrative recourse has been pursued. J;Iere
the injury first arose through the ·action of the court, hence only fair to let high~t
court review and correct if appropriate. .
j ·
DOJ overemphasizes the danger of having to address NAFTA cases on the mer.its as
international Jaw standards applicable to the merits at.issue are high ones; hencb, it is
extremely rare that violations of these standards are found, especially in a well-\
·
developed, constitutionally-based legal system.
I

•

'\
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

Lael Brainard

FR:

Holly Hammonds
John Duncan

DT:

August 4, 1999

.
I
RE: lnteragency Dispute Over Whether to Advance Jurisdictional Defense on Behalf ofjthe
U.S. in an NAFTA Arbitration -The Loewen Group, Inc. v. United States NAFTAArbitr~tion
I

INTRODUCTION
.
I
On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc., a Canadian corporation, filed a Notice of Claim
. for arbitration against the U.S. under Chapter 11 of the North American Free Trade Agree~ent
(NAFTA). Loewen contends the U.S. is liable under the NAFT A for $725 million in damages
1
that resulted from court judgments rendered against Loewen in a Mississippi state court
proceeding. The Civil Division of DOI is defending the U.S. in.the matter.
ISSUE

Justice wishes to advance an argument that the arbitral tribunal lacks jurisdiction because
NAFTA Chapter 11 applies onJy to "measures adopted or maintained" by the U.S., and that the
judgments of domestic courts are not "measures" as that term is used in the NAFT A Statb and
USTR disagree over the wisdom of DOJ advancing its jurisdictional argument and.would P.refer
making the narrower argument that court judgments can only be measures when rendered tiy the
highest available court in a judicial system (exhaustion of domestic legal remedies argumeht).
I
BACKGROUND

.
.
I
.
Loewen's NAFTA claim is based on a lawsuit inMississippi state court in which a Mississippi
1
businessman sued Loewen and its U.S. subsidiary for $16 million as a result of a failed bus iness
deal. Loewen contends during trial the court permitted plaintiff's lawyer to appeal to juror~;
alleged anti-Canadian racial and class sentiments. The jury returned a $500 million verdict
aga0st Loewe~, in.eluding $400 million in punitive damag~. Loewen attempted to appealithe
~erd1ct but chums 1t was unable to post a ~u~er~ed~as bond m the amoun~ of 125% of the· I
Judgment. After the Supreme Court of M1ss1ss1pp1 upheld the bond requirement, Loewen·settled
the case for $175 million. Loewen contends the jury verdict and the Mississippi state court's
refusal to waive or reduce the bond requirement were. unjust arid discriminatory
and in viol~tion
.
.
I
of NAFTA Chapter 11 standards for the treatment of'foreigri investors.
i
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ARGUMENTS

Justice

Justice believes that allowing foreign investors to attack decisio~s· ofour domestic courts through
1
international arbitration could severely undennine our system of justice and, ultimately, th reaten
the existence of the NAFTA itself. Justice cites medi.a attention as evidence that political J
hostility against NAFf A will be generated if its provisions are construed to effect a waiver of
sovereignty that would permit international investors to have international tribunals sit in feview
~f ~·~· ~urt decisions. Furt;11er, Ju~tice ~elieves it i.mperative to.a~~ance the strongest. j
JUnsd1ctlonal argument possible as 1t believes there as a real poss1b1hty of an adverse tnbunal
decision if we reach the substantive merits of the case.
! ·
Justice believes that subsidiary arguments to the effect that Loewen failed to exhaust the '
domestic judicial process derive much of their force from the principal argument that couri
judgments are not "measures," and that, standing alone, these subsidiary arguments are not likely
1
to prevail. Justice cites support from an international law expert it consulted at State's
suggestion who takes the position that the DOJ principal argument is legally viable and more
likely to prevail than the subsidiary arguments.
·
Finally, Justice notes that neither State nor USTR has been able to identify any case in wtUch a
U.S. investor has attempted to arbitrate a claim challenging a foreign courtjµdgment undef any
investment treaty; hence, it questions whether the concerns raised by State and USTR are M
sufficient practical significance to justify withholding 'the argument that court judgments ate not
"measures." Moreover, Justice points out that more litigation involving foreign interests o:ccurs
in ~JS. courts than in Mexic.an or Canadian courts, hence pennitting review of court judgments
under NAFTA may be contrary to the interests of theUS. investn1entcommunity as it wobld
permit foreign investors to obtain review of U.S. cou11 decisions, but, given the imbalance !in
litigation, would not permit U.S. investors to do the same.
·
State and USTR

State contends the Justice "measures" argument is not likely to prevail and, in any event, would
undermine the ability of U.S. investors to challenge irregular and arbitrary courtjudgmentJ
.abroad. They argue that if countries cannot be held liable for the actions of their court syst~ms
·that U.S. investors will have no remedy for final court decisions resulting from corruption br
anti-American bias. They note that wrongful expropriation has been a key investment poliby
concern in the post-colonial era, and that court decis.ions play an imponant role in the
i
expropriation of foreign property by, for example, implementing wrongful expropriation dbcrees
and statutes, under-assessing value for purposes of determining compensation and by favohng
local disputants over foreigners in property title disputes.
·
I

· USTR argues that the text of the NAFTA does not support the Justice position. For exam~le,
USTR argues that Article 201 is an non-exhaustive list of specific items and.Justice has no~
articulated any reason to exclude court judgments from that definition. Moreover, USTR argues
that there are several provisions of Chapter 11 that don't make sense unless court judgments can
.
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Cha~ters

be construed to be "measures." Additionally, USTR notes that there are several other
of the NAFTA that would be called into question if court judgments are not "measures," su'ch as
Article 1714 which requires parties to p~ovide enforcement procedures for intellectual pro~erti
rights against infringement. They argue that the words "me_asure" and "procedure" (one ofjthe
types of measures according to Article 20 I) appear throughout those provisions. Finally, USTR
argues that other trade agreements and international Jaw suggest that the term "measure" cctn
~ nclude ~urt judgments <.1983 Spring ~semblies. panel of the GA~ i~t~rp~ete~ ~e word.\
measure to mean a section 337 exclusion order issued by ITC actang m its JUd1c1al capac•ty).

1

. .

-.

.

I

On a practical level, USTR makes the argument that the Justice position will not dispose ofthe
1
entire case. USTR notes that even if the tribunal agrees that court judgments are not "meas ures,"
that the Mississippi appeal bond rule is clearly a "measure" because it fits within the definibonin
NAFTA Article 20 I. USTR_believes that if atleast some part of the case is.still viable, thep the
arbitration tribunal will find that it has jurisdiction and the case will proceed. Further, USTR
takes the position that the Justice "measures" argument depends upon the assumption that i!f
something is not a "measure" that Chapter 11 does not apply in any fashion. USTR believ~s
Justice relies on a controversial interpretation of Article 1101 to reach its conclusion. Finally,
USTR argues that Justice ignores that fact that one of the bases for the Loewen claim is ~ide
1105, which is not limited to "measures" at all. Indeed, the word is not found in Article 1105.

~ecause

"me~ure"

a~y

USTR cautions that
the tenn
is defined in a general article of NAFTA
position we take oa its meaning may have adverse implications throughout NAFTA as well as in
other trade agreements - principally the WTO agreement. For example, USTR notes that i~
would have to seriously consider possible adverse implications of putting forth the Ju'stice I
argument on "measures" for the intellectual property protections ihat the U.S. has negotiate'd in
the NAFTA and the WTO. USTR states that the Justice argument could dramatically undebine
1
the provisions of Chapter 17 of the NAFTA that relate to enforcement of intellectual propely
.rights and may have similar ramifications relating to the TRIPS agreement.
USTR agrees with Justice that the proposition NAFTA tribunals can review G<>urt decisionJ is
politically undesirable; however, it views that proposition a.'i theoretical and not real. If,
however, Justice advances its argument and fails USTR believes it is much more likely that the
proposition would become real. Th~ USTR bottom liae is that it would like to be able to d~velop
an alternative to the Justice "measures" argument that, hopefully, would avoid the risk of tHe
headline "NAFTA Panel Overrules State Court Decision."
I

I
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

John Podesta

THROUGH:

FROM:

John Duncan
Peter Rundlet

DT:

December 17, 1999

RE:

Attempt to Resolve Interagency Litigation s!trategy Dispute The Loewen Group, Inc. v. United States NtfTA Arbitration

i

I
I

INTRODUCTION

. I

,

.

I

White House Counsel and the NEC met on October 7, 19991; to review the positions ofthel _- ·-- ·
agencies involved in the dispute over the appropriate jurisdictional defense to advance in the
Loewen NAFT A arbitration case, and to explore whether a 'compromise could be reached. Loewen is an important case because it raises the question Jf the extent to which domestic civil
judicial proceedings will be subject to international re-exan)ination. After reviewing the
arguments, and the history of the inter-agency dispute, we were of the opinion it was unlikely
that agency attorneys would reach agreement. As a result, Jpolicy level meeting was held! on
l _1
November 19, with a small group of senior officials from th~e agencies most effected (USTR,..,...... ~~
State, Treasury, Justice), in order to think through the policy implications of advancing
particular jurisdictional arguments and in an attempt to break the stalemate. The meeting,
however, concluded~ithout appreciable movement on eithJr side. A decision must be reached in the.near future as t ·e extended briefing period expires in February 2000. We recomrnerld that
a Principals Committee e convened to resolve the dispute.

µ,

-

-

·,+\... ~

- J,L

~

ISSUE

w

I

J

M GI v.{i ~~\~ -~ •';,"':-v- ..-c.J...
~~ ~ •
/
_
I

Justice wishes fo advance an argument that the NAFT A trib\Jnal lacks jurisdiction because
Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted or maintaineq" by the U.S., and that judgments of
domestic courts are not "measures" as that term is used in NAFT A. State and USTR disagree
over the wisdom.of DOJ advancing this argupient and woul~ prefer making the narro.w,er .. j
argument that court judgments can only be measures when rendered .by the highest available
court in a judicial system (essentially, an exhaustion ofdom~stic legal remedies argument).

.

-

I

-

-

-

!

BACKGROUND

On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc., a Canadian cbrporation, filed a Notice of Claim . for arbitration against the U.S. under Chapter 11 of the Nort~ American Free Trade AgreerAent
(NAFT A). Loewen -contends the U.S. is liable under the Nf\FTA for damages that resulted\ from
court judgments rendered against Loewen in a Mississippi st'ate court proceeding in which ~

-

I

I
-

I
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businessman sued Loewen i:-nd U. S E s
$16 \i:iil.lion as a result of a
bpsiness
deal. Loewen contends dunng tnal the ourt permitted plamt1ff s lawyer to appeal to 1ur0rs' ·
alleged ruiti-Canadian1 racial and class
. . s. The jur~ returned a $500 million verdlct
against Loewen, including $400 million iri punitive damages. Loewen attempted to appekl the ·
verdict, but claims it was unable to post a supersedeas bodd in the amount ofl25% of thJ ·
judgment. After the Supreme Court of Mississippi upheld\ the bond requirement, Loe wed settled
the ·case for structured payments of $175 million (with a nyt present valu.e of about $85 rriill'ion).

I

' hat the JUTY
.
. especia
I. 11 y g1.vent hat the m1tia
. . . 1damage·
.
ver d'1ct was excessive,
·
Loewen conten dst
claim was for $16 million. Loewen also argues that the M\ssissippi Supreme Court's retdsal to
waive or reduce the bond requirement, was unjust and discbminatory and in violation of ~everal
NAFTA Chapter 11 standards. Finally, Loewen alleges th~ jury's verdict and the appellate
court's decision constituted an expropriation in violation of Chapter 11. As a result, Loe.Jven
seeks $725 million in damages from the U.S. Govemment.1 ·
Respective Jurisdictional Argument Proposals
I
_~
.
'+. ..i.-J
c;,,.,t"
. ~ ~ p~.
"
DOJ -b'Ohiestic couffjudgments are not "measures" for pkPoses ofNAFTA Chapter 11.

'!

"measure~"

State/UST.R/Treasury - Court decisions can be
only if the highest
a judicial system h.as been given an opportunity to review t?e decision.
·

av~ilable baurt in
·

I

DOJ Defense of its Position

....-~. r " J~i ~~

DOJ believes our best hope for success in the Loewen case !is to argue that domestic court .
judgments, particularly those in cases involving only private parties, are not "measures" under
the NAFTA. If we do not make the argument, there is a su~stantial risk we will lose the Lbewen
case which, in turn, wou.ld create signific~t policy proble~s for us. The tribunal's a~serti~n9f.
jurisdiction in Loewen would establish a dangerous precedent whereby we could face
international arbitration with respect to any state or federal bourt judgment adversely affecfing
the interests of foreign investors. The result would likely b~ a great deal of political hostili,ty
toward NAFT A and other international agreements. Our interpretation will 1iot cause significant
loss of protection for U.S. investors abroad because executive action, including an enforcefnent ·
action, that results in a court judgment would still be a "medsure" subject to the NAFT A.
I
.
1
NAFTA Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted or maintained" by a g.ovenunent.
Although the term "measures" is defined non-exhaustively tb "include[] any law, regulatiol'l,
procedure, requirement or practice, " the definition makes nb mention of domestic court · J
judgments and, on its face, appears to contemplate only legi~lative and executive acts as opposed
to verdicts rendered by the judiciary. This understanding is ~upported by the NAFT A's drafting
history, which suggests that the U.S. sought to foreclose int~mational review of domestic cburt
judgments. Because .international tribunals.cannot assert ji.lrjsdiction on the basis of ambig~ous
treaty tenns, our argument should present a complete bar to ~e Loewen claim.
.

I

l~

I

~~fune

~amage

Given that
in our recognition of large punitive
awards, we believe th*thfuE
·
cost to the U.S. of allowing challenges to our courtjudgmen\s far outweighs the benefits ~~at:S
Nr~(

. .

I

.
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U.S. investors may gain from 'oeing permitted to challeng~ foreign court judgments. A case such
as Loewen highlights that the NAFTA provides foreign investors with more rights than
Americans have and arguably gives foreign companies an 1advantage over.domestic com_Ranies.

I

.

.

~

.

State and USTR Defense of Their Position

.

.

.

I

Our investment treaties provide protection for U.S. investdrs where a host country's judicial
sy~tem is seriously deficient, prejudiced or corrupt. Excluding judicial decisions from thJ scope
of Chapter 11 "measures" would undermine this protectiotl. This is true whether or not tBe DOJ
argument prevails, since our pleadings will be made pub!id and other countries will cite ok
arguments to the detriment of U.S. investors. For NAFTA! the DOJ argument would deny
Chapter l remedies against abuses in Mexican and Cana~;ian courts such G\S local bias, dtlays,
or corruption. A 1994 World Bank report found that Mexico had "an unacceptable level 0f
competence and integrity of the judges." Our 1999 investrbent climate statement confirm~d
corruption is a severe problem. Exempting judicial action!from investment rules -- even in
private cases only -- would leave a large category of state action un-addressed.

!

.

. .

I

1'

We are unlikely to convince the Tribunal that c~urt
jud mdnts are never measures. They :rould
have
to believe
the NAFTA Parties intended a;;a · . . departure from
customary
international
.
.
• ' .
.
.
. . .. J... . ,. ' ..
law .without clearly indicating such an intent~ The common understanding of negotiators ils that
,,.-.. Chap:er 11. covers "denials oflustice" involving co~ deci~ions. The ~OJ argu:nent also j
conflicts with use of the word "measure" elsewhere m NAl]TA where it ~udes ~purt
actions. Because the word "measurespls used throughout NAFT A, the DOJ interpretation could
have negative consequences for other.parts of the Agreemeht such as Chapter 17 involvin~
intellectual property. Nearly identical provisions appearinjthe WTO TRIPS Agreement.
Moreover, our BIT partners may also try t.o use the DOJ argument against our investors.
~..

.

.

.

I
i

\ The argument that court judgments cannot form the basis of a NAFTA claim until they have
\ ?een appealed full~, has the. best chance df success. It s~rik~s a. better ?alance between the!dual
interests of protecting U.S. investors abroad and defending against claims based on U.S. c0urt
actions, because it preserves the right of investors to challetjge court action. It has more sJpport
in customary international Jaw, and would not have as widespread an effect on other parts bf ·
NAFTA. Admittedly, this argument may not prevail becaJse Loewen will argue its ability to
· appeal was limited. We should, however, advance this argtlrnent because it alone minimizes the
adverse effects on the foreign investment envirorunent whilb advancing the rule of law thr~ugh
judicial accountability.
·
·
!

i
I
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The Department of Justice's Posjtion on Ar'1Jments that
Should Be Advanced In the Loewen.NAFI'A Arbltra1tion
I

The Oepartment of Justice believes that the United States' best hope for succeeding lin the
Loewen arbitration is tbr.ough the assertion of jurisdictional defenses. In particular, DOJ b~lieves
that the United States' stroiigest argument is that domestic cpwtjudgments, particularly thbse
arising out of. c~es involv_Uig only p~vate parties, are not "~easw;~" ~or the pwpo~e~ of · 1
NAFTA. This is the best interpretation of the text of the NA.FTA and is a complete defense to
liability in this case .. By contrast, we believe that the other Jurisdictional lll'guments favor~ by
State and USTR will not be successful because they are unnioored from the text of the NAFTA
and are internally inconsistent. Thus, if the United States does not make the argument that I
domestic COW1 judgments are not "measures, n there is 8 sub~tantial rlSk that We will lose thb
Loewen case.. Finally, there are also . important policy reasons
making this argtifuent.
, that justify
.
I
1.

Domestic court j1'dgments are not "measures adopted or maintained"for
purposes of NAFFA Chapter JJ.
.

.

.

I

·i

NAFTA Chapter 11 apphes only to "measures adopted or maintained" by a NAFT"
party. See NAFTA Article 1101 ( 1). Although the term ".measures" is defined non-exhaustively
to "includeO any law, regulation, procedure,.requirement or practice," NAFTA Article 2011(1),
the definition makes no mention of domestic court judgments. On its face, the definition appears
to contemplate only actions by the politic81 organs of a state (i&, legislative and executive 1~cts)
as opposed to judgments rendered by an independent judicial)'.
I
.

International agreements are to be "interpreted ... in: aec:ordance with the ordimuy

I

·meaning to be given to the tenns of the treaty in their con.leXt and in the light of its object and

· purpose." Y:ienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, Art.) l. The dictionary definitions clf the
words "measures," "adopted" and "maintained" all susgest that the term "measures adopted or
maintained" is limited to legislative or regulatory actions. Similarly, the tenn "measure'' wk
been used in international agreements to refer exclusively to lesislative or regulatory actioris and
not to court judgments. This distinction .finds additional support in international scbolarshlp
concemi.ng "denials of justice," which plainly distinguishes acts of the judiciary from acts all
1
other government organs. ~. £,,g., A. Free~ The International Responsibilitv of States for
Denial of Justice 146 (1938).
.

of
I

Although international tribunals have construed the t~rm "measures" in its broadest sense
"to encompass statutes, regulations and administrativl.' action, '1 Case Concerning .Fisheries
Jurisd!ction (Spain v, Canada), I.CJ. Gen. List No. 96 (Dec., 4, 1998) at ~6~, neither State oor
USTR has identified a single occasion in which the term wa8 .used.conclusively to refer to \
domestic. co'lirt judgments. The Loewen Group cites one cwie, Regina v. Pierre Bouchereay, 2
C.M.L.R. 800 (ECJ 1977), in which the European Court of Justice· found that the term "meiisure"
applied to deportation recommendations of a domestic coW1: where the. domestic co wt was J
required by law to issue such recommendations that the executive branch. in its discretion, could
choose to follow. Even in that case,
however, it was acknowledged that "[t]he word 'measJre•
is
.
I
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not one of precise import'' and that "[i]ts interpretation requires a consideratio~ of the
whichitisfound." !Q.at810.
.
·
. .
· . ·
.· ·

I;

c~nJx ~

I

The term "measures" appears several hundred times throughout the. NAFTA, and nJver
~ourt judgments. Indeed, the negotiating jlllstoiy of ~AFT A .Chapter 111
reveals that the United States proposed provisiom expressly: to prevent mtematlonal tribwia.Js
from reviewing domestic court judgments, recognizing that i'most goveniments would obj~ct
strenuously to an international tribunal acting as
P.Cals·~urt for d.OmeStic judicial
1
decisi()os .... :~ .S.
. te
!Ee11 o ~ Roints for. . ~~r·., ·li : ·;ls 1undited~.. Al~ough
the NAFT A contains a handful of references to ''provisional.measures" ordered y courts in
intellectual property disputes, provisional measures in such disputes are well~rec:ognized inl
international law as distinct from court judgments.

I

To.the ext~nt ~at the term ','measur~s adopted o~ maiptained'' re~ns am~iguous ~th
respect to its opplication to domestic court Judgments, canons of treaty interpretation reqU11f that
NAFTA Chapter 11 be construed to exclude domestic court judgments from its scope. It iS a
"fundameniel principle of international judicial settlement" that.a tribUll81 '.'not uphold its I·
jwisdiction unless the intention to confer it hes been proved :beyond reasonable doubt." Qatar v.
Bahrain, 1995 I.C.J. 6, 64. In the absence of an "unequivoc81 indication" of a "voluntary add
·I
indisputable" acceptance of the tribunal's jurisdiction by the United States, id., any ambiguity of
the term "measures adopted or maintained" should be resolv~d in favor of sovereignty.
)
'

~

i

Finally, the DOJ. interpretation will not ca\lse e significant loss of protection for U~ted
States investors at the hands of foreign governments. Under DO.rs interpretation, executive
action;· including· ail eD.forcemeiit action. that results in a co~ judgment would sti 11 be a j
"measilre" subject to NAFTA Chapter 11. The only situation in Which there would be no I
"measure" that could be challenged by a foreign investor is the situation presented by the L?ewen
case·· where the only.government action is judicial action in a lawsuit between private parties.

.

.

.

.

.

I

Thejuri.J·dicliono/ argumen1s 1hat rhe Department of State atid USTRfind
acceptable are far weaker and find little support in the text ofthe NAFTA

2.

i
I

Both the Department of State and USTR have suggested that, because our other
:
jurisdictional arguments are strong, it sh~uld not be necessary to make the argument that coprt
ju_dg~ents ~ n~t ".~easures." fo particular, Stat~ ~d USTR,. have sugges.~d that we s~ot:t1?
argue that court Judgments become "measures" onl)" if they reflect the dec1S1on of the higbe~t
coutt. For several reasons, we do D(1t believe that this argwnent is likely to succeed.
I

I

First, the distinction between 1he decisions of the highest court and the decisions of~ trial
cow1 does not appear on the face of the NAFTA, which refers only to "measures." Moreovbr, it
may be difficult to argue thatappealable eourt judgments, Wilike other forms of goveriunent
action, do not represent a "fmal" action of the government for purposes of state responsibiliiY".
Indeed, a final judgment of a trial court is, absent a stay pending appeal, a fully executable iktion
that is no less "final" than any statute or regulation in its effect Because a domestic appeal :is
possible in each instance Ci&:, a statute or regulation can be challenged in cowt just as a trial
~

.

.
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I ~
court judgment can be appealed), State's argument that the government has not yet "spoken
definitively" would seem to apply as easily to unchallenged
statutes and regulations as it Woul
.
I
to appealable court judgments.
.

!

Second, this argument is inconsistent With the Departme~t of State's view that the ,.
NAFTA waived the "local remedies rule" which traditionaliy apJ?lks in iiitemational
.,
proceedings'. "The rule that local remedies must be exhausted before international proceedings
may be instituted is a well~stablished rule of customary international law." In the Imerhartdel
Case (Switzerland v. United States), I.C.J. Rep. 6, 26-27 (1959). The essence of this "l~cai
rei~edies rule" is that, "[b]efo.re resort may be bad to an international court" to challenge~
alleged violation of international law, ''the State where the violation occuned should have*°·
opporninitY to redress it by its o\vn means 1 within the :framework of its own domestic lesalj
system." IQ. 1 The subsidiary j)JI'isdictional argument that State has endorsed -- !&. , that collrt
judgments are not "measures" unless rendered by the highest available cowt -- while seemingly
independent of the local remedies rule, in fact rests on the same principles that justify the rii1e. If
the local remedies rule was waived by the NAFTA; it is difficult to see bow the NAFTA wbuld
require an investor to seek review of a co wt judgment if the investor does not have to seek!
review of an administrative, legislative, or executive decision.
1

Third, the Loewen group will have a strong argument that seeking review of the dis trict
court's· decision was futile. If the arbitral panel were to accept this claim as a factual matte~, there
is a good chance that it would (a.pplying the rationale develqped under the local remedies rllle)
excuse the Loewen Group from having sought review of the highest court (because such re~iew
was futile). Thus, We believe that, in. this case,
even if the United States advanced the a.z:gwnent
.
I
preferred by State and USTR, we might nonetheless lose.
i
For all of these reasons, the Department believes that, in order fol" the United States! to
have the strongest chance of succeeding, we must make the argument that domestic court 1
judgments are not "measures. n
.
I

J.

.
i
.
.
i
There qre strong Q9/1cy reasons
to
mate
the
al'gument
recommended
hy
DO.I
.
.
'

Several policy concerns weigh heavily in favor of advancing the foregoing argumJt.
First, a loss on the merits of Loewen (which is quite possible in the absence of a favorable huing
~risdiction) would establish a dangerou.s. precedent
whereby the United States could face
.
I
international arbitration with respect to any state or federal court judgment adversely affecting·
the interests of foreign investors. A single foreign investor in a corporation could embroil the

-

.

!

~~~~~~~~~~

'DOJ and the State Department continue to disagree on whether the NAFTA actually
waived the local remedies rule. Because the 10cal remedies .rule is a "fundamental rule of :
international law, II the requirement of exhaustion is 811 imputed term maU international ;
agreements "in the absence of an express contrazy stipulation" in the agreement. A. Freeman,
International Resoonsibility of States fox: Pe;Ual of Justice 4:14 (193 8). As a result, interna~onaJ
tribunals require an unequivocal expre8sion of a sovereign's intent to waive the local remed,ies
rule. DOI does not find such an express waiver in the NAFTA.
·
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Utiit"d. Swes in an arbitration over any domestic ver~ict by, that corporatioi:t (§c~udJthe . .

tribunal 111 M!lcrtion Qf juri!klietion to review the coUrt JUd~ents at issue in Loew.en \Nould ikely
gonerat~ a gteat deiil of political. hostility towatd the NAFTA md other mterfilstional ogreeffients,
pn.rtloulatty given that Haven some of those who were mosflnvolved in the deibate ovet tnel

[NAPrAj 1ay they did not anticipate cla.llns based on court vetdiets." W. OJ!iberson; Najtb'
lnvo/tittJ to Chalienge Ct>utt Award tn U.S., N.Y. _Times (Jm 28; 1999) a~ et, ~whii~ lie ()
. lJni1ed States unquestiottably has an interest in affording protection to U.s·. ifiveStots &om fiit\JU!lt
tJoW1 jud&ments abtoad, it £Y?t?eai's that far less litigation affecting foreign infeteSlS oc:ctirs ili .
Mtiitic~ and Cwiiida than lo the tJruted States. oiven this substaiitilil imbalartce·in the atrtoliht of
Httgritiol\j, ntJ Well as the fact that the U1ilied States is alooe fo its recognition 6fl!lrge punitl\ie .
d~ttges IWl\i'd!I, we believe that the domestic cost to the U.S. of allowing chilllenges to o\ii' obuit
Jmt;Inentil far outWeighe the benefi~s; investors m&Y gain fti>m being penn.itted to 1.
·
challenge foreign ~wt judgmentS.~ ca!e·sucb as L.oewen highligh~. that the ~AFft'A_
doe~ tiot limply prot.ect foreign lnvestors from dismminaticin by the Unittd States =- it p~vldes
:foreign investors and foreign
companies with more rights than Americans
have
.
•.
. and arguab1Y
.
gl vis futell!lh oomplihies an Bdvllnisge over domestic companies; Although this may b" trutli
under any interpretation dftlie NAFTA, the interpretation advanced ·by State ilnd tJS'tit I
Stlb§tMtitilly expartds the rights given to foreign utvestors th~t are not posses~ed by tH;.
lnve!ltors iftd corporations (admittedly, U.S. investors abroad would rcceiVe shnilar advaru;n.ges):
.

'

.)

.i

Finally; our proposed atgUinent is conSistent, as a pi'~ctl¢al ~att~t, with tM policy
coneems rt)ised by_ State an,d uSTR. Under our theory, art investor is not fofeclosed undel · .
NAPTA C..b8Ptet 1t fi'Oin t~allengfug ,~·~oµrtj~ginm~ that results ~m the actions of ex~·~utiv~
6r a.dmfol~~tjve ()fficiijls .or entities,·fl!i. suph,ectioris. ~plausibly be co~ed as ··m~e~." :, _
.
State an.d USTR have riot identlfied any example of harm toj a U.S. investor from ti col,lrl.~.ed!iioii
that did not iJlvolVe improper irtfluence by executive or ad.mliilstrative offidhls and which~f ·· ····
t:het_e~ot~ 1 !! .:W. S. itt~ve!tor would n,ot be able to cballeoge tiOd,et NAfTA Chapter i t_ •.· Mott~\ter,
1

althdugh there may be eottcems about coW1 judgments in other countriell, stlch as China,.~ ilre

not aware of any simihti' concetn expressed about Canada arid Mexico. Tc; the extent that Stlite
and OSTa bell.eve that iheir interpretation is netessary to prbteet u.s. investors in count:d~~
other than that are signatories to the NAFTA; the United States could be ttiote expiicit in futili'e
~~

·.
'

1.
.
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MEMORANDUM
To:

Charles F.C. Ruff
Counsel to the President

From:

Raymond C. Fisher
.
Associate Anomey General

Re:

~· ·
·

Tue Loewen Group. Inc. y. Uiiited States NAFTA Arbitration

Purpose: To resolve an interagency dispute over the ~fficacy of advancing a particular
jurisdictional defen.se on behalf of the United States in this NAFTA arbitration.'.

I

I

Timing:

Immediate.
INTRODUCTION

On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc. ("Loewen"), a Canadian co~rationJ filed a .
Notice of Claim for arbitration against the United States under Chapter 11 of the North Arrterican
Free
I
Trade Agreement ("NAFTA"). Loewen contends that the United States is liab~ under the NAFTA for
$725 million in damages that allegedly resulted from cowijudgments rendered against Lo~wen in a
Mississippi state cowt proceeding. The Civil Division of the Department of Justice ("DOJ';') is
1
defending the United States in this matter.
I

DOJ and ow- client agencies in this case - the Department of State ("State") and th~ Office of
the United States Trade Representative ("USTR.")- currently disagree over the wisdom of. advancing·
a jurisdictional argument that we have proposed. In.defense ,of the United States against. Ldewen's .
~l~, P()J .wo.~!.~ ~i~~ to ,~~~..f:h~~.&~ ~bi~ tribunal lack.~ jurisdiction because ~AFTA :chapter 11
apphes only to llmeasures adopted, or maintained" by the Uruted States and that the.Judg~ents of
domestic courts are not "measures" as that term is used in the NAFTA: State and USTR do not want
us to invoke this.defense. Because the d~adline for m~ing iin.Y jurlsciicti~naJ arguments is
ap~roaching ~fiftid@;jitef.996fa'ltd much work remains to be done, we need a prompt re~olution of
.

I
'
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- 2this disagreement,.no later than September 1, 1999.

BACKGROUND
~FIA

1.

Chapter 11

I

Chapter 11 of the NAFTA was designed to encourage investment in Canada, MexiJo and the
United States by establishing rules of fair treatment of foreign investment aod investors, arid by
providing a means for resolving disputes between investors and their host governments. See Daniel
M. Price, An Overview of tbil NAFIA
Investment ChGter: .Substantive...Rules and Inye§tot-State
.
I
Dispute.....
Settlem,ent,
27
Int'l
Lawyer
727.(1993)
..
Among
other
things,the
Chapter
au~9ii~es ao
...... .....
- .
"
. .
. I
..
aggiieved investor to "submit to arbitration under this Section a claim" that a host government bas
~reached i~ _o~igations of fair ~atinent under Chapter 1i. :~ N~A Article 1116(1). j'r:tie scope
of the Chapter is limited, however; to "measures adopted or .mamtained"
by a government relating
to
"Y
I
the investor or investment at issue. ~ NAFTA Article 1101(1).
I
I
.
.

2.

I

Tue Lo~wep Clajm

Loewen's NAFTA claim is based on a lawsuit in Mississippi state court in which a ;Mississippi
businessman sued Loewen and its United States subsidiary for $16 miJJion as a result of a failed
busiDess deal. After· a controversial trial, during which Loewen contends the court improl'¢rly
permitted the plaintiffs lawyer to inflame the jmors with anti-Canadian, racial and class rbbtoric, the
jury returned a verd.i.ct of $500 millio~ against ~ewen, ~ncli.lcfu:ig $400 million in punitiveldama~es.
· Loewen attempted to appeal th!= verdi".t, but cliwµs that it was unable to post a superse~eas bond 111 the .
.amount of i.25% of the judgment, as required under Mississ~ppi law to stay the judgm~t Plending
appeal In January 1996. after the Supreme Court of Mississippi upheld the imposition of the 12 5%
bond requirement and ordered Loewen to post the full bond within seven days, Loewen settled the case
for structured payments of $175 million (which, at the time, bad a net present value of apptoximately
$85 million), a.rgwng that the bond requirement effectively denied it the opportunity to ap~eal.
.

Mississi~pi.

J

courts' refusal to waive reduce the
Loewen contends that the jury verdict and the
bond requirement were unjust and discriminatory, in violation of several standards set forth in NAFTA
Chapter 11 for the equitable treatment of foreign investors. Loewen claims that the United! States is
liable under the NAFfA for violations committed by individual states and, therefore, seetd to hold the
United States liable for damages allegedly caused by the Missis~ppijudgments. Loewen ~ubmitted its
claim to arbitration with the " &iti=mRftliit9fo'frth~ti®'fill@tnimflfSlttl~fi'llP
1 · v.estment ~ i ·!.\ltes (~l~S: I~ II~ Ul . rasruifit.sm~seekin:g at least $725 million in dam~ges.

SIAIEMENT.QF THIHSSUE

(p,o~ .e£2_()Se!~ ar~~.ong

Lo~wen;s

I

i~

.
.
other things, that
claim not arbitrable 4der the
NAFTA because the judgments of domestic courts (as opposed to.actions of other organs of
govenimect)
are not "measures" within the scope ofNAFTA. Chapter 11. State and USTRJ however,
..
.
•
.
I
.oppose our advancing such ~argument. According to State and USTR, the argument is n~t likely to
prevail and, in any event, would widennine the ability of U.S. investors to challenge irreguJ.ar and
.
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I

. 3.
arbitrary court judgments abroad.
While we understand State's and USTR's concern as a policy matter, we believe that tbe-..-proposed argument is legally sowid and, mo~~~r. that allowing foreign investors attack t.IJt
decisions of oUr domestic courts throu ·
·
b'tr tion could severel undermind our system
o
uce and, as a result, threaten continued ublic and olitic;al su rt for the NAFT A ~d. erhaps,
other intemation agreements as well. Given the real possibility of an adverse decision in Ithe Loewen
case if we reach the substantive merits, we believe, for several reasons; that the balance of tilese policy .
concerns weighs heavily in favor of advancing our argument that court judgments are not 11 beasures."

to

'

\

First, .ia loss on the· meritS of the Loewen case - which we believe is quite possible

L

the' ·---··
absence of a favorable ruling onjwisdiction - would establish a dangerous prec!t.dfnt wh~eby the
Uriited States could, as a result of the NAFTA, face international arbitration with respect t~ any
judgment rendered against a foreign investor (or against any entity in which a foreign investor has a
significant interest) in the courts of' the United States. This could result in a flood <Jf arbi~tions
against the United States, the cost of which could be extr:aordinary.
;
.

'

. i

Second, a loss on the merits m Loewen is also likely to generate a great deal of pglitic;;al
~PWJitr toward .the NAFT~·. Tue.case ha.5 already rec:.eived :significant medi~ ~ttention a.5~+ ~~tent
back~~o.or way for corporations to challenge the Amencan legal system." .. William Glabe:rson, Nafta
Invoked to Challenge Court Award in U.S., N.Y. Times (Jan. 28, 1999) at Cl;~ tY& y.!, E. lritaru,
Trade Pacts Accused of Subverting U.S. Policies, Commerce, L.A. Times (Feb. 28, 1999) ~t Al.
Many individuals, both in and out of government, are likely to be surprised and offended ifjthe
NAFTA is construed to effect a waiver of sovereignty that would permit an international tribunal
effectively to sit in review of decisions of United States courts at the election of forei~ mV:CStors. Cf.
Glabersoo, filmI!! ("[Loewen] is an important case because it.raises the question of the extent to which
do~estic civil judicial proceedings will be subject to international re.examination.") (quo~g Pr<Jf.
David W. Leebron, dean of Columbia Law School).
I

~d, be!ie~e

b~t

.
_we
that the argument that coUrt judg.,bot.s are oot "measures" is ou:_
jurisdictio
ent Although we have some subsidiary arguments, such as that the judgmen
comp ained of are not "measures" because Loewen faiied to. exhaust the domestic judicial ~rocess, we
feel that these arguments derive much of their force froin the principal argument. th.at court judgments
are not "measures" and that, standing alone. these subsidiary: argUlJ1~.nts may not succeed. ~rofessor
David Bederman of the Emory University School of Law,~ international law expe~ w~o.rii we have
consulted at the suggestion of the State Departiti.ent, agrees that the principal argument is l~gally viable
and that, if not advanced, our subsidiary arguments are less likely to prevail.
I

'? .. .

.

:

.

·I

Fourth, VI(~ question V.:h~ther the policy concerns rai~d by State and U~TR are s~cient to
·JUstify leavipg U.S. court decmons open to attack under the l'fAFTA. According to State and USTR.
allowing challenges to court decisions under NA.FTA Chapter 11 would provide a significant incentive
for Mexico to improve its judicial system, which is widely viewed as corrupt and ineffectivb. As a
practical matter, however, it appears that fer less litigation involving foreign interests occur~ in Me~co
than in the United States (in part becau5e of the perceived limitations oftbe Mexicanjudici~). Given
this substantial imbalance in the amount of litigation, as well as the fact that the United Sta~es is alone
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Th~ United States should argue that domestic court judgments are not "meJsures" for
· purposes of NAFT A Chapter 11.
·
· I
The United States should argue that domestl~ court judgments
not "mefures,'' but
point out that proceedings initiated by a govhrunent entity that result in court ·
judgments (such as enforcement actions) are subject to challenge under NhTA
Chapter 11 because the government action tl;iat initiated the proceeding is i~elf a
"measure."
i

are

'!

· 3. ·--·-·The United States should argue that, although some domestic courtjudgmepts could be
challenged as "mea.smes" under NAFTA Ch~ter l f, aju~gxnent rendered in a civil ·
proceeding between private
parties in which 1no government was involved i~I not a
.
"measure."
:
I

4.

The United States should concede that court judgments can be "measures," \but only
when rendered by the highest available court in !ljudicial system.
·

Our views with respect to each of the four alternative approaches are set fo~ belo~. A
preliminary draft of the jurisdictional argw.Dent that we would like to advance is attached ~t Tab l. A
copy of a letter from Professor David Bedennan endorsing DOJ's proposed argument is a~hed at
Tab 2.

I

.

·ANALYSIS

i
Alternative l: The
United States should argue that domestic courrjudgmeni.s are not "measures"
for
.
.
I

puryoses ofNAFTA Chapter 11.

·

.

I

I

This alternative is the one that we believe should be pursued. As explained in greater detail
above, any concession that OW' court judgments can be "measures" subject to review wideriNAFTA
Chapter 11 could severely undermine our system of justice and, as a result, threaten continµed public
wid political support for the NAFTA and other international agreements.
I
We recognize, of course, that the argument we propose is not unassailable. For exLple, the
Case Concernjng Fisheries Jurisdiction C.S12~n v. Canada), I.CJ. Gen. List No. 96 {Dec. 4, 11998),
which we cite for its observation that the term 11 measures 11 is typically used in its broadest sense in
international agreements "to encompass statutes, regulations and administrative action," id) at~ 65,
also found that the ordinary meaning of the term is "wide e~ough to cover any act, step or ~roceeding .
._. .... ls!. at~ 66. Sirnilai:ly, ~.tte.~!i~~~i~Y.~1,~~~.1.~1yj,~,;~~~:~~~!;~~·~~~~~~,~~?fig .history
that the. drafters
expressly sought to prevent the review of domeStlc
·coUrt
dec1s1oos. m .mtemat.tonal
.
.
'
·-··
. ..
·I
:procee~g~, ..,,.e have also identified one doC\Wlent (a,o "investment questiormaire" form that was sent
to each of the fifty U.S. states) that, unlike the NAFTA, includes 11jud.iciaJ decisions" witrub its
definition of "measure." We have careful!~ conside~d such: m.at~riajs, however, as well aslthe textual
argwnents raised by State Wld USTR, and believe that, at most, the NAFTA is ambiguous as to ·
whether the drafters uitended to include coW't judgments within the definition of "measured" that could
be challenged under Ch.apter 11. Because ambiguities in intematiopaj agreeroeots are genehuly
.

.

-
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I

construed in favgr of ~ty. we believe that our argwnent should still prevail even in the face of
st1ch arguments. We would be happy to provide you with more detailed analyses of the cr!iticisms that
State and USTR haye made of our argwnent in this regard, if you feel that it would be hel~ful.
Alternative 2: The United States should argue that domestic court judgments are -not "meLures," but
point out that proceedings initiated by a government
that result in cdf'rt
judgments (such as enforcement actions) are subject to challenge under NAFTA
Chapter 11 because the government action that Initiated rhe proceeding is ~rself a
"measure. " ·
·
·
I

entity

I

.

I

While we do not believe that it is necessary to offer. views regarding
that ate
. matters
. ...
-1 not
.. raised
in the Loewen ~ase, w~do not oppose this ~teraative agptc;ia~. !J;ideed, .it is.consistent with our
.
interJ)ret.atfon
of
the
NMT
A
to
say
that
Chapter
l
l
does
n~t
permit
arbitral
review
of
couh
judgments,
.
.. .
... . .
.
I
· but wo.uld ~t arbitral review .of government enforceme~t ac~q~ tha,t _result in cou.rtju~~ents.
Nevertheless, because such a statement would be s!i£nlm insofar as the Lgewm case does not involve
any gov~ent~in,itiated proceedings, we believe that Alte~ative l would be tbe more ap'propriate
approach.
.
I
Alternative 3: The United Stares should argue that, although some domestic courtjudgm~nts could be
·challenged as ~'measures" under NA.FIA Chapter JJ, ajudgment rendered\tn a civil
proceeding between private parties in which no gol'emment wa.r involved if not a

"measure. "

·

I

vi~

J

We do not
this approach a.s legally defensible ..' \Vhi.le jt may be desirable as policy
matter for c'i:il.irt judgments oiher than those in private civil cases to be covered by NAFTA! Chapter 11,
it.here no_b~:s ~i~~r}.~ ..~~.J~~8f1?~"NM'fA odl}, .£~t~rtiary iDt~ational law for. di+gUishing
:between court Judgments m pnvate c1v1l cases and cow.t JUdgments
m other cases.,. t.for
purposes
of
.
• .
. , , . _.. ,•..• .·:,..... ..... .. \,
. . .
..
I
. State
· responsibility. For .exwnple, as we note in our draft ~~¢.nt; iiitemationai law. r.~e-e-~:ze
·
.•
._:,;,;., . .
. ·····- ,.... • "..-c..~.~- .._.:;.....;,.······•····~..f·.:r1.·.. "··
''fir!~~~\.;,,\.' .....,.·· "
· rstlfic:t10n . e
w.r.0ngs aemm.ittea 5~ cefilits ~ aewals oflullS1!1ce ~ an, ·:wrangs ca ·· ··:~tted ·~ aH
:· efil.ie11 er.g ·. eN a e .. · ent See, ~. A. Freeman,
· ··
· ·n
t' t
· Denial ofJustice 146 (1938). This distinction supports our argument that the term "measJes" in the
NA.FTA refers only to actionS of organs of government other than courts.
'•
I
I
,
. .
.
·I
. In contrast, i.Dtemational law does not appear to distinguish between denials of justice in
'private civil cases wid denials of justice in government-initiated cases. 'Tei the contrary, it kppears to
be settled that where "the conduct of the p.roceedings in [a] private litigation is intemation~ly
.
deficient, a duty [of the State J to make reparation for the dehlal of justice will arise under the law of
[ nations." Freeman at 71. Similarly, nothing in the text of the NAFTA would support the Jrgwnent
that the NAFTA parties intended to treat couzt judgments in private civil actious any diffe~ently than
judgments in other actions. Once we have conceded that some courtjudg?Dects are "measures" subject
to challenge under Ch.apter l l, therefore, there appears to be no legal basis to avoid the coAclusion that
. all courtjudgmentS, including those in private civil cases, can be "measw-es."

is

-~

.~

-I

.~,...

'

i

Moreover, the argument that we propose achieves the same practical goal of this altematiVeJEN-,..
.

.

.

.

1~·

I

~
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(!&,preserving the ability of U.S. investors to challenge arbitraly.enforcement actions iil,i~ated by
· foreign gove~ents), although in a far more defensible way.· Although we contend that cburt .
.judgments are not "measures" for pwposes ofNAFTA Chapter 11, our argument.does notjforeclose a
NAFTA Chap~er 11 chaJlenge to an arbitrary government eilforcement action. Rather, bec~use an
administrative enforcement action itself {as opposed to the court judgment on the merits of such an
action) is plausibly viewed as a "regulation" or "procedure" within the definition of a "mekue," it can
. be cbaJlenged under NAFTA Chapter 11. ~ NAFTA Articles 201 & 1101(1). Even if ah arbitrary
~nforcement action results in an adverse court judgment, therefore, the aggrieved investor ban still
··proceed to arbitration to challenge that administrative action wider NAFTA Chapter 11, eJen though
the court judgment that resulted from the action is not itself a "measure" that is subject to ~hallenge.

i

For example, State points out that one U.S . .investor has filed a NAFTA Chapter 1 claim
against Mexico to challenge government itc,tions.tbat resuJted in an unfavorable cowt injurtctioc. In
that case.(N©filCli-QV,Plwniirdtmmpstate,s1csip Case No. ARB(AF)/97/.1; a
waS1e
a;ianagemerit ·c9sli~~;.f~It}P.,!,~~R~"~t 1_9.£' governmept officials expropriated its investm9nt in a
landfill project in Mexico· by declaring the site an ecological presery~,' thereby preventing the JWJdfill
from openID.g. As part of its claim, the company allege~ that:the local mUll.icipality obtainbd an
wjunctiou izi a court proceeding that the municipality initiated against the federal Mexican! governn:ieot
to resolve whether it had jurisdiction over tbe landfiJI site. According to Metaklad, the effect of the
injunction was to prevent the commereial use of the site by anyone, iucluding Metalclad Although
Metalclad does not appear. to allege any procedural irregularities in the judicial proceeding!, it
complains that the Mexican court process was susceptible to abuse in this case, as the municipality
was, Wlder Meltican law, able to freeze the use of the property for the many-years pendcnc'y of the case ·
merely by initiating the proceeding.

uts.

I

I

Ucder our proposed argwnent,
Metalclad's claim against
Mexico
would
riot be undermined.
'
..
' '
.1
As we noted above,: an administrative action to initiate proceedings is itself a 11 measW"e" subject to
.'challenge un.derChapter n; even iftbe courtjudgment thafresultifrom that action is Dot. Thus, even
under our proposed argument, MetaJclad could still proceed to challenge the actions of the
municipality that led to the injunction, even though the court's order itself may not be chal~enged as a
"measure." The substance of MetaJclad's claim, therefore, would remain iDtact.
:

I

'•

Alternative 4: The r.Jnired States should concede. that co11rtjudgmenls can be ",;,easures, "lbut only
when rendered by the highest available court in a judicial system.
I

/We oppose ~y concession that court judgments can; be "measures" subject to revier wider
'NAFTA Chapter 11. AS we explain in greater detail above,'such 11 concession could severely
uildenrune our system of justice and would likely generate considerable political hostility toward
the
I
NAFTA. Because we have a viable legal argument that domestic cow1 judgments are not ymeasures"
at all, we believe that such a concession is neither necessary nor desirable . Instead, we believe that the
argument that a court judgment is not a "measure" wtless rendered by the highest availablell court
should be made only in the alternative, as a subsidiary argument.
·
, I

Moreover, although we

iot~nd to ~vance
the subsidiazy
argument that a courtjudJn
.. e8t'P~Nr1"1(
'
'
'1R-'
'
'
'
'
~
<~
:
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. •only be a "measur~ 1 when rendered by the highest availabl~ court, this subsidiary argumebt has several
'weSknes~es. For example, because NAF!A Article 11~1 explicitly waiv~d the ~ditio~aljrequirement
that a claimant must first exhaust domestic legill remedies before proceeding to international
·
arbitration, we may have some difficulty persuading the Loewen tribunal that exhaustion bf
the
I·
judicial process is required before resort may be had under the NAFTA. Although our arguments on
this point are compelling, our success is far from assured.
I

. In addition, even if we persuade the tribunal that Loewen must have exhausted thejjudicial
process before a "measure" could be said to exist, the strength of this argumenc will ultimately rest on
the viability of exhausti.o.n in this particular 'case. Our strongeSO;rg.1,llDents in this regard ~e that: (I)
Loewen.could have petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for llil emergency stay of enforcement of the
underlying judgment and for a writ of certiorari on the question of the Mississippi courts' h:fusal to
waive the supersedeas bond requirement, and (2) Loewen could have filed for bankruptcyjprotection
(which grants 1111 automatic stay) and pwsued its appeal in bankruptcy. As to the former option,
Ji.oeweo could have a strong "futility" argument, inasmuch as emergency relief and petitidrui
for
I
certiorari are rarely granted. As to the latter, it may be difficult to persuade the. Tribuoal that
it is
I
reasonable to require a foreign investor to declare bankruptcy in order to be said to have eiChausted the
judicial process for purposes of an international claim. "The subsidiary argument on its oWn, therefore,
may not succeed in avoiding a rulillg on the merits of the case.,
·
!I
.

concedin~

Finally,
as noted above, we questi9n
that coJn
... .
. . . Jhe
. .·..policy
. . justification
.
. . . for.
I jud.,gmeµts
.
.
cart be challenged as "measures'' under NAFTA Chapter 1t ..While the U.S. 's interest in ~proving the
conditions of the Mexican judiciary for the benefit
of U.S. investors is undeniably valid, the
cost of
.
I
allowing U.S. court judgments to be challenged under NAFTA Chapter 11 may be too high to justify
such an effort. Indeed, given the app!U'Cnt fact that more litigation affecting foreign intere'sts occurs in
United Stat.es cowts than in the courts of Mexico or Canada, as well as the fact that the U~ted States is
' alone in its recognition of large punitive damages awuds, it may well be contrary to the orerall
'
interests of the U.S. investment community to concede that cowtjudgments
are "measures."
.
I
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ARGUMENT

I

Claimants' grievance arises from a private contractual dispute that wa.5 partially

adjurucated in the courts of Mississippi. In that lawsuit, which was never completed, a
'

•

jurJ
i

fowid that Claimants were liable for damages resulting from their willful violations of conkcts
that they had entered into with a Mississippi businessman. Although Claimants initially

.

.

I
!
I

appealed the verdict, they chose instead to settle the dispute out of court rather than continue
,Mth the appellate process, Following this resolution, in which no government was invol.Jld,

claimants have constructed a claim against the United States under the NAFT A, an internationlil
trade agreement among three nations that bas oo application to the purely private dispute jd

II

settlement agreement that form the basis of Claimants' complaint.

l

According to Claimants, the United States is liable under the NAFTA because, they\
claim, the Mississippi court proceedings that preceded their settlement agreement resulted ip a
judgment that Claimants argue, in essence, was unfair.Ji To be specific, Claimants first conknd

.

I

that the trial court violated the NAFTA by allowing the jury to.consider
biased testimony Jd
.
I
counsel comments. Second, Claimants contend that the trial court violated the NAFTA by \
accepting the jury's verdict, which, according to Claimants, was excessive. Third, ClaimanJs
contend that both the trial court and the Mississippi Supreme Court violated the NAFTA by
refusing to depart from the statutory requirement of a supersedeas bond to effectuate a stay 9f the

I
"Notably, Claimants do not maintain that thc:ft conduct could not have given rise to liability 1,under
Mississippi law, but conten.d only that
other factors made the jUty's verdict unfair.
,I
.

I
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.

.

.

I

judgment pending appeal. Even if these allegations could establish a sufficient degree of the

United Stale5' in.volvement to justify this claim, which they cannot, Ill!'. itg,, Restatement rrd)

1

of Foreign Relations Law§ 207, comment c ("the state is not resppnsible for injwies caused by
private persons !hat result despite [reasonable] police protection."), they me not within
of Chapter 11 of the NAFTA and, therefore, are not arbitrable in this forum.
I.

..

.

scope

!

.

I

THE CLAIM IS NOT ARBITRABLE BECAUSE THE JUDGMENTS OF DO~STIC
COURTS ARE NOT "MEASURES ADOPTED OR MAINTAINED BY A PAR1jY"
WITIDN 1JIE SCOPE OF NAFTA CHAPTER 11
·
1

•

It is a familiar and well-settled principle of in!emational law that international agrlments
are to be "interpreted ... in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the tennsl of the ·
treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purp9se." Vienna Convention on Je Law
.

!

of Treaties, Article 31; I. Brownlie, Prigciples of Public International

.

.

Law, p. 627 (4th ed.J
..
I

1990). In substance, these principles require that the NAFTA be interpreted to effectuate the
express agreement of the parties; here,·the governments of Canada, Mexico and the United!

.

.

.

.

. .

.

I

States. Sa; R. Jennings & A. Watts, eds .. Qilpenheim's lntemationalLaw, 9th ed. at 12671
(1996). Thus viewed, it is readily apparent from the text of the NAFTA that Chapter]] does not

conc~ed only with legislative jd
regulatory actions that affect trade and investment. .Other evidence and principles of cons~ction
apply to the judgments of d_oroestic courts, but is .instead

I

further reinforce the fact, made clear by the express terms of the NAFTA, that the parties n~ver
intended Chapter 11 to apply to judgments of domestic cowts. Claimants' challenges to thl
I

judgments of the Mississippi courts, therefore, are not arbitrable ooder the NAFTA.

2
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A.

.

..

I.

The Ordinary Meaning Of The Phrase "Measures Adopted or Maintained" Does
Not Include Court Judgments
.
· I

Article 110 l of the NAFT A limits the application of Chapter 11 only to "measures
adopted or maintained by a Part)' .... " ~ NAFTA Article 1101(1). Article 201, which sets

forth the general definitioo.s of the terms in the NAFTA, defines "measure" to include

"on~ law,

regulation, procedure, requirement or practice." On its face, this definition does not include
jwy
I
verdicts or court judgments and, instead, ill(:ludes only legislative or administrative rules ahd
requirements. The Mexican and French-Canadian versions of the NAFTA similarly do nJ
include court judgments in their definitions of "measure."

~.Tratado de Libre C~mercijIde.

America del Norte, Artfculo 201 ("medida incluye cualquier ley, reglamento, proced.i.miento,

requisito o prlictica"); Accord de libre-Ocbangc nord-omericain, Article 201 C'mesure s'enld de
toute legislation, r~glementation, procedure, prescription ou pratique").

I
I

This understanding of "measure" is consistent with the ordinary usage oftbe tenn, which

does no.t refer to court judgments, but instead contemplates only legi&lative or regulatory 4tions.

I

Indeed, every major dictionary of the English language makes clear that, in the context of :
government action, the word "measure" has the specific meaning of "[a] legislative bill or

enactment." Websters TI. New Riverside University Dictionary (1994); ~~Webster's Third
'

'

·New lntematicmal Dictionary (1986) ("Step; specif a proposed legislative act: Bill"); The lew
Shorter Oxford English Dictionacy, (3d ed. 1_993) ("A plan or course of action intended to

,ttain

some object, a suitable action: spec. a legislative enactment proposed or adopted."); The Random

I

House Dictionary of the English Language, 2d ed. (1987) ("a legislative bill or enactment:

IThe

senate passed the new measure.") (emphasis in original). Significantly, none of these dictidnaries
I
;

3
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me
u es anything even approx1ma
mg JUI)' verdi.cts or court JU
gmen WI
e e aon of a

.

.

"measure."

.I

·

:

The term "measure'' is also routine.ly used in international agreements to refer excllsively
to legislative Ol' regulatory actions rather than court judgments. For example, Canada reJarly
includes references in its .international agreements to "measures of nationaliz.atioo, expropkation,

taking wider administration or any other similar legislative or administrative measures."
Agreement Between the Govemmeot of Canada and the Government of the Czechoslovak

Socialist Republic Relating to the Settlement of Financial Matters (April 18, 1973) (empbasis

.

I

added). See fil§.2, ~. Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Govemmer of
the Polish People's Republic Relating to the Settlement of Financial Matters (Oct. 15, t 971)

.

.
.
f
(requiring payment on claims concerning "property, rights or other interests nationalized or

.

I

otherwise taken by the application of Polish legislaHon or administrative decisions'') (emphasis

. .

.

I

added); Agreement Between the Government of Canada and the Government of the SociaJist

Republic of Romania Concerning the Settlement of Outstanding Financial Problems (July 13,
1971) (requiring payment on claims conceming "Canadian property, rights and interestS affected
by RomaniWl measures of nationalization,

expropriati~n, taking under. ~d.ministration. and lny

other similar legislative or administrative measures . ... ")(emphasis added).Z'

..

..

.

.. . .

I

Y'fhe General Agreement on Trade and Services ("GATS"), which appears as an annex to the General
Agreement on Tarritrs and Trade (''GATI"), defines the term "measure" more broadly to ibclude "any
measure ... whether in the form of a law, regulation. rule, procedure, decision, adtnirustra~ve action,
or any other form." OATS Article XXVID(a) (emphasis added). Of course, the drafters ofNAFTA
chose not to include such a· definition, even though it was in existence at the time. Moreo~er, even this
broad definition does not include court judgments on its face, as the term "decision" in
cooteXt is
typically used to refer to administrative, rather than judicial, decisions. Sm:, '-&., Agreement Between
the Government of CCUlada an~ the Govenunent of the Polish People's Republic Relating t~·~N

tbisl

.

<(;,,\U
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.· Although Claimants correctly observe that court judgments have, in a few extreme and
wiusual cases, risen to the level ofa "denial of justice" that implicate the responsibility of nations

.

.

.

.

- -

I

.

WJder international law,~ Notice of Claim·~ 146, that observation is irrelevant, BS it confuses

!he concept of"'ls!lW o[ iu'li,te' with the entin:ly seporate ooncept of

"m~un:~" ·It bas Lg

been recogai2ed in international low that actions of the judiciary, by which a "denial ofj+ce"
may be effected, are entirely distinct ftom actions of all omer organs of government. AfJ ohe

.

.

.

I

leading treatise explains, "the popular meaning of denial of justice ... seems to be that rel~ting
to court action. . . . Although one cannot be too certain that this is the term's 'oatW"al' mealmg, it
I

.

i

is undoubtedly the one which is usually favored by textwriters on intemational law." A. iI
Freeman, The Ioteroational Responsibility of States for Denjal ofJustjce, 31 (1938) (empiksis in
'

'

'

.,

original). It is well-established that this "popular" understanding of denials of justice "omits
wrongs by any organs of the State other than courts or bodies acting in purely j.udicial capLity."
Id. at 146.

Given this settled conceptual distinction between denials of justice Ci&., wrongs I
I

committed by courts) and wrongs committed by all other organs of government, it would be

.

·.

.

I

WU'easonable to construe the tenn "measures" to include cow1 judgments in addition to

.

.

I

I

legislative and regulatory actions. This is particularly so in this case, given that the definition of
f

''measure" in NAFTA Article 201, on its face, does notinclude cowtjudgments or any reference
toa"denialofjustice."

·

-

I

i

I

•

I

~ettlement of ~inancial M~tters _(Oct. 15, 1971.) (requiring paymen! on. claims co.ncerning j'property,
nghts or other mterests nationahzed or_ otherw.ise taken by. the application of Polish legislation or
administrative decisions") (emphasis added). ·

5
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The distinction between "measures" and court judgments is also supported by
international decisional law, even in cases where the broadest possible definition of "measures"

is urged. In !he recent

li'mt®Ji&'ilE~s;il®t~$!re.J. +·List

No. 96 (Dec. 4, 1998), for example, Canada argued that the International Court of Justice ("ICJ")
lacked jurisdiction to hear a dispute concerning a particular CaOadian statute because can1a had
reser.'ed from the ICJ's

juri~diction any "disputes arising out of or concerning conservatiab and

management measures taken by Canada" with respect to fishing vessels in certain regions.
Because a broad interpretation of the term "measures" was more protective of Canada's
I

sovereignty, Canada "stress(ed.] the very wide meaning of the word 'measure'" in arguing that the

.

·.

I

statute in question was resexved from the ICrs jurisdiction. !d,. at~ 65. The Court agreed that

the statute was a "measure," noting that the broadest meaning of the tenn "is used in inteltional

.

.

I

conventions to encompass statutes. regulations and administrative action.'' Id. (emphasis ,dded).
Although the question of whether court judgments are "measw-es" was not at issue in the cfse,

I

the IC rs explanation of even the "very wide meaning" of the term significantly did not include
cowtjudgments, but was instead limited to "statutes, regulatloos and

m.

admini~trative actionl" See

Fisheries Case. Counter-Memorial of Canada on Jwiscliction., Feb. 29, 1996 ("Canada'l
!

Brief') at~ 96 (The tenn's "most conunon usage is in relation to legislative measures.")
(emphasis in original).~ The Court's understaDding reflects the ordinary meaning of the tenn

l'It is also worth noting that Canada urged the broadest possible construction of the term "measures"
because the law requires an "Wlequivocal indication" of a "voluntary and indisputable" a~tance of
an international tribunal's jurisdiction. Canada's Brief at ,,52-53 (citing ICJ cases). Had the issue
been presented where a narrow reading was necessary to prqtect sovereignty - as it is in thls case, ~
illfm at [ ] - the ICJ would likely have construed the term narrowly. ~. ~ Fisheries Gase at, 71
(noting that narrower interpretation "would deprive the reservation of its intended effect.").,
·----.

.

.

.

.
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I
"measures," which does not include court judgments.

.

.

. .

.

I

.

.i
I

That "measures" do not include court judgments is fwther underscored by the fact that the

.

.

. -

.

I

scope of Chapter 11· is limited only to "measures adopted or maintalnecf' by a NAFTA country.

~ NAFTA Article 1101(1). As a matter of common usage, legislative proposals are "adlpted,"
and pre-exi~ting rules or practices are "maintained." ~~Webster's Third New Inreltional
.
.
.
i
Dictionary of the English Language at 29 (1986) (''adopt'' refers to "a bill or measure ~d or

accepted formally"); lit. at 1362 ("maintain" means to"keep up" or ''continue"). Court
judgments, in contrast. are neither "adopted" nor "maintained," but instead are ''issued,"
"rendered," "entered" or "made." ~.~.id. at 585 (a "decision" is "arrived at after
consideration"); id. at 1223 (a "judgment" is "pronounced'' or "given in a cause by a court

I

br law

or other tribumol : . .' .; a legal judgment entered for one party ...."). • The plain text of +clo
110 J(1), therefore, does not bring court judgments within the reach of Chapter l 1.
B.

i

The Meaning Of "Mewnges Adopted or Maintained" In The Context Of Thj

I

NAFTA

As noted above, NAFTA Article 201 defines "meesure" to include "any law, regulation,

procedure, requirement or practice." Although the the drafters ofNAFTA clearly were caplble
I

I

distin~tion. I

·

!'The Mexican and French-Canadian versions of the NAFTA support this same
Compare,
11
~. The OxfordwHachette French Dictionary at 13 (2d ed. 1997) (illustrating meaning of "adopter
with "adopter une loi ··to pass a law"); isl. at 486 ("maintenir" means '.'to keep") with id. at 219 (one
can "make or talce" a 11 decisioa; 11 "prendre une decision"); id. at 452 (to "give one's verdict'' or "to pass
judgment:" "prononcer un jugement"); id. at 1156 (''se decid~r" means ''to reach or come to a
decision"); _id. at 1387 ("prononcer/rendre unjugement" means "to pass/give a judgment"); i_g. at 1652
("rendre ilne decision'' means "to give a ruling"). ·Comuare fili2, ~ The Oxford Spanish Dictionary
at 18 (1994) ("adoptar" means "to take," as in "drastic measu,es will have to be taken"); i.Q. ~t 4 79-80
("mantener" means "to keep,n as in "keep up the old traditions") with id. at 227 (one can 11 rtiake" a
"decisi6n"); ifi. at 441 (one can "express" or "fonn" a "juicio"); id. at 1524 (one can "give" 6r "malce" a
judicial ruling, or "fallo"). ·
··
I
·i ~~SIDE:rvr~
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.· of identifying court judgments with specificity when they wanted to do so, ~l!fil;2~e s not
1

international arbiuation. Principal among these "conditio~ preeedent"
lnvesto.rs "waive their right to

is the requirement lthat

initia!_e@c~ue before any administrative tribunal or cotlrt .. :

any proceeding,; with respect to the measwe of the disputIDg Pm, that is alleged to be a

bLoch"

. of Chapter 11. NAFTA Article l 12l(l)(b). In other words, to make a claim in arbitration
challenging a "measure," the investor must, .llW: a1i{l, ele<:t to .abwidon any domestic court!
chaJlenge to that measure. Because this provision plainly distinguishes between judicial
proceedings and the measure challenged in those proceedings (.i&., '~proceedings with respect to

loot

the measure"). the language of Article 1121 malre9 clear that • court proceeding itself was

understood. by the parties to be . a 0 measu.re" subject
to challecge
in international arbitration.I
.
.

8
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In fact, the parties to the NAFTA appear to have included this· requirement in~!r

~recisely because it "forces investors to choose betWeen local remedies and intematiciaaJ
arbitration so that international panels cannot act as a court of appeals" over domestic judijial
deeisions. U.S. White Paper ofTalkin.g Points for Carla

Hi~ls in Negotiations with MexiJ and

Canada. As the United States argued in the course of the NAPTA's negotiations, it was
necessary to eliminate the requirement that an investor exhaust all local remedies before
proceeding to international arbitration because such a requirement, "far from helping to minimize

.

I

as most

the political problems associated with investment disputes, could actually heighten them,

governments would object strenuously to an intematiooal tribunal acting as an appeals coi for
domestic judicial decisions." Id.

If "measures;' were construed to include domestic cow1 judgments, the pwpose of Article
.

.

.

.

I

.

I

1121 's election-of-remedies provisi_ons would be undermined, as it would allow an international .

.

.

I

. tribunal to sit, in effect, as a "court ofappeals" over dom~stic co~ judgments. ~ £.&..

l

Freeman, The Intmi,ationa] Responsibility of States for. Penial of Justice, 170 ( 1938) (in dewal
..

.

!
i

of justice cases, "what would actually happen is that an international tribWlal would operate by

.

I

way of a court of appeals.''). Such a result would be inconsistent not only with the plain

!

language of the NAFTA, but with the clear intent of the parties, as well as common-sense
principles of international law. Sn. ~ Barcelona
TractiQn. Li2ht and Power Co .. Ltd.,
1970
.
.
I
l.C.J. 3, 157-58 ("If an interuatiocal tribunal were to. , . examine the regularity of the
of municipal cowts, the international tribunal would

~out to

dec~sions

be a 'cour de cassatiori', thi
i

highest court in the municipal law system. An international tribunal, on the contrary, betobgs to

.

.

.

I

quite a different order; it is called upon to deal with international affairs, not municipal affairs.")
9
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i
(separate opinion of Judge Tanaka) .. Because the parties to the NAFTA drafted the agreelent
expressly to avoid such a scenario, it would be unreasonable to conclude that they intende1 the

.

term "meas~"

.

.

I.

to include domestic court judgments. ~ L. Sohn & R. Baxter, Reaponsibilities

of States for 1.Qjuries to the Economic Interests 9f Aliens, 55 Am. J. lut'l L. 545, 571 (19611) ("In
order to avoid putting an international tribwtal in the position of a cowt of appeal from

thJ couns
I

· h 1s
·
. the
of the State whic
a party to the agreement, a 'clear' departure. rr·om the proper law of

I

contract is requisite to the establishment of responsibilify;").

.

I

Other uses of the term "meastire" in Chapter 11 underscore that the tenn was intended to
refer only to

.

tr~e-related legislative or regulatory actions. ~Cl'ellh'~~~lfer exa:mple, r~fers
.I

to "measure[s) that requireO an investment to use a technology to meet generally applicable
health, safety or environmental requirements," a reference that plainly does not.include coL

.

.

.I

judgments. Similarly, $1®NiM'refers to the "continuation/' "prompt renewal" or
"amendment" of any non-co~orming measures, while

i

·J~aks of meas~es

prescribing special fonnalities in coMection with the establishment of foreign investments, "such
as a requirement that investors be residents of the Party or that investmentS be legally consltuted

.

.

I

.

under the laws or regulations of the Party .... " Such uses of the term "measures 11 are consistent

.

.

. .

I

only with legislation or regulation and do not refer to court judgments. See also, l l , NA.ETA

Article 1114(2) (" [I]t is inapproprillte to ·cnco"'8ge investment by relaxing domestic healJ
safety or environmental measmes. ").
The tenn "measure" also appears several hundred times in other parts of the NAFTA,
each time making clear that the agreement as a whole is concerned only with trade- and
investment-related legislative and regulatory actions, and not courtjudgments.m£1.:Wf»~· f~
'
.
I \OEN
io

·
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example, speaks of regulatory measures aimed at the imposition and collection of taxes, s~tting

forth the extent to which such measures are subject to Chapter 11 's arbitrntion provisions. See
NAFTA Article 2103(6). The entirety of Chapter 7. of the NAFfA is devoted to "Agriculture
and Sarutary and Phytosanitary Measures," while all of Chapter 9 is devoted to "StandardJ

Related Measures," which are defined as ;,stand.ard(s), technical regulation[s] or confomtl4

I
assessment procedure[s]." NAFTA Article 915. "Measures" is used in Article 302 to refet to
rules for allocating iil~quota imports, and in Articles 309~3 t S to refer to non-tariff export

restrictions "such as licenses, fees, taxation and minimum price requirements." ~ ~ NAFTA
Article 605. The tenn appears cowitless times in sircilar fashion throughout the NAFTA,.

reinforcing a definition of "measures" that includes only legislative or regulatory actions that
concern trade and investment.~
Indeed, in the more than one thousand pages that constitute the NAFTA, including ;nearly
300 separate Articles as well

~ ~umerous annexes Wld supplemental agreements, the sole ~e
of
I·

·

the·term "measures'' in the context of judicial action is a reference in only four Articles to

~ ~. ~. NAFTA Articles 31 S & 60S (using "export mea,sures" as synonymous with export
restrictions, such as higher prices on certain goods); NAFTA Article 512 (administrative ci'.istoms
"determinations, measures and rulings"): NAFfA Articles 602(1), 606 (energy regulatory ineasures);
NAFTA Article 607 (national security measures); NAFTA Article 904(1) (measures relati.Jg to safety,
the protection of hwnan, Bnimal or plant life or health. tbe environment or consumers, incl~ding
prohibitions on importation of goods and services); NAFTA Article 120 I (measwes relanrlg crossborder trade in services); NAFTA Article 1210 (preventing µieasures relating to licensing ~d
certification from becomin~ barriers to trade); NAFTA Article 1304 (discussing measures J'adopted or
maintained" to prevent interference with public telecommunications networks); NAFTA Article 1305
(requiring NAFTA parties to adopt antitrust measures, :'such as accoWlting reqi.lirements, ~uirements
for structural separation" and other "rules" to prevent anticompetitive conduct); NAFfA Ahicle 1406
(equating "measures" with "regulation, oversight, implementation of regulation and ... prdcedwes ...
."); NAFTA Article 1502(3) (requiring action through "regulatory control, administrative sbpervision
1
or che application of other measures .. , .").
.
·
a~SI 0 E.tv.,.
11
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"provisic>aal 11 or "interim0 measures issued by international tribunals;~ AjielQ.ID~!arid by

.

.

.

.

I

. domestic courts in the specific context of intellectual prop9rty proceedings. ~ ~~-

di1C1JI. These scant references to "provisional" or "interim measures," however, do not
expand the scope of Chapter .l l to include jury verdicts. or

oth~r domestic court judgmenil.

"Provisional" or ''interim measures" are well-recoghlzed as having a specialized

Jearung

in the field of international arbitration that beus no telationI to the ''measures" that are coJered
by •
!

I

NAFTA Chapter J J. The terms generally refer to preliminary actions taken "to preserve the

.

.

\

respective rights of the parties" pending a decision by a court or tribunal where necessary ~o
i

prevent a party from suffering "irreparable prejudice."
8 U (!. C.J. 1991);

P~~M' y. United States, 37 I.L.~. 810,

~ also. ""°' D.A. Redfern, Arbittat!2n .and the Courts: lnl&J:i\D ~s of

frotection .. Is the Iide About to Tum.?, 30 Tex. lnt'l L. J. 71, 78 (1995);.C. Brower & 1 W.~.
.

I

Tupman, Court-Ordered Provisional Measures Under the New York Conyention, 80 Am. Jr lnt'l
. L. 24 ( 1986) (" lTihe rules of most international arbitral regimes authorize a tribunal to ord~r

interim or provisional measmes .... ").
This is precisely the manner in which the terms "provisional" or "interim measw-es'1 are
used in the NAFTA. Jii£leJtfll3lifiithorizes international arbitral tribWJals to "order an interim

.

.

I

measure of protection to preserve the rights ofa disputing party, or to ensure that the Tribufal's
1

jurisdiction is made fully effective, including an order to preserve evidence in the possession or

I

cont.rr;Jl of a disputing pany or to protect the Tribwl.lll's jwisdiction." Similarly,$#1b1@1f69
which applies only to intelle<tual propet1y disputos, requires.each NAFT A party to "provi1 that
its judicial authorities ... have.the authority to order prompt and effec:tive provisional measures"
to cnjDiD an alleged infringement of intellectual properly rights and "k> preserve relevant
. 12
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evidence in regard to the alleged infringement." NAFTA Article 1716(1). ~ llm NAFTA
.Article 1715(2)(£) Gudicial authorities must have power to order a party who improperly
requested provisional measures in an intellectual property dispute to compensate the p~
"wrongfully enjoined or restnUned. ' ' .").
Clearly, the recognition of an international arbitral tribunal's authority to issue interim

.

.

I

measures of relief does not imply that the judgments of domestic courts are "measures" subject to
Mbitration under Chapter 11. Nor do the references to court•ordercd provisional measurJ in
intellectual property disputes suggest that court judgments are subject to arbitration under

.

.

.

I

Chapter 11. Indeed, under the terms of Chapter 17 ("Intellectual Property"), even provisional

·measures issued in intellectual property cases are not subject to. arbitration under Chapter

11. .

.

.fi!l!llVJJl~es clear that arbitration was not intended as the proper course for challenging a

provisional

~easure. as It requin:s NAFTA;paroes

to

allow·dellmdwrts to "have those mef=s

reviewed by [the relevant
NAFT A party's] judicial authorities;
... " NAFTA Article l 716(5)(b).
.
I
Moreover, in drafting Chapter 17, the parties to the NAFTA were careful to avoid
imposing obligations that would subject a court judgment (as opposed to other forms of
government action or inaction) to challenge under the agreement. In each of Chapter l 7's.
referonces to court·ordered provisional or interim measures, the only obligations imposed are

.

I

those that require the parties to ensure that their courts are empowered to take particular action.

~' ~ NAFTA Article 1?15(2), (5)~ Article 1716(1) ("Each Party shB.11 provide that its Ldicial
authorities shall have the authority" to issue certain orders) .. While a government could be

challenged under the NAFT A for failing to empower its judicial authorities as required in
Chapter 17, in no case does the Chapter impose requirements that would subject a coW1
13
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judgment itself to challenge as a "measure."
In any event, even if cowt·ordered provisional measures in intellectual property cases
'
could somehow be challenged in an arbitration under NAFTA Chapter 11, such provisioJal

.

measures are entirely distinct from the sort of court judgments that Loewen challenges hjre.
Article 1716(6), for example, provides that the judicial authorities of the NAFTA parties Lust

.. .

I

"revoke or otherwise cease to apply the provisional measures ... if proceedings leading to a

decisio~ on the merits are not initiated" Within a certain period of time. In the event that.\
.

.

li

.

proceedings leading to a decision on the merits of the case are initiated, NAFTA Article l 18(7)
requires the NAFT A parties to provide for a ''review" to determine whether the provisioni
measures should be modified, revoked or confirmed. Both of these provisions show that the
issuance of provisional

measure~ is entirely independent of.court proceedings on the meri~· and,
I

i

indeed, that a proceeding on the merits need not even exist for provisional measures to be issued
in the first instance. Thus, even if Chapter 17 ·could be constnled to include court-ordered
"provisional measures" within the scope of the term "measures" in Chapter 11, it makes clear that

II

.

court judgments on the merits of a given case - such as the court judgments challenged here -

are not arbitrable "measures" for purposes of Chapter 11 . .cf.,

~ C. Higgins, InW'im M~lsures
I

in Transnational Maritime Arbitration, 65 Tul. L. Rev. 1519, 1523·24 (1991) ("Provisional or
.

.

interim measures of relief are distinguishable from interim awards. Generally interim awarl:ls
involve rulings on the merits or substance of the dispute,", whereas interim measures of relilf are
merely "orders given by the arbitrator/s for the preservation of rights and property" pendfog the
proceedings on the substance of the case) (quoting ICC Arb. Comm'n, Report on the Problems of

Interim/Partial Awards § 1.1 (1985)); P. Essoff, Finland y. Denmark: A Call to Clarify the
. .

q"- \
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International Court ofJustice's
Standards. for Proyj$ionw Measures, 15 Fordham lnt'l L. 1.I 839,
.
.

I

841 (1992) (the ICJ's "power to hear a case on the merits is distinct from its power to indicate

provisional measures.").
It is also significant that the tenn "measures" in NAFTA Article 1101(1) is modified by

the phrase "adopted or mrDnWDed." As noted abo•e, this additional limitation is

iru:onsi~nt

with courtjudaments, as courtjudgmentS are not "adopted or maintained." but instead arJ

.

~~

.

I

"rendered," "issued 11 or "made." ~~at_. Although the phrase "adopted or maintained"
· is used throughout the NAFTA, it refers in each instance only to legislative or regulatory.

.

.

Les
I

or

actions that concern trade and investment, and never to court judgments. ~. u, Supplemental

~

Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, Annex 36A, 4 (Sept. 13, 1993) (''procedW'Cs\

I
adopted or maintained" by Canada); NAFTA Article 2104(3) (requiring certain "me~ure[s]

.

.

I

adopted or maintained" to be "temporary and be phased out progressively"); NAFTA Artide 314
.

.

\

. .

(conditions under which a Party "may adopt or main~n any duty, tax or other charge on the

export" of goods); NAFT A Article 906(4) ("technical regulation adopted .or maintained");
NAITA Article 910(3)(a) (''any staodard or confonnity assessment procedure proposed, a1opted
'

.

i

or maintained")~ NAFTA Annex 301.3, § B(2)(b) ("tariff rate quotas adopted or maintained");
NAFTA Article 1210 ("any measure

adop~ or maintained by a Party relating to the licenL1g or

certification of nationals of another Party"); NAFTA .Article l 302(7)(d) ("e licensing, pjt.

. .

.

.

. I.

registration or notification procedW"e which, if adopted or maintained, ... "); NAFI'A Article
2005(4)(a) ("a measure adopted or mamtained by a Party to protect its human;

arumal or plLt

life or health .... "); NAFTA Article 719 ("any control or inspection procedure or approval
procedure, proposed, adopted or maintained .... "); NAFTA Article 702(3) ("measures adopJ.ed
x,$\DEN/1.

·IS

q_~

~
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or maintained pursuant to an intergovernmental coffee
NAFT A merely underscores that Chapter 11

ww;

agree~ent."). Such ~e throuJout the

not intended tci apply to domestic court

I

judgments.

I

In short, whether in the context of the NAFTA or in international practice generally, the
limiting phrase "measW'es adopted or maintained" in NAFTA ArtiCle 1101 applies only

tl

legislative or regulatory actions and excludes domestic court judgments from its scope.

1l is not

..

.

.

surprising, therefore, that the President of the United States, when he transmitted the

t

NIT

A to

the U.S. Congress for approval, explained that "the NAFTA's rules generally cover state and

local laws and re,gulatigns, as well as those at the federal level." NAFTA Implementation\ Act,
Statement of Administrative Action, p.8 (Nov. 3, 1993) (emphasis added). Because

ChapL 1J

applies only to such "laws and regulations," this Tribunal Jacks jurisdiction to address
challenges to the judgments of the Mississippi courts.
C.

LJ~en's
I

·

The Object And Pur;pose Of The NAFTA

The purpose of the NAFfA is quite clear: to ~nhance trade and investment amonJ
. Canada, Mexico .and the United States. ~ NAFTA Chapter 102 ("Objectives"). The
agreement's principal goals oue to "eliminate barriers to tra4e" among the three counbies, to
"-promote conditions of fair competition in the free trade ar~a," to increase "investment
opportunities" and to "provide adequate and effective prot.eCtion and .enforcement of intellectuaJ
property rights" in each of the three countries. .IQ. To these ends. the NAFTA includes a
mechanism for the resolution of disputes concerning government "measures" that pertain to trade
and investment. li!.;

~ ~ NAFTA Chapter 11. .Nowhere in these stated goals is there Ly

suggestid~rtilat the NAFTA was .intended to apply to court judgments,
particularly wh~ le .. - .
·
.
~s1DEN7"1.
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judgment is a jury's award of damages in a pUICly private contract ~pute, unrelated to any

gov~ent measures, that

was eventually sealed out of ci..t.

i

.

In fact, the inclusion of such proceedings within the scope of Chapter 11 's dispute
resolution mechanism would be inconsistent with the stated goals e:>fthe NAFTA. As noJed

above, Chapter 11 seeks to facilitate the orderly resolution of trade and investment disputls by
requiring aggrieved investors to waive their right to chall~ge a government meBSW'C in a
domestic cow1. ~~b,..fAtti;1&Jm~fI~f1'>'@5.i111 the view of the NAFTA's drafters, ~s
requirement was appropriate because the more traditional requirement that an investor eJaust all

local remedies before proceeding to international arbitration,"far from helping to

minimizl the

political problems associated with investment disputes, could actwilly heighton them, as

~ost

governments would object strenuously to an international tribunal acting as an appeals cok for

.

I

domestic judicial decisions." U.S. White Paper of Talking Points for Carla Hills,~- The
I
NAFTA's drafters thus made cleat that the inclusion of domestic court judgments within Je

scope of "measures" that ,;..id be challenged in ubitration .would frustrote the very

purpor of

the dispute resolution mechanisms that are vital to the NAFTA's success. ~ ~ D. Pric\e, An
Oyerview of thQ NAFIA Investment Chapter: Substantive Ru}es and lnyesto:-State DjSRute
Settle"ment, 27 Int'l Law. 727 0993) (Chapter 11 "was an essential element of an agreemeJt that

was to provide the basis for hemispheric free trade.").
Because Loe.wen's challenge is so contrary to the expressed intent of the NAFTA parties,

representatives of the NAFTA governments have spoken out against the fil,ing of such lawJuits.

c~mplained ~at Ch~pter 11 was never inte1;1~ed to
and ~ seeking an intel])retive agre~ment among thj

For example, Canadian trade officials recently
pennit lawstrlts like

the Loewen claim

three
\ '(.--s-1D-EN-.,..1.

.
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NAFTA nations to confinn this poinL ~ l. Jack, Ottawa Pushes/or hform o/NAFTA Lawsuit
hovisfonsc $/-Billion in Claims, Fin. Post (Apr. 20, 1999) at C03; P. Morton,

Wa.rhlngto~ Cool

ro Rewriting Key NAFTA Clause: Canada Urged Review: Aim Is to Limit Firms' Abtltty

.

.

1JI Sue

Governments, Financial Post(Jan. 23, 1999) at 009. Such an effort only underscores thatlthe
inclusion of court judgments within the meaning "measures" would be inconsistent with Je
object and pwpoSC? of the NAFTA.
D.

Even lfTbe Meaning And Scope of The Term "Measures 11 Were Ambiguous,
Canons Of Treaty Interpretation Require That The Tenn Be Interpreted To!
Exclude Domenic Court Judgments
i
.

i

.

I

!

It has long been a principle of customary international law that treaties are to be

I

interpreted in deference to the sovereignty of states.

~. ~. EC Measures Concerning ?heat

and Meat Products (Honnones), 1998 WL 25520, Report of~e Appellate Body at '71 n.1511
(WfO Jan. 16, J998); Nuclear Tests Case <Australia v. Fxans;e), 1974 I.CJ}67 (1974).

lnternational tribunals repeatedly insist on an "iweqtiivocal indication" of a "voluntary an1

indisputable"
acceptance by a sovereign of the tribunal's jwisdiction. Case CQn~
Mbtime
.
.
!
.

.

\

De!iroitatjpn and IerritoriaJ Questions Between Qatar and Bah@in (Qatar v. Bahrain), 1995

I.CJ. 6, 63·64; Case Concemin& Application of the Convention on the Preyeptjgn and

Pµpjsbment of the Crime of Genocide, 1993 I.CJ. 325, 341-42. Given this strong deference to
sovereignty 1 "[i]f the meaning of a tennis ambiguous,

tha~ meaning is to be preferred wbi~h is
!

less onerous to the party assuming an obligation, or which interferes less with the territoriifl and
i

personal supremacy of a party, .or involves less general restrictions upon
the parties." R.
.

!
I

Jermings and A. Watts (eds.), Oppenhejm's International Law, 9th ed., Vol. I, p .. 1278 (LoJgman
1992).

.
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Clearly, an unwelcome review of a country's domestic court judgments through
international arbitration would significantly interfere with that country's territorial supremacy.
As one noted scholar has observed, "[a] concept of denial of justice which exposes to
investigation the substance of the judgment rendered is an evisceration of the very corpU.s of the
sovereignty doctrine and its precious tenet of freedom from interference on the part of oJer .
States. In cases of this kiiid, what would aotually happen is tbat an international tribunal

~ould

operate by way of a court of appeals." A. Freeman, I.be International Responsibility of Sta~s for
Denial of Justice, 146 (1938). The parties to the NAFTA recognized as much in the comle of the
Degotiations of the agreement, and included provisions in Chapter 11 expressly to avoid lch
I

interference. Sn U.S. White

Paper,~· ~Alm,~ Barcelona Tractio!!, 1970 I.C.J~ at 157-

58 ("If an international tribunal were to ... examine the regularity of the decisions of mwhcipal
courts, the international tribunal would tum out to be a 'cour de cassation', the highest
the municipal law system. An international tribunal, on the

co1

in

co~trary. belongs to quite a ruh'crent

order; it is called upon to deal with international affairs, not municipal affairs.") (separate
opinion of Judge Tanaka).
Because the parties to the NAFTA expressly sought to prevent international re'lie~ of

.

.

..

I

domestic cowt judgments, it would be unreasonable to construe the phraBe "measures adopted or
maintained" in Chapter 11 to refer to domestic court judgDlents. Even if the
be so construed, settled principles of

t~ could pJusibly

intematio~al law require that such an ambiguity (if it lan be

jud~ents from Chapter 'l
have their court jud~ents challenged in intemationL

said to exist at all) must be resolved to exclude domestic court

scope. To infer the parties' con5ent to

11

1~

proceedings on the basis of such language would ignore the "fundamental principle o f !
19
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international judicial settlement11 th.at a tribunal 'jnot uphold Its jUrisdiction unless U1e Intbtion i6
coof01 it h"' been proved boyond teasonable

dO~bl." !li!tOf.:...B!iMUn, 199S I.CJ. •t 64.\

BV.EN ASSlJMlNd THAT A COURt J'UbGMEN't COULD B:S A 11 MEASUM 11
wn~HlN 1'Jm SCOPE OF CHAPTER 11 i THE COURT rtJbGMHNTS cOMPrlAINEb

JI.

OF H!RE AlW N'Ot MEASURES" BSCAUSE MV WERE NOT RENOBMD BY
I
..
·-=-- . . . ....
. *"' .. - =-- =~
11

ri.m
¥f ': ··r.· · ·.. -:
· ·.
-RR ruQ BR ;;.AVAILABLE COURT
'OT ·

AJtbgush the majority ofLoewen's complaint conceftlB

actio~s of pwely prlva.te Jndtles
I

Mto whloh the NAl>tA.. "" applkati~ Lo<Weh bases it..Joitn, ifi part, 6h j\Jdgb>eit!O rfo11
tri.~ l!Ourt and Supteme Court of the State of Miseissippi ..B~eause
Loewen
chose
to .!~t:tle
l:he
.
.
.
-1
,

'

i

I

Mis8ilisippi litigation; however, thereby denying higher coµm any opportunity to rev!ew','tlildi If

neca"11~, er.meet the judgments that Loewen now seeks to chlllienge, tlioae judgmentm ~~t
.

,

I

·

oc111diuloi "meilsUtlls Bdt>Jl!i:d or llillintained by a l'artY" ro/ purpose! of NAf'tA Chaptor \i i.

even Bileumlllg that a court judgment cotild evet be viewed. ii!I a 1 ime~ute, Ii

1

1t 1s well-settled in International law that "U]udicia1 a~dofi is a smile llctioa :fi"ftl

I

besinnins ta end a:nd it CMOot be said that the State bas spoken finally until wl appeals b~vo

be~n 11xhfil.)sted." B. Bcirehard, ii'Responsibili~ of:States; at the Hague Codiflciltion Conf~rOl!\ceili
.

...

. .

. ..

.

I . ·.

24 Ant J. lnt1l L. ~l 7, $32 (1930) (tiling Belgian delegate); This is so bec11U!e, until the jjUd.ieiru
I

aystem IH 3 whole has had the dpportwtlty to act, the result is gubjeet to cha.1111e; •iJt twmdt bu
· det1mnlhod whether there 1s liil)' international responsibility witil it is known What the

.

tlJI

Ntato

~OtlOh WHI bo, a fB~t WhJi:lh \}8nfil)t be kIJown until available appeiils and fooii) Op~ortuniti~9 fgt

exh.au~ted.;' at $13. BecaU!le ~
lflt~ffll&th'mw obligation Oru)' be breached wbeh it becoftltl~ "definitiveiy httpo~lble fJ 'th~
StAtl'" to comply With Wt obligation,~- Yearbook of the ltit'l 'L. Coimn n of 1978 at~~. l

c:orrocticm of the ertor or wrongfw act, if any, have been

}4.

Ctlti

1

\
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judicial action could only be a "measure" for purposes ofNAFTA Chapter 11 when it is ~e fiDal

.

act of the judicial system from which no further appeal is possible. ~. ~ E. Bore,, The
Qiplomatic Protection of Citjzens Abroag 198 (1915) ('1lt is a fUndamental principle that l .. only

.

.

.

I

the highest court to which a case is appealable may be considered an authority involving the
responsibility of the state."); Interhiuidel Case (Switz. y. U.S,). 19591.CJ. 45-46 (''BefoJ the

.

. .

I

tribunals of the respondent State have handed down its final decision, the State may not be
considered liable internationally because and for the simple and good reason that the

Jge

has

I

not as yet been consummated.''); Freeman at 634 (11 lt is not disputed that cowts are able

tJ

involve the State in responsibility, but the judicial decision with which it is confronted mL be

.

.

I

final and without appeal."} (quoting League of Nations Publications, Basis of Discussion, 1Vol.
lll Re!jppnsibjljty of States pp. 41·51 (1929)).
In this case, several avenues of appeal were available to Loewen that the company, for its

.

.

I

own private reasons, elected not to p~e. For example, rather than settle the case, Loewen
I

· could have sought review of the Mississippi Supreme Court's decision to uphold the full

supersedeas bond requirement in the United States Supreme Court. Indeed, the United States
Supreme Court has already once granted a petition for review in virtually identical

.

I
I

circumstances. ~Pennzoil Co. v, Texaco, Inc., 481U.S.1 (1987}(reviewing claim that Texas

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

I

court violated constinnicinal right to due process by requiring Texaco to post an appeal bon(i in

.

I

excess of $13 billion in order to. obtain stay of execution of judgme~t on jwy verdict of $10.53
billion).

of the company's net worth, Loewen could have petitioned for reorganization.under the
21
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I
bankruptcy laws of the United States. In so doing, Loewen would have obtained an autotnatic .
stay of execution of the Mississippi judgment (the very aim of the supersedeas bond)

and\ would

have been free to pursue an appeal of the Mississippi judgment while in the reorganization

.

.

proceedings.

I
~ 11 U.S.C. § 362; fennzoil. 481 U.S. at 22 (Brennan, J., concuiring) ("'Jiexaco
.
. .
I

clearly could exercise its right to appeal in order to protect its corporate interests even if i~ were

I

forced to file for bankruptCy under Chapter 11 [of the U.S. bankruptcy laws]. Texaco, or its
successor in interest, could go forward with the appeal, and if it did prevail on its appeal . ' . the
bankruptcy proceedings could be terminated.'') Of course, this is precisely what Texaco and
c;ountless other companies have successfully done when confronted with large judgments. See In
.

.

I

re SQL Carbon Cotp .. 233 Bwikr. Rep. 285, 289 (D. Del. 1999) {a company "facing potentially

.

I

devastating litigation'' is well within its rights to file for protection under Chapter 11 of thb U.S. ,
bankruptcy laws).

.

.·

.

.

.

\

I

. no reason why it could not have pwwed th~se and other remed'ies
Loewen can offer

rather than settle the case. Indeed, Loewen itself made clear at the time of the underlying
litigation that it was aware of these option:;, but that it elected to settle the case for its own
private business reasons. ~. "i- Dow Jones, TSE Sets Record Thonks To Golds, Toronto Star

.

.

..

I

(Jan. 26, 1996) (quoting Raymond Loewen as considering options of bankruptcy protectiot,
posting of the full bond, or appealing the Mississippi Supreme Court's bond ruling to the U.S.
Supreme Court). Having made its choice to forego the

.

app~llate
process, Loewen cannot nbw
.. .
.
I

attribute its injwy to any "measure adopted or maintained" liy the United States.
Ill.

i

THE CLAIM IS NOT ARBITRABLE BECAUSE A PRIVATE AGREEMENT TO
SEITLE A PRIVATE LITIGATION MATIER OUT OF COURT IS NOT A

'1

"MEASURE" WITHIN THE SCOPE OF NAFIA CHAPTER 11

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY
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As already noted, NAFTA Chapter 11 authorizes an investor to initiate arbitration!

proceedings against a NAFTA counlty only with respect to

.

.

.

~·measures adopted or main.led" by
I

that country that are alleged to be in breach of the NAFTA. ~ NAFTA Articles 1101(1), 1116,
1117. The injury

~t Claimants
. allege in thi~ case, however,
. resulted. directly from their ~wn,
I

··. Unilateral decision tq forego their appeal of the O'Keefe jury verdiet and to settle the litig,tion

out of court, and not from any govemment "measure." Even if the oourt judgment. that

pfceded

the settlement agreement could be constnled as "measures" for purposes of Chapter 11 - which,

.

~

I

as explained above, they cannot be - the voluntary settlement agreement that imposed a tJgaI
.

I

obligation on Claimants to pay mooey to O'Keefe surely cannot be considered a government

.

I

''measure" wider the NAFT A.

\

The international law of state responsibility has long recognized that an "act or omission

shall not be

impu~ble to the State if it was provoked by some fault on the part of the injurld

alien himself.". International Law Comm'n, Revised Draft on Responsibility of the State fJr

iI

Injuries Caused in its Territory to the Person or Property of Aliens, U.N. Doc.

I

I·

NCN:41134/Add.l, art. 17(3) (1961); ~ filE D. Bederman'. Contributor.y fi)Q1t ®d State

I
I

Remonsibility, 30 Va. J. lnt'l L. 335, 342, 346 (1990) ("State responsibility is only engaged

.

.

.

.

I

wheD an act or omission is attributed to a state.") (citing treatises). Contrary to the allegations set

.

.

.

forth in their Notice of Claim, Blld as illustrated abov~. Claimants were not "coerced" by

. Ii

thf

Mississippi court judgments to settle the O'Keefe litigation and were free to pursue numerohs
domestic avenues of appeal. For their own private reasons, Claimants chose not to do so

.

.

jd,

. I

instead, entered into an agreement to settle their differences with the injw-ed party, Jerry O'Keefe.
Because the asswnption of the obligation

~ pay O'Keefe pursuant to the terms of the settlJent
- -......
I 't:,SIDEtv1>
23
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agreement- which is the injury complained of here -!was thus entirely Claimants' o{vn choice,
;

.

.

.

.

i

Claimants have not asserted an arbitrable claim against the United States under the NAFTA.

-
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.
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MEMORANDUM FOR JOHN I). PO DESTA
FROM:

BETH NOLAN
GENE SPERLING
PETER RUNDLET
JOHN DUNCAN

SUBJECT:

Urgent Need for Policy Guidance to Resolve Interagency Litigation Strategy
Dispute in Loewen NAFT A Arbitratiorl
.
.

The purpose of this memorandwn is to seek yolllj guidance in helping us resolve an
interagency dispute that raises important policy conside~ations over the appropriate jurisdictional
defense to advance on behalf of the United States in the Loewen Group, Inc. v. United States
NAFTA arbitration. As outlined below; there are strong: equities favoring the different
jurisdictional argwnents in this case, and the approach ~e take likely will have significant
on the nature and extent of, investor protections
afforded by the NAFTA -implications
,
I
including, possibly, the long-tenn viability of the NAFT!A itself. Because the Department of
Justice must file its brief by February 15, we must resol~e this issue as soon as possible.

Background
On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc. ("Loewen"), a Canadian corporation, filed
a Notice of Claim for arbitration against the United Statbs under Chapter 11· of the North
American Free Trade Agreement ("NAFT A"). Chapter 111 was designed to enco,urage trilateral
investment by establishing rules of fair treatment of foreign investment and investors, and by
establishing a means for resolving disputes between inv~stors and their h.ost governments.
Among other things, Chapter 11. authorizes an aggrieved investor to "submit to arbitration under
this Section a claim" that a host government has breach~d its obligations of fair treatment under
Chapter 11 to the Additional Facility of the International Centre for Settlement oflnvestment
Disputes ("ICSID") in Washington, D.C.
Loewen contends that the United States is liable under the NAFTA for $725 million in
damages that resulted from court judgments rendered against Loewen in a Mississippi state court
proceeding in which abusinessman sued Loewen for $1:6 million as a result of a failed business
deal. After a controversial trial, during which Loewen contends the court improperly pemiitted .
the plaintiff's lawyer to inflame the jurors with anti-Can~diari, racial and class rhetoric, the jury
returned a verdict of $500 million against Loewen, inclJding $400 million in pWl.itive damages.
Loewen attei:npted to appeal the verdict, but claims thatJit was uriable to post a supersedeas bond
in the amount of 125% of the judgment, as required under Mississippi law to stay the judgment

CLINTON LIBRARY PHOTOCOPY

pending appeal. After the Mississippi Supreme Court UP,held the bond requirement, Loewen
settled the case for struc~ed payments of $175 million (which at the time had a net present
·value of $85 million), arguing that the bond requirement\ effectively denied it the opportunity to
appeal. Thereafter, Loewen sublnitted
its claim for arbitration,
contending
that the large jury
,
I
,
verdict and the Mississippi courts' refusal to waive or reduce the bond requirement were unjust
and discriminatory, in violation of several standards set f-0rth in NAFTA Chapter 11.
,

.

.

•

.I

..

The Issue

The Department of Justice is defending the UniteCl States in this matter, coordinating With
its client agencies, the Department of State and the Offic~ of the United States Trade
·
1
Representative ("USTR"). Although there appears to be a general consensus among the agencies
that .the United States is in a weak position with respect th the underlying merits of the case,
State and USTR are more sanguine about our chances
success on the merits.

fot

The gravamen of the current dispute is over how broad thejurisdictional argument the
United States makes in this case should be. Justice feels :that our strongest defense is to put
forwru:d a broad jurisdictional argument -- that the arbitri¥ tribunal lacks jurisdiction in this case
because NAFTA Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted
or maintained" by the United
I
States and that the judgments of domestic courts are not '[measures" as that term is used in
NAFTA. State and USTR oppose advancing one of the oroader jurisdictional arguments (which
are outlined below), because they feel a jurisdictional ar~ent is not likely to prevail and, in · .
any case, would undermine the ability of.U.S. investors tb challenge unfair and discriminatory
court judgments abroad.
Resolving this question requires a careful balanc~g of policy and political concerns on
the one hand, against the probability of success of different legal arguments, on the other. With
the exception that everyone agrees that ;'we want to win this
case," Justice and State/USTR
-.I
,
despite months of discussions -~ have been unable to rea~h agreement on the substance and
relative importance of the legal and policy argwnents. Most recently, we chaired a meeting with
senior officials from Treasury, State, USTR, Just.ice, and fomrnerce that resulted in no
· appreciable movement toward resolving these issues. Because ofthe complexity of the issues
and the importance of resolving them appropriately and·~ a timely fashion, we felt your
guidance was necessary.
·
Policy Considerations

It is important to outline ~e primary policy concem5 and dispu~es that are the backdrop

to the alternative legal argwnents. Everyone agrees that ~nning this case is important. In
addition to the cost of a high damage award, Justice feels la loss is likely to generate a great deat'
of political hostility toward the NAFTA, particularly if thb NAFT A is construed to effect a
waiver of sovereignty that would permit an international t!ribunal effectively to sit in review of
decisions of United States courts at the election of forei~ investors. Justice ha5 noted that the
case already has received significant media attention and fears that the possible headline
~-S-l_D_EN-~·4f'TAPanel Overturns Mississippi State Court Ruling! U.S. to Pay Millions" may threaten
q~
ttfu'1continued existence of the NAFTA. Even if the NAFTA were not undermined, Justice
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argues that a loss on the merits would establish a dangerous precedent whereby the U.S. could
effectively become a guarantor with respect to any judgriient rendered against a foreign investor
.in the state or federal courts of the Uruted States.· Further, Justice argues, given that the U.S. is
alone in its recognition of large punitive damage awards) the cost of allowing challenges.to our
court judgments far outweighs the benefits that U.S. inv~stors may gain from being able to
challenge foreign court judgments.· Because Justice feel~ that Ollf best -- and possibly only -chance to win this case is to win a jurisdictional argwnertt, they would prefer to argue that court
judgments are not ''measures" under NAFTA Chapter' I Ir
.
State
and USTR 1, on the other hand, feel that making
this argument would severely
.
I
undermine our policy of protecting U.S. investors abroad by limiting their flexibility to challenge
arbitrary, expropriatory, or otherwise unfair court judgm~nts in other countries (particularly
Mexico, where the U.S. Government and World Bank reports have confirmed the continued
·
existence of corruption). State and USTR point out that,jbecause our pleadings will likely
become public, the loss of investor protection will occur r0ganU;ss irrespective of whether the
U.S. prevails on this point, and further, that our arguments might eventually undermine
protections we have under other trade agreements, such our Bilateral Investment Treaties .
("BITs"). While State and USTR recognize the danger t0 the NAFTA of losing this case, they
feel that Justice overestimates the likelihood that we will! lose on the merits and they argue that
we will face certain criticism from the investment community if we argue that court judgments
are not covered by Chapter 11.
·

+

The Alternative Jurisdictional Arguments

1. Court judgments are not "measures" for purposes of NAFI'A Chapter 11.
.

I

.

I

The broadest possible jurisdictional argument is that domestic court .decisions can never
be "measures" as defined by NAFTA Chapter 11. Becau1se Justice·beJieves that the United-States' best hope for success in Loewen is through ajuris~ictional defense, its preferred argument
is the broadest jurisdictional bar. Although Just.ice recoghlzes that it is not unassailable, it feels
that the argument is strong for the folloWing reasons: (I) Chapter 11 applies. only to "measures
adopted or maintained" by a government, (empha.5is addbd), ana although the term "measures" is
defined non-exhaustively to "include[] any law, regulatidn, procedure, requirement or practice,"
the definition makes no mention of court judgments and, Ion its face, appears to contemplate only
legislative and executive acts as opposed to verdicts rendered by the judiciary which are not
"adopted or maintained"; (2) because Chapter 11 is, at mbst, ambiguous as to whether the
drafters intended to include court judgments within the d~finition of "measures,'' and because it
. is a canon of treaty interpretation that ambiguities in intebational agreements are to be resolved
in favor of sovereignty, court judgments should not be inbluded within the definition of .
"measures"; (3) State and USTR could not identify a single occasion in which an i.nternational
tribunal used the term "measures" to conclusively refer to doinestic court judgments; and (4)
Professor David Bederman, an international law expert Jhom Justice consulted upon the

q~~SID€JV~~~gh this memorandum refers only to the positions of State an~ USTR -- the client agencies in this matter --

~

f;:
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Con1tny ce and Treasury appear to concur with the State/US TR position, based on our senior-level meeting which
includ8,:? these agencies.
·
.
·
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recommendation of the State Department, "fully endorsea" Justice's approach and agreed that
this argument is legally viable.
State and USTR have strong reservations about Justice's approach, even from a strictly
legal point of view. They argue that this jurisdictional atgument is wtlikely to prevail in an
international tribunal because this definition of "measurds" requires a radical departure from
customary international law (and the BITs) and there wak no indication by the parties to the
NAFTA that they clearly intended this result. They poin~ out that the definition of "measures" is
illustrative, not exhaustive, and that the tennis commonl!y understood to include all actions by a
state. State and USTR also argue that Justice misapplieslthe "ambiguity favoring sovereignty"
doctrine here. Furthennore, because the Justice interpretation conflicts with the use of the word ·
"measures" elsewhere in NAFTA, where it clearly includes court judgments, it could have
negative consequences for other parts of the Agreement;~uch as Chapter 17, cqvering
intellectual property.
·
.

I

Our close review of the legal arguments does not·persuade us that Justice's approach is
certain to prevail, nor does. it appear to be frivolous. It may, in fact, be the be.st argwnent to win
this case, but this possibility needs to be weighed against\the probable costs of making it.
Although both sides point to the NAFT A's drafting histoi;y in support of their views, what
1
remains of the negotiating history is sparse and inconclus ive.
·
2. Court judgments in cases not
ofNAFTA Chapter 11.

i~itiated by the governLent are not "measures" for purposes
I

· Even though Justice prefers the broadest jurisdici.fional argument (si~ce arguments
distinguisrung between types of court judgments are wunbored from the 'text of the NAFT A),
Justice is comfortable making the more narrow jurisdictidnal argument that only those court
judgments that result from executive action, including an :enforcement action, would be a
"measure" subject to NAFTA Chapter 1L Justice argues that this compro.mise strikes the ,
1
appropriate balance between winning this case and protec,ting U.S. investors abroad because,
under this theory, the only situation in which there would be no !'measure" that could be
challenged by a foreign investor is the situation in Loewen-- where the only government action
is judicial action in a lawsuit between private parties.

I.

.

.

State and USTR argue that most of the failings of the first argument apply here, as well.
First, they believe that this argument will be wtlikely to pfevail and that we will diminish the
protections for U.S. investors (not only under the NAFTAl, but potentially in the BITs, and in
future investment negotiations, as well) just by making thb argument. Second, even if we win,
State and US.TR believe this approach provides inadequat~ protection to U.S. investors because
the dangers of unfair
or corrupt
court judgments iri
privat~I disputes abroad are real and far.
.
. .
reaching, and will ultimately harm our efforts to promote fair and transparent legal systems
worldwide. In response to these concerns, Justice disputek the magnitude of this danger, noting
that State and USTR did not identify any examples of hanh to a U.S. investor from a court
decision that did not involve improper influence by executive or adffiinistration officials.

4
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3. Court judgments can only be "measures" if the highest available court in a judicial system
has been given an opportunity to review the decisioh.
·
.
This is the only jurisdictional argument that StatJ and USTR are willing to make. 2 State
and USTR argue that requiring investors to appeal court judgments to the highest available court
before they can be "measures" Wldei:the NAFTA has mdre support in customary international
law. Although they concede that it is not clear that this jbsdictional argument would prevail in
this case, for the reasons that Justice points to below, it dbes attack one of the most troubling
aspects of Loewen's claim -- that it chose to settle insteab of giving the higher courts an
.
'
opportunity to correct any errors below. More importantly, this argument strikes a better balance
between minimizing the impact on U.S. investors abroad] while advancing the rule of law
through judicial accoWltability.
.
.

I

.

.

.
Although Justice is willing to make this argwnent• as a subsidiary argument to a broader
jurisdictional argument, they feel it has several. weakness~s by itself. First, it is difficult to argue
that a final trial court judgment -- which is a fully execudble action -- is less "final" for purposes
of state responsibility than a statute or regulation that has \not been challenged in court. Second,
since the NAFTA explicitly waived the traditional requirement that a claimant must first exhaust
domestic legal remedies before proceeding to arbitration, lit would be difficult to persuade the
tribWlal that exhaustion of the judicial process is required\ before a court judgment becomes a
measure Wlder the NAFTA. Third -- and probably most ~arnaging in this particular case,
Loewen will have a strong futility argument since they wcmld have been required to either
petition the U.S. Supreme court for an emergency stay of ~nforcement of the underlying
judgment and for a writ of certiorari on the question of th~ Mississippi Supreme Court's refusal
to waive the bond req~ir~i:nen~ ~- both .of which are rarelyJgranted, or L~ewen co~ld have filed
for bankruptcy protection, which provides for an automatic stay, but which the tnbunal would
likely find unreasonable to require in order to have exhau~ted the judicial process.
Conclusion

As stated at the outset, th.e equities favoring different jurisdictional arguments are strong,
and the consequences of different approaches are signific~t. While weighing the options, it may
· be helpful to keep the following foundational question in rhiiid: If we were negotiating the ·
NAFI'A today, would we seek to include court judgments .Jvithin the definition of "measures,''
thereby gaining greater protection for US. investors (pririrarily in Mexico) while risking the
1
consequences of a .loss in a case like Loewen, or would we prefer a narrower definition of
"measures" that excluded some or all court judgments?
1

At your request, we are willing to meet with you to; discuss this at your earliest
convenience, to coordinate a principal's meeting to more fully air all views, or redraft this
memorandwn for the President's decision.
·

q\1-IC,.S\Df/\f;V.~~ed, at one point, USTR suggested that making no jurisdictional ~gument was preferable.
.

stftf'.'has already filed notice with the ICSID that we intend to make ~jurisdictional argument.

di 63

J
~
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However, the United
.
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Record Type:
To:

Steve Fabry <SFABRY@ustr.gov>
12/16199 06:15:12 PM

Record

John D. Duncan JrfNSCfEOP

cc:
N Non Federal Record <N@uslr.gov>
Subject: Loewen: Investment agencies' contribution

is attached, in Word Perfect format. Don't hesitate to CCIII if YfU have questions.
.

'

You'll see we've used the terms "firsf', "second" and ''third" afgumerits to mean the.arguments that Peter
and I talked about - first means the broad argument that courtjudgments are never measures, second
means the argument that only private cases are subject to NtFTA rules, and third means the argument
that decisions fall under. NAFTA rules only when they have been
appealed to the highest
court. You may
I
.
very well have used a different set of shorthand names for the arguments.

I

The first paragraph is a super-short summary of our concern~ about the legal arguments' strength. This is
for context - to explain why we think the "upside" of making tpe arguments is small. The rest of the paper
is about the "downside"-- the effects on U.S. investment policy. Up to you, of course, whether you need
that first paragraph if it's redundant of what you've already dohe on the legal issues.
Finally, as I. said to John, this is close-to-final draft. If anyone in the agencies wants to make more
changes, I'll provide you a redline showing our suggestions.
-Steve Fabry
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CJmlmi P.C, Ru1f

CO\llllid m t!u:.Pmideot

i

tu:

The l..opWell Gmup. Inc y. Unilsd SSldp::i NAFT~ AIWtratiDA

.
. .
(;]~~.;;, ~~ ..f.o ~~Cr
To resolw c iDteza8ency dispute over~~ a pmtiwlar
jmisdictia.Dll defimse· DD behalf of1be United
iD tbia NAFTA arbi1radon..

+

Timing: Immediate.

'

I

.. I

wtgQDUCllQN .

.

Group,~· ("L~").,

On e>=ber 30. 1998, the Loewa
a Canadian carponnan, filed 1
Notice of Claim for mbitnllion apimt the Unit&:d SD3 ~ Cblptllr 11 of the Nmlb American Pr=
Tl'8dc ~ ("NAPTA"). Locwm QOAICaCll that~ lfaited Stata is llab11 Ullder lbl NAYTA for
S72S million in damap tbat allegedly raultld &om eautt judgmmts rcnd.cral apirm LollWQ in a
Mississippi Rite covtt prorading. The ·civil I>ivuum af tile Departmaat of Jmtice (''DOJ") is

ddimdiiig duo Uoikd Stoia ID dlis - · .

c:• -

i

·

.

001 and aur olicm apiidell Jn ibis
m I>epi:ltlDCDt of S • ("Star&") lllld tbc Offi~ o! /
tho lhuta3 Stales Tlllk Rcpresauative ("USTk")- ~dy disBpc over the wisdom at ad~
a jurisdictioml argum=! that we have proposed. bl~ of~ Uaital States apimt ~·s
claim. D0J would lib 10 mp lbat me arbitml vibuaal ~ jurisdiction.bocauP NAPTA Cbaptiu 11
applies only to •mmuzes adoptai or JJJUD'Wncd" by die Umtcd Sta1U and that tbe jud~ o!
domestic courts are not "measures" as t1w tam is used in tJie NAFTA. Stato mui USTR do nat want

~ b;i mm this di:rcme.

t

Because the dndline' for making ~y jurisdieticmal ugummiU is IJ'Pl'aachmg
(Deci:mber 17, 1999) and muda work iemaim to be doDc.
m:a:i a prompt ra.Solution of tlm
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Chapter 11 of tbc NAFTA WU designed
~ent in Canada,, MnUxJ and the
United swcs by estabtismag rulea of~ tr1:almcllt otrwJrip investmct and in~. and by
pravhtins a meam Cvr zesolvil:ig .disputl:s ~ m'Ye5tota md their host govqmm:ms. SGS Danic:J
M. Price. An Qycryjyw pfrb@NAttAJPYPD9DS Clvi$t Sy.Jmagtjye &liles and Invmw-Ssa
pj§pQle Settlm'5 27 Jart L&Wyer 727 (1993). Amoq
tbiDp, thD Cbapr.s autbori7l:s an
aggrieved inVQ1ot tl7 "subaiit tQ .Bibilration undm:- this s~ aclaim" tbat a bost goveramcnt bas
breac:hc:d ii:s ohtigaUoJll Of fi:lit tnatman1 unds ~ 11. .hi NA.PTA Altichs 1116(1). The scope / tGT,
11
af thl: Cbapter is mu=d, ~er. to rncurires adopted =aintaiaedu by a ~t zelating "'!'~
the invc::star ar Umstmmt at imic:. Is; NAPTA Anicle l ~l Ol (1).
l -

¥=
4'
i

2.

Th• LRmn Cl!im

i

Loewe's NAPTA dlim is 'blS&ld 011 a lawiuit iD Mississippi state Q>mt in which a Mississippi
~sued LD~ 1D11 ics United States mbsidilzY for 516 miUioia as a~ of a failed
busmesa deal. .UC a c:DD1r0vmial trial. during:~ I.4ewa COll1lmds tbB court ilnpropsty
petinitt&d the plaloritrs lawyri fD. inftaaie the j\ltan' ilDti-Caa&Uim, rWaI and class sentiment&, the
jury retumed a ventici of SSOO milliou upiDst Lo~ ~udhtg 5400 milliQll Di pu.aitive daumces.
Loewen attmnptad ta appeal die~· bat elaimS Oat it :was unable ED post 11 supc115i:dau bomS iD the

11D1oun1of125% oftbljpdgmlDI. as ~uinld ut;der M"~ppi law~ stay thejndam=t pending
appeal~ In Jazmary 1996~ d&r t11e Supn:me Couti of Mis~ppi upbeld the imposition af lhe 12$%
band icqili.mm:m imd ankred LO~:to pa&i tlic.:full bo~ within saw= daJs, Loewen sttW the aue
fuq S~_?S ~ ~ ~~J)e boa&t n:q~ effec:*vely dmied it tbD oppaituniiy tD apJH:al.
lJtt(}ft~rV~L-<4' <k l~S ~ ·
·
j
Locwm cana::nda that 1be jury verdi~ and the Mis&issippi COUl'TS' l1dUsal to waive or mtuA tb
bond nqulremeut were lmjust and dlsc:rirnimrory, iD ~of llCVCrlll smdards set fmth in NAFTA
Chapta' 11 for tbe .t111•Ji•aW• tnsatmmt of fcniP,.~ .I..ocWcn claU:m that the Umttd States is
liable uada' the NAFTA for ~latiDDS cotnmi0t4.bf
.stab:s am!. 1bmf'Cl!C. seeks to hold 1be
Unitc:d St.ates liable for cfaMtse8 alltgcd.I)' c:a1ISed by the MisaQssipp.i judgmm!S. Lo~ submiUal its
daim to arbilration wtdl the Intamaioml Caara far SettJbent of lnvcstm=t Dispuraf Icsu:f5i; kF
Washingtaa, D.C, seeking ai least S72S million in daznag..
ft.dtU ~al

indifumm

.

.

STAIQMBNI Ol

nk

~.

ISSJIR

DOI Prop>SeS to aigue, am.ems othcz things, that ilwen's claim is not arbitrable wide? the
NAFTA bcraJJSe the jvdp>ems of clam.eati& cow (~
tD micms of atbcr organs of
govemmmt) IN aot "measumU wi1hin the Sl:OJ'C ofNAJ1A ~ 11. Stare and us~ however,
oppose our sd"llllOiag such.ui ~e. According to S~ azzd t1STR. tbr: mgumeai is not lib1y to
prevail amt. in any evm, would UDdaminc ~ abllby of .S. invesum to aJllllenp lnegulm' and
arbitruy court judpumb abroad.
·.
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While we undc:ntmd Stata's wt USTR.'s caaccm u a poliGy matter, we balinre that the
proposed argument is legally saUud and, moreover, that ~owtag fbreip invlllfarS to at1aclc: the
decisiDll!I Of our domestic ·mn'tbn:nish i.mematioilal arb!~:''-ENld nvcnd)' WJdcnmne ow $)'stonl
ofjustice llDd. as a rasult, Wuatat tbs c&mOmled cxistcuce: ofd:leNAfTA. qivc ll= real possibility of
an ldwne deQsiOD in tbe t.mrwfi' c:asc,, if we~ dm su~ merits, we belim:. for sewnJ
tWODS, that the balance of tbesO poliq- concems weighs bnYily in favw Df advasiug our aipmmr
that caun judgpzenm are ui "tnwma."
!
·
··
.

:

.

.

.

r.jle..

Fiist. a loss cm the merits ~th~ Laco ca,e-which we beliove is quite pasm1'Je in the~~
absc!scc Qf a favcnble ralmg cmjurisdi~ -wDWd ·tilim·~ ~~by the )-

u=d ~ eouJd. as amultofthe NAFl'A, ~velfi ~· gilmutDr With~ to judgment rendc::ld agiimt a fonilZ1 ~VeslDr (01' apin.st ~ aJ11tY iD wlW:b •foreign investor bas a

I

s-.

sipijjcam iml:test) in the coum of The UDired
This could result in a fJDOd of arbitrations
apimt the UDited hdm, 1hc cost Df whicb eoulci he~I

.

I

.

..

,

Sccond, a:J:OSI cm the mlli1s in Lqmg is also ~ ta gcaczatc a·gtmi d.~ of palitW.l
:tiasbiity·iQWifd tb.D NAFTA. tbe case bis aJreadY receM?d si~ficam malia al1mtion u a "poll:Dt
baa~ way for ~om ta daallc:np the AmeriC:a4 JogaFsystem." W"tlliam Glabason., Ntlftg
lnvaltetl to Challturge Court A.ward ilf U.S., N.Y. &Jin~ (~an. 28. 1999) at Cl; alla. u,. E. hitmli,
1'fdtle Pt1'11 A'Cllltld o/Suhl,,,,., U.S. Paltt:tu, Co,,._w,ee,L.A. T!mcs (Fe\>. 28, 1999) ai Al.
Many:~viduals,botk ~ tmdaot ~r~. me l~ta:beSIDJlri-d.~~tf~~U:-~ ·.
Nl\f.TA ~~~to~· ~Wit af so~ty ~~uld·.permit ~ intani.lli~Fcr!~ .. ·
n=ifectively:to sit.m.review.of dccisiOQS ofUnitod S~ c;o1ait;s 1ttbe:llac:t1DD af foftigsunvm:urs. g'.
Olabcrscm, llllll·r[LoeweuJ is an importmt ca$0 bca~:it tai• dac qwsstioa Df~:ax=uo which
.dGJ:nc;Qa civil judicial praceedings wW be subJeci to ~ona.1 ~ou. •> (quoti!lg Pro!
'DaVidW.·Ledmm,; dcala·ofCalumbiaLawSc:hool),~
I ·
.

·

1

jw!~ts

.· Third,,.,

believe tllat tb.e arguusmt thal court
aue not "measures" is DW" strwgest :;'
juml!idi'Cfuli~ 'A!thmigh we ba-ic soma swm~ arsummrts. such as that thejuii~ _, .
'o;mjiliinecfof iie llOt ''nieumes" because LoeWeD &iled'to' eXhisistiJie ~;'jUdicw7~ we
1
fechhattbese··iOm I~ ~r·
· · ·1~1tiit
coun
n:;,.
t.9
....D-....m.
_... _ daivemudi ofthdr·fi>we
.
r-·..- llgUDJCZI
. ......
_ .... J~~
..
--~~·~~a.ad that &tlDdillg alcm.C. ~ sumidi~ ~may not sucaed. Pmfauor
David BedmDaD of'Che EmoiyUnfVasity Sc.baol ofLawi azi iim=matianal law~ wham we have
comultcd et the sugicstign oftbc Stale D~ ~ tbal the princ;ipal cgummt is legally 'Viable
8lid that, if nai advlmDcd. wr svhsi.diaiy argumcms are loBs ~ly to pievail.
·
.
!
.
.
. .
.
. I
.
· ( Fomihf~~ther Sta11: nm USTR lw bcezs able to i~tif,y any·'41c: in wliiGb. a u~s. in'YestDr has
. ;attrmpted to. liiWtntD a cJaioa GhallAmging a foreip aourtjudpacat.'UDdc:r any mvestmeat uaty.
A1tbwgh the United Siates cle8rly has an interest in dfotding itl investon mmdmiun bldlit)' to
. prote:ct their inVO$UDllllS maid. we question wbcthor.tJJ aoumulised Dy State:11111U1ST1l:i8 of.
.:suffiaen1~piactic:31.SigniBC:lnce·.td justify witbholdin1 fbe' ~ rhat eourt judgments ·are not
· ~~~" · This.is pattiC\ilailY so giWn the apparent fm4t·tl.at Di<ft litiptioo.·Uivolvmg foreign.
L <?~E. ~~.oceurs in·U.S; colllU than izi:lhe comts ~fMm~ or~C~·.•·thm ~.~Uaib:d Starea.ia
.,.1

0

t

·i&lol{e.:i ·its:roeognition of lmge ~v: ~es·awmsr hldccd, this imhahmcc iD liu1ation .and
:JI CTcrm\, dan131~ sugpst& tllat pemuumg ofr.o,judgmflt1J under the NAYrA may be
;) .. !
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·corJITdl'y to tis b:steams oftbo U.S; mvesiment cammvnitJ, u ii .wauld. eollfer a aa.mpe1itive.advanrage ·
illvesuus 1:D Dbtain rcYiew of U.S. eomt dec:isi~ in Um:matiaual arlri1IBtiaD; which U.S.

dJll

romga

i

izlvestors:caanot do.
.

I

.

··;Fill:b, ~argument that we propuae is~ fa~- ll!Btta'' witb. !lJe.P.Oligr eoacezos .
.~~ ~y·s~?e ~,USTR. Aa:amtiag to~ and USrRf it~ impart.mt to picsenro che ~~of/
· '~·~_. ~~ ~' ~~ll~e. co~~- that muli !om ~omipt. llbi1rarY or irregular &'UOa.s al/
\ JcriijC~ a.ffl~~· ;(l.lthough We argue chat c+J~ &re not "mca5me9" tot
'
. puq,D5cl OfNAFI'A Cbapter 11, om'~ d~ nat ~a NAFTA Cbaptl':~U. shn1Jeqc·t0
,~ c.tbe:&Dlt·Of.govc::mmCQl-~~ ~~~ch~~ ~·~:fl!:~~· Jtarber1 bcGSUJe
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if our sublidimy judsdictiamd
tD pzevail in Lonep, we will
soun bCI ftlrCid m nwmi: this SBmD qucsti= maotlm NAFTA anftnuion tblt Will bo filmd apinst tbe
' Uaiu:d Sta!cs in 1bc :am h ~1 .Ill tbat Gll59. Mgpc$ Igjijj]s+nfOD!J- 1.t4 v:umt.iCI 'Stitei. ~i .
~fl~ ~ c.iMdiB•i.mvatDr:cballqaa.dccisiaD afthc ~:S~Judicial.Co~~tiQiii.~ba,
~~";;0' cpetilion!Or-ciltiorm·wufiledaddenied.by~:$u~·~;e>f-~~u~. ~~;~~~dle .
•}c: J.e!nv:D. ~-~ ~ot~.qqc- Mandcv·~ • ~·~:d.o~c Judkial pzuc:ca;i~or-does Jt

,-

c.:~:•:~,n:auld argw: lhai·dm alle,ged:ha:rm~~:p-mna·priWb: aatiaa ~l:l:imi. a·=airt~ .
·:..Jjijigm~ .A.s we:~tly. sea it, lbe_Only way iJl.~ the Unilr:id Slide$.c:8n iiwiil:ii:ldrming.lhe
iu;m1S
-of the Mrodey ~is if the 'lribuul
finds tbllt ~est:iG,;udicial:d=ision.t
i= not "masures
~
..... ·---.. ...
.
·1
.
.
cfor.pmposcs of ds NAFTA.
.

I

AI.mNADWS
I
.. . .

..

•

.

.

j

. - ..

:DOJ, Saa.: am US~:~ ·worked diligeirtl)' oYq' tbe p,ast ~gbt months to;resolva this
.disagreement As I r1:sul1 afttiose effm1ls, we haft ideDtified mur.PGSsibli- ~w.~adies m .
this jumdiitiomHSBui:, a& fallows:
I ·· ·· · · ··· · .. · ·· '
, . I.

2.

S-shou!Amplbat~c-~ ..,.,.;. '---ef' far
.I
..
.

11w Uailod
purpo5CS ofNAPTA Chapa ll.

The l.Tnhcd s~ ~. t!JBt ~ G.O~judgmcldi 8R: DCJI "measuies.n bm
point out tba1 ~· itdtiated by I ~i en1i1)' Thai nisUjt ·m "°1ut7
·
~iatscim:h as eaibRement 8'1iom) ~ subj=t to dUIUUDID 1iiidlf NmA··
·CbiP= l;l beeause the govemmeDt
iDitialat the pxV«mhig l5 itself~
"measure."
·
!·

dmil'thal
I
I

I

''

~

~

;:;

<\>~~SIOE~A:"~-day ua&c of the praapeGti.YG elaim1J1t's iD1Q:ll ~file m arDitntion was povidod punuaat 1-~i.
NAF'fA AJti~le 1119. 1bc p~e olaimanfs cOlliuc1 ~eel m d1al Ibey h1tmld to t11a their

d IQ(Qelaiuf.ili early~ 19~'·

Ji

·
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.DOJ's views with rupact tD .ti of the four alterDali~ apprDKhe& m summarim;i ~Tab l /
B1U1;had Jmdo, SD's 'Vim vmJnespuot to these utmkivm me suznmarizl:d at)Tlb~l.· aDd tJSTK's :;.
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.Ahmwtiys 1: 11re United SIOlts Jhovld "Pt tlrar domJlfc eolll'tjvdprsnJs tlTf nor "MelUIO'U"
for pu1'pOllS O/NAFfA CluzpteT ll.
!
I

'Ibis Bltenud:ive la the one tbat M believe should&., pumled, e.u=dal.ly far the reaJam
stated iD the QOYer memonmdlml to 1'hicb tbis SUIU1l1Y ~ appCWsed. AJ axpJaiaed iD peat2r
detail in the caver ·mc:manmdum. trJ.y caDCCHiOA dlai om ~ounjlld.gmezm can be "measules"
subject to raricw UDCk:r NAFTA Chapter 11 could &e:Verel>' 'mdnmine our sy'1rm of justice mid.
a 11 nn.11. threa1m lbe cwtilmc4 ~ of the NAFTA. A pre1lmiJiary dmft of 1111: IP'gUmCDt
that we propose is appended at Tlb 4. Profasm·Dmd ~ oft!Je Emmy Law School, an
Wtema!ional la.w ""Pert whom we baYC ma.sulecd It the
of the Stara Depamaant.
agteeS that our propDsed arpmat is leplly viable and ~d.be ldvmlecd. A copy of a lener

-tian

ndlectbig Profi:.saor Bccle man's opiDiOD ill this regard ~
1

anendeid at Tab S.

.

I·

Wa n:mgaia, of course. dial the argumut we prabase is not uoauaiJable. For example,
the Case Cgpg;mjng Ei'beries Jmi&dilain (b@iit v. OuPdl); I.CJ. Ga. Liat No. 96 (Dec. 4,
l 9H), which we cite tor it1 obs~ u tbo tcrm p~Q is iypJcally usod in its bm.desl
s=se iD iJ1tenulboul ~mt'
=~m st&Mes.. ~and adDiinistrari"£ acti~"

:•to
at,
6S. tbo fouml 11111
mec1ng·of.Uu: tanus
<"S.J.CP:or:pmc.eediag •.•.•" !d- at, 66. Similarly.
fe
.U-a~

"Wide enough to caver:aay ~
haw strong:evid=~ frqm'.rhe,
~~~·s.nt;gatietiug.~ that the drllftm ~iessly ~.to.~~ IOYicw-of:domcstic·
•c\ODrf deCisietm-uflnivm·momJ pmceedinp. we have abo.idezl.tjtjsd ane·.dowment (a
"Ui~:quc:sti~Dlllirc" fmm .tbat wu .!IClll IO:eadl oiih.,,fiflY~U.S>states).thatw unlilce the
rNAFfA. iDclUdas:..."judicial-clcoisions" within its dcfiaitimi a! '!mr.a.mn:.~ We have carefillly
.
mJSidmd aw:h m~~. ~~~.as well as tlJe.,~ ~
1... · · - - .•. ~ed .hy 81811: and USTR.,
md belieYe
mast.= N"AFTA iii inibiguDllS u tg whedlcr the dtaftGs mimfed'ta mdUd&i//

id.

although

•:II

'cauit-Judlta8ii1S.Withm t!lC dGmitiDll ar~1·thit ~d .~."diilliDeed =-.·ChlP•Jl. ·
'aeeamc·zim~~:+!Cj.iJi. iiitanatimial' - .. cata ans
ecmsmzed
.--.·- ..
,agrccm . . g&:m:I',ldr1........
- . . . .... in. f.iVoi"••t:•·:-. ,0 .~glltyj,
··c,

•l.U8M.f'!C_

. .. •

.. .... ..

,WD:believc:tbal our~ !hp~cl s@prevail·~~:iD tho·t'.a;c.of·sudl ~.. We ..Wuhf
be happy 1i> pzovidc you with mme detailed analyses of~ criddsms tJat Staie uad USTl have
made of our araum• in this JCprd, if you feel tJw it w~d be halpful.
I

.

·

.

.

.

I.

.

A)wn!Rvc 2: Tiu! Unlz1d Sltltel s/lovld OTP rlllll domut;& 0111Ttjtldple1'1s arc not
..,,,eanru, "·hi poirv o~t tluu proceedi'lff1 iniltllNd
b)'
t1 pvll'NMl'll enltly rlrdl
I
.
. · rtJ11lr ilf "'"''judgments (sveh as rfl/01et.me'1ll ~dons) OTB subj1el lo du1lleP11Je

wulB~ HAFTA CMpt•r I J blelllisB th1 gov•~ a&lion 1MI hritialed rltl!

procnrling 11 taelf" "nre"""8. "

·

I

· ·

I

~~SIDE,•. ...

oner\

While we' da not believe that it is D.BCamtY to
views regardi11g mdm'8 that ue not
in the 'd"!l? ~we do DOt·GpPose this !11tcmative ~ Indeed, it-is·cansimm·

c~~~~~~f~o1i'.DftbeN~A
f~d. D(jCOlltt~rr-nts.
'.WV~
.

but

i

1

.

~

!"say ~t C~-1~ docs ~l pc;rmiUtbi~:~"'* Df
pcmut.ilfbi1ral ~war s~r aWiccm=t awo~·tbal result
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Neva11We~

~•·'!a~ ~.be

in counj\ldgmeats.
becaus1
dWwg inso&r as die .
Loewf!!\ ~ dai:s,m»t iDvolve ID1 pemmalt-iDi~ ~i~ beliavu that Alternative
l would:be the man: appropride approaGh.
· i
I

'

Altcnm!tjJe 1:

·

·

!

ne

llldr1dSl01B1 sltawld mrpe ,,,., ""~'" rome domestic ctnmjwlgmsiu
could be ellOllinged Ill "mstuwe.rn 1INler ?/OTA· Chtlpter J /, oJflt/pumt
re"4Retl tn a civil JJl'flaMdl11g be1WH11 'JJ'fytlle ptll1iu hi whtdt Jfo gowrnuwmr
wr.u ilWOlvcd '1 ll01 a "mecuwe. •
I

We da nor view 'Ibis approach u legally dercmibli ·While ii may be desirable as a policy

maucr tbr COUit judgDmts ~1hm those in private Ci~ ma to be Govc:ed by NAFTA
Chaptar 11. thmi.saa·buia t:ithcrm1bc~ oftm.::NmA~:·~ wstammymtcmatiauUaw.
~fuutimuguiabing ~ ~m1~~s . mpd~ ~vq·.~
counjudginBGts iD other
<ascs:for.pmpe>SQ:ofSbd.: RSp11D.S"bility.. For cxampl~ d we aob=. mom dmft argumcat.
intemm:iaul Jaw nc'ogiizea adirdDmion ·belwma ~loommitted by collrts C'daaillls of
justice") and wrODP ciommitta! .by all other cqEl5 '.'f g~ ks. u.. A. Fia=maa,, lls
IptmJetjpMl Bqpppr@jlily
fw. pmjaJ ·o.f IW.q;l l~ (19.JI).~ .~ distiadiDD:suppal'8
.f.ouMqumenttbat'.µie teim ~~" in the NAYrA.~ aDly to adicms of OJiani of ·

am.'

pf--

· g'1Veiilmmt oiba'-~ eon.

!

·

I

hs contnst, iuemAtiunal law does llDt appear ro:~guisb between deaials of juatice iD
private ciYil ~and,~ gfjUStiGI in govaam&mt:-~
"'5CS· To:tiae'GO~.'it ·'·
1
·
1:D ht-settledl&at'Mzare.~the C:Oriimcioftbe- ··
bi[al -··u liri811ticmis /
dmy[Gfdlc:Stare]
tm
ofjus1ice will j1
~-wder
taW
of
mliOllS.
n····F.miniii
at 71. Similildy,luotbml in the teXI off.be NAPTA..
l
I
-~wcra~ m_iiig\uiidat·tiat tbe NAf!A panies ~ ~-~ ~aztjud~et,11,~.~ pri~.
civil acuans a.Y di1fenmtly tbajudgments in otba a&:!iom. ~we bavc ccmcadCd'diat 10111e7
\ Couft~~~ ~e ~~.. su&j~f ID cWillaile
11, ~ tllln .peas io )'
•,·ba
m,
IePi
tiUis
tD
awid
ti.
QJDdmimi·thlt
illt'°Uit~
im:hBimg
11Kue mp:r1:
.....~
cm1 .·
·•• ,• ...... , .. .,. .,,;r.•· :t ...\·~1H.\t,
··
cases.. can.. .be. . •111111uns:"
. .

=m . .

'=~y~~~&,t, ~

w

.

'

to~:.

I

:dczWll

I

unacr:da&Pir:r

....... , ..,.".

:1

Moreover; .the argamom 'liat WO propose Bbii:vas ~ ~-~ s.aal~aftbis .
· · · dieabill .:of.U.S. invatarsiochaJl·"
.·~~aafiucemmn:
i1tbough in •.
Althougb we
cont=iitbilleouztjUdgmcZw; aio. ~t "measurea11 for~·ofNAFfA Cbaptar I l~-oui ·t:
iirgUDient C!Oe& . mrt toreclose 8 NAPTA -~ 11 Gha1ieate 1o im amtriiY ia~t· ~"
. ~Oi=iiiMtKticm.~Kalkr. bCGa1l.5G an &i:Lriinis?iati~ ~c~caum lictioil Hsclf (aS apposed 1D
'tf:iC eolirtj\Jdgmennm tb mcdts of such ID Ktion) is p~bly 'Viewr.d 85 a ~cm'' or
"procedure" wiibm the definition of a •maasUR," it GaD ~ ~Jeqed 'UDdci NA.11'A Chaptar 11 .
.S.NAPTAMic:les201 & 1101(1).. 'Evenif.murbitrazy~~~~.~tsiaan
·
·.ad"erse com judgment, therefote. till: aggrieved iuv=rtq,r ra1n1illpzoceed to arbitialioA ta
"'-~~c
ibaudminl&lnltivc Ktimi UDda NAFT
A ~-Jn.
~ .tllough tbe aourt j"Clgment
~v•·"'-1·yr1.~ .
· .·
-...,·altmllitiVe:(j;e~

·:~·tbi~aied ~= govemm~~).

~

~

~
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~
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I

.tbzll RS\llled fiom the mion is not iUe1f a ''measure" :thai·is subject to cballenge.

.

I
I

I

AlJSMriYe 4: 1'111 U11it11tl Stllla shtnllJ ~11ct1do tltot. ~~1j~1 en hf ''mstUWu, "bw
only Wiren rent/IJrsrJ by tm kipesl rzvriilahfe CO.,,,, in II judicial J)IJlem.

~"

l

.We oppose SAY c:anc:essicm tbat ca111tjudgmema
he
subject to revieW /
Undci"NAFtA'~ Ii~··:~ we aplaiD iDP=' ~ mrhD ~ ~um,·suc1i ~
~Gs&iOncoU!d.savcrely UDdemline ow~- ofJ~ • .wwid liD2Y pnaram
amsidaabJe poliric:al hostility mwud the NAFTA. ~ecausu ~-haw a wiahle legal argumaat .
,1bat~ c:aurtjUdgmaits iO not "=8asura" at all. ~ bdilWis ~.such a ~~Mion is- .
(.m:irhcr..aec~nor ~c. ~lalstoad,. WB belin@ ~ ·ai1Umm.lt-~t~,~j~gm°.'1''is
r:not~a -~- ·.UDieu-~ by tbe highest awilable C:ourt8lwul&Uil: maltuml}'-m'theJ ,
· ;atteriiitiv~-.a alubiiidWy ~ ·. ·
i .
·
·

F
I

'

MOROvu, altboush we in1md to adVIDCC the ~dhgy ar;um.mt that a c;ulllt judgJDCDt
cam only be a "maJUre" When it:ndaed by tbe bigbcst a~l8"~~-d:ds _au~~
hassevaal weakac:D!~.. F~~a1'P1c:, bcr.a~NAF.f:AArticlcdl2~ 1 ~µAt11·~"t= ./ ·
·11'idiUGUl ~· · · uliimmHtia'a;clBitQant·mllSt &st ~I~~ 1cpl mnedies bafaze. ···

,......._~;;.;;':;~·~.wama
J:"I~.. . .. -· . . . . • 1 baveW·difliGQl.v_~.;~-_tbel·t?"'M!
I
I
~J. l"W"'-.Mfi
5li.ail•
5,

r.TribwW.~:exhaustioa·of thc judicial pccs.l is l'eq~ hclaJe·n:soit J1J1Y be. bad-.~der ~
-NAIITA: AltbourJi our aiguml:llts an tbis point are co~ our suc:cess is far from assured.

Jn addiriaa. eve if we ~·w in1nmal tJm LoewciQ mu.st llaYD exh•'5'ted.Gle. _.,
judic:ial p;uc:esB Ddaie a ''measure" CCNld b8 said fD oidsrl am.silqrh-·of tbts .r~ ~
u1Wi18icly mt on the YiabWtY Of ahiuSdan in tlai5 ~Cular
case. ·,om ~n1i:St ~ m
1
this iegislihn: tb&t: CJ l c.oeweu co~·~w.padch1ned~tbol u.~;·.~ ~ault.toran~~,
.. ·ST9~9h:n.f~ af ~--~lymg-J~alt and fi?i a Wilt ofc:cftlor8ri an tbc:questiim Dfthl:
Mississippi:col1111' m\111Uo waive tu ~·l>OdJ~--- (2):Loeweu.could ...
1
,.·~--fiJ~:~~pti;y pmec:tign (wbidl pauts ait:autbma&.stay):aad punuol it9 appcaHn
c:b;mkruptcy :. M to the fmmer option. ·L,oeweu muia.·~.vel a siroDB "futilify":~ imsmucb
as rm=1~Y relief and peliJiDas for oertimari ~,~ &tamid." Ai 10 1bC lmer~ ii
he
'.~wttu P"~ tho TrllNmll thirit ii •sUUbiD to· '··mie •-ilreiji-mvesiDr·~ ~

may

~;11~~y·mardlift0'be'said to !l&vcf~ tbDj'1m'z.!i Pmacasti-pa!JsolCs at mi.

,

intrmati'"*81-olaiiii Tlic subsidiary atgumCllt Dia its o~Jthai:fi>ict ~not succecid in avuidiug

a ruli.Dg on du: llU:rits af Uu: ease.

1

.

·

.
. I
-. .
. -FD.9-!ly, IS~ mtlac COVct mcmutand~ v.;e q11&\51icm mo po~ jllstifi~til)~ fm · .
.-~m'!x.!~. ~. ~~j~ent& ciaD ~_dWJengcd u "~+ma~ Um!C-NAFrA ~. ~ 1. · . ,
, Although·~~~- t)S'J'll '°°teod •~a ~cession iB ~to piaarvu_ ~.~of /
U.S~ mv~ to dWJJcogc ubitrvy courtjudgmaib ~DD U.S~ ilftoc5iDr ti;;'!iilie hut'

mempiai'io'~ a daJm dlallcmgiq a !a~ ~oiutjudgmezg under ID)' inWStment'tri&ty.A\'---

Givw "tb.D. iipp.cin t.IGt tb8t IDDlC litipli~ aft'oCtins f,en hae:>15 omli's Ui"Unitcd SlilteSq~~SI DEN '!';"7(
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~ 1illD iD the eoUJU ofMIXi'° ar Canada. as well~ die fi'1 t1w lhl 'Ullited Stab:S is:aloae
in its It'EGgnitiDD of lazge.puaitlve Mmaps awards,. it~ well' be contrary. tu the:ow:all ..- ·
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Talking Poihts
I I
• If states cannot be held liJble for the actions
of their ~ourt systems, u. s'J in'v'estors will have
no remedy for final court ctJclsions re~ulting · ·.
from corruption or anti~Ametiban bias.
.
• Wtongful expropriation has ~e~n a key inve~tmcnt
policy concern in the post-~olonial era; court
. decisions can play
an. importaht
role in the·
·
·
I I
··
expropriation of foreign prop~rty, by, for
example, implem~nting wrorig~ul expropriation
decrees and statutes; underraissessing value for
purposes of determining cornpepsation; f~vorihg
local disputants over forei~n~rs in property·
title disputes; or by destrp~l'ing foreign ·
enterprises by ~olluding wijth local competitors
to res~r ict their operation s.
1

investorli~

• At least one U.S.

currently
using
.
NAFTA Chapter 11 procedure~ ~o challenge a
Mexican court deci~ion which
alleges has ·
effected an unlawful expro1r1ation.
I
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Record Type:
To:

'

Lael Brainard
08/04/99 10:32:06 AM

Record

'
I'
I
D Holly HammondS/OPD/EOP@EOP, Matthew P. SchaetJrtNSC/EOP@EOP

cc:
Sharon H. Yuan/OPD/EOP@EOP
Subject: Can you check this very quick

.

/

I

I

Major interagency storm brewing over NAFTA.court ruling. Ar.jparently WH Gpunsel &.CJ()l:GiY.U.wan~ to
.iss~.E'.. a ~t~tement arguing that a court ruling is not consideredja .~·mea~ure" f~r purposes of_Nf-:~.TA ..
USTR, State & Treasury feel strongly that this will work agiiJinst us·in ttie·tong run .. They would prefer not
to pronounce on this. There is also an issue of timing. Ruff w'ants
to issue statement this week; USTR
I
claims we have until December.
1

I

I have no clue what this is about, but apparently has aroused poncems at highest levels &Jam.being-asked .t9 host a meeting on. this tomorrow. Could you do a quick call around & get me some background
so we can figure out how to proceed? Thanks.
/
I
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Summary of Justice Department and State/USTR Arguments in Loewen

.

I

II

DOJ proposes to argue that Loewen's claim is not subject· to arbitration under the NAFTA
because the judgments of domestic courts are not "measutes" within the scope of NATA Chapter
II . Subsidiary arguments are:

'i

•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

. ·

•

·

at most NAFTA is ambiguous as to whether tlie drafters intended to include court
judgements within the definition of"meastlresl."
·not persuaded that the term "measures" is drdfuarily used in· the international law
community to refer to court judgments. / I
·
•
argument that an investor could challenge any1action under NAFTA Chapter 11, even
if it is not a "measure adopted or maintainJd" py a NAFTA country, is meritless and
dangerous as it would render Chapter 11 lihiitless in its scope.
allowing foreign investors to attack domeshc bourt judgments through international
arbitration.would.undermine our system of juJtice and thereby threaten continued
public support for NAFTA and other agreJmehts; also could result in a flood of
arbitrations and extraordinary liabilities agaill1t the government.
domestic cost to U.S. of allowing challeng~s ~o our cowt judgments may outweigh
the benefits that the U.S. investinent con:u:i'iunity may gain from bei.Dg permitted to
challenge Mexican or Canadian court juddme~ts (where far less litigation occurs).
juris~iction argument does not foreclo~~ ~.s.jinvest~r.chall.enges abroad to ac~ons of
officials that l'ead to adverse court dec1S1ons, as admID1strauve government actlons are
plausibly construed as "measures" even tlibu~ resulting court decisions are not.
even if our argument would affect the ability of a u. s. investor to bring a private
"~enial of justice" claim, OPIC insurance :co~erage may. still provide a re~edy.
given the posture of the Mondev case (Mondev International, Ltd. v. Uruted States)
(Dispute with City of Boston over redevel~op~ent project that resulted in breach of
co'ntract judgment against City reversed by highest cowt in Massachusetts and
certiorari was denied by Supreme Court)
way we can avoid addressing the
merits of the case is if tribunal finds dom~stid judicial decisions are not measures.
While it is correct that the bond rule is itsblf ~"measure" that could be separately
challenged under Chapter 11, our argumeht .J..ould nevertheless succeed in defeatmg
the most troubling of Loewen's claims thtt pbrtain to trial process and the jmy
verdict. If those claims are out, we will bb od stronger footing defending the case.
State underestimates the risk of an adversb dbcision in the Loewen case, and State has
previously advised us that the intemation~l standards of treatment incorporated in the
NAFTA are largely untested and suffer from a severe lack of precision.
I. .
.
. .

only

•

:.

I
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State and USTR Arguments

i
State and USTR oppose the DOJ jurisdictional argum~nt, arguing that it would Widermine the
ability of U.S. investors to challenge irregular and arb\trary court judgments abroad. They
propose, instead, to argue that Court decisions can be l'mbasures" only if the highest available
_
court in a judicial system bas been given an opportunity tb review the decision.
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

the U.S. interest in protecting American inlesbrs from arbitrary or discriminatory '
_decisions by foreign courts outweighs the bonberns that Justice bas articulated about
NAFTA provisions permitting review of ~e~can court decisions by arbitration.
exempting judicial action from internatiorihl rbiew wou]d be a serious step backward
in our advocacy of U.S. investor iriterests dbrclad.
·
scruti.D.y of U.S. domestic court decisions tiy ihternational tribunals for compliance
with international obligations is not a newlcoJcept.
NAFTA Article 201 does not support D01i' s position on "measures," as it merely
provides a non-exhaustive list of what the term includes; and DOJ bas not articulated
any reason to exclude court judgments frotn that definition.
a number of provisions of Chapter l l do nbt bake sense unless court judgments can
be "measures.:·.
.
I /.
·
there are prov1s1ons mother Chapters of tJte ~AFT A that do not make sense unless
court judgments are "measures," and those provisions could be undermined by
·
advancing the DOJ argument (Chapter 17 :- p~otection of intellectual property rights).
there are several prominent instances in in~erriational case law, other provisions of
NAFTA and elsewhere in which the term 'j'mbasure" is clearly used in a manner that
encompasses judicial actions.
I
-- even if court judgments are found not to be "measures," the Mississippi bond rule is
clearly a "measure" because it fits withiii fue :definition in NAFTA Article 20 I, hence
if at least some part of the case.remains vikbte after the DOJ jurisdiction argument,
and the tribunal fmds ittias jurisdiction tojproceed why make the argument at all. ·
DOJ's argument implies that NAFTA ChaptJr 11 provides less protection to investors
than our Bilateral Investment Treaties an buttome not intended by our negotiators.
even if we win on DOJ's argument, we will spll face the wrath of the investment
comm.unity for unduly narrowing the SCOBe ofNAFTA 's investor protections.
our prpposed argument presents a reason~ble! compromise between international
investment policy concerns and protectio* of; sovereignty because it permits court
decisions. to be challenged, but ~nly after.pie,party's higher courts have an
opporturuty to correct whatever uregular1ties that may have occurred.
- argum'ent is distinguishable from a simplJ e:iiliaustion of remedies (waived in
NAFTA) as it is typically considered to cbve~ situations where the executive takes an
action and courts are asked to remedy that adion, but will only do so after al]
administrative recourse bas been pursued! Here the injury first arose through the
action of the court, hence only fair to let IBgtiest court revfowand correct if
·
!
·
appropriate. _
DOJ overemphasizes the danger of having to address NAFTA cases on the merits as
international law ~tandards. applicable to re berits at issue are high ones; qence, it is

I

•

I -- - - .
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extremely rare that violations of these standards are found, especially in a welldeveloped, constitutionaJly~based legal systeni
·
.
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MEMORANDUM
John Podesta

TO:

.

.

THROUGH: Gene Sperling

Chel'.¥1 Mtils ~).l, µue'4....
John Duncan

FROM:

Peter Rundlet
DT:

RE:

.

De~ember

17, 1999

Attempt to Resolve Interagency Litigation Strategy Dispute The Loewen Group, Inc'. v. United States NAFTA Arbitration

INTRODUCTION
Loewen is an important case because it raises the questic~n of the extent to which domestic civil
judicial proceedings will be subject to international re-examination. White House Counsel and
the NEC met on October 7, 1999, to review the positions1 of the agencies involved in the dispute
over the appropriate jurisdictional defense to advance in ~e Loewen NAFTA arbitration case,
and to explore whether a compromise could be reached. IAfter reviewing the arguments, and the
history of the inter-agency dispute, we were of the opinidn it was unlikely that agency attorneys
would reach agreement. As a result, a policy level meetihg
was held on
November 19, with a
I
.
small group of senior officials from the agencies most effected (USTR, State, Treasury), in order
to think through the policy implications of advancing pJ.ticular jurisdictional arguments and in
an attempt to break the stalemate. Despite the presence bf senior policy-makers, the~meeting
concluded without appreciable movement on either side pf the argument. A decision must be
reached in the near future as the extended briefing period expires in February 2000.
ISSUE

Justice wishes to advance
an argument that the NAFfA tribunal
Jacks jurisdiction because
..
'
Chapter 11 applies only to ''.measures adopted or maintained" by the U.S., and that judgments of
domestic courts are not "measures" as that term is used fu NAFTA. State and USTR disagree
over the wisdom of DOJ advancing this argument and wbutd prefer miiki.ng the narrower
judgments can only. be measures
whbn
rendered by the highest available·
argument, that coUrt
.
.
I
court in a judicial system (essentially, an exhaustion of qomestic legal remedies argument).
I

BACKGROUND
On October 30, 1998, the Loewen Group, Inc., a Canadtjlll corporation, filed a Notice ?f Claim
for arbitratio.q_ against the U.S. under Chapter 11 of the North Americari Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA). Loewen contends the U.S. is liable under the:NAFTA for damages that resulted from
court judgments rendered against Loewen in a Mississippi state court proceeding. The Civil
Division of DOJ is defendingthe
United States .in the matter.
.
.
:

.

.

I'
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Loewen's NAFTA claim is based on a lawsuit in state col.rt in which a Mississippi businessman
1
sued Loewen and its U.S. subsidiary for $16 million as a result of a failed business deal. Loewen
contends during trial the court permitted plaintiff's lawydr to appeal to jurors' alleged anti-·
.Can.a.di an racial and class sentiments. The jury returned ~ $500 million verdict against Loewen,
including $400 million in punitive damages.· Loewen att~mpted to appeal the verdict, but claims
. it was unable to post a supersedeas bond in the amount of 125% of the judgment. After the
Supreme Court of Mississippi upheld the bond requiremJnt, Loewen sett.Jed the case. ·
.
Loewen contends that the Mississippi jury verdict was ejcessive, especially given that the initial
damage claim was only for $16 million. Loewen also ar~es that the Mississippi Supreme
Court's refusal to waive or reduce the bond requi.i-ement, [was unjust and discriminatory and in
violation of several standards set forth in NAFTA Chapter 11. Loewen eventually settled the
case for structured payments of $175 million (with a net present value of approximately $85
millio{l) .. Loewen claims the jury's verdict and the appellate court's decision constituted an
expropriation in violation of Chapter 1l. As a result, LotfWen seeks $725 million in daci:iages
from the U.S. Government.
·
Respective Jurisdictional Argument Proposals
DOJ - Domestic. court judgments are not "measures" forl purposes of NAFTA Chapter 11,
I

State/USTR- Court decisions can be "measures" only if the highest available court in a judicial
system has been given an opportunity to review the decis ion.
1

DOJ Defense of its Position
DOI believes our best hope for success in the Loewen case is to argue that domestic court
judgments, particularly those in cases involvm8 only prwaie parties, are not 11 measures" under
the NAFTA. If we do not make the argument, there is a ~ubstantial risk we will lose the Loewen
case which, in turn, would create significant pc;>licy problems for µs. The tribunal's assertion of
jurisdiction in Loewen wouid establish a dangerous precbdent whereby we could face
international arbitration with respect to any state or federhl court judgment adversely affecting
1
the interests of foreign inv~tors. !he result would likely, .be a great.deal ~f political ho~til~ty
toward NAFTAand other IDtemat1onal agreements. Our IDterpretanon will not cause significant
1
loss of protection for U.S. investors abroad be~ause executive action, including an enforcement
action, that results in a court judgment would stil.1 be a "teasµre" subject to the NAFT A.

NAFTA Chapter 11 applies only to "measures adopted or maintained" by a government.
Although the term "measures" is defIDed non-exhaustively to "include(] any law, regulation,
procedure, requirement or practice, " the definition makeli no mention of domestic court
judgments and, on its face, appears to contemplate only lbgislative and executive acts as opposed
to verdicts rendered by the judiciary. This understanding is supported by the NAFTA's drafting
~tory, which suggests that the U.S. sought to foreclose ~ternational review of domestic court
~~SIDE'jupgments. Because international tribunals caruiot assen jurisdiction on the basis of ambiguous
q
14'\
d ..
I
·
·
.
treaty terms, OUT argument shoul present a complete bl to the Loewen claun.

a

~ (} l <j-J_
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Given that we are alone in our recognition of large punitive damage awards, we believe that the
cost to the U.S. of allowing challenges to our court judgments far outweighs the benefits that
U.S. investors may gain from being permitted to challenge foreign court judgments. A case such
as Loewen highlights that the NAFTA provides
foreign. investors with more rights than
.
Americans have and arguably gives foreign companies an advantage over domestic companies.
State and USTR Defense of Their Position
Our investment treaties specifically provide protection for U.S. illvestois where a host country's
judicial system is seriously deficient, prejudiced or conupt. Excluding judicial decisions f~om
the scope of Chapter 11 "measures" would conflict with this goal. Tb.is is true whether or not the
DOJ argument prevails, since our pleadings will almost certainly be made public and other
countries will cite our a,rguments to the detriment of U.S. investors. For NAFTA in particular,
. the DOJ argument' would deny Chapter I l remedies against abuses in Mexican and Canadian
courts such as local bias, unconscionable delays, or outright corruption. A 1994 World Bank
report found that Mexico had "an unacceptable level of competence and integrity of the judges."
Our 1999 investment climate statement confirmed that corruption is a seVere problem.
Exempting judicial action from investment rules -- even in private cases only -- would leave a
·large category of state action un-addressed.
Moreover, we are extremely unlikely to convince the Tribunal that"court judgments are never
measures. They would have to believe that the NAFTA Parties intended a radical departure from
customary international law (and the BITs) without clearly indicating such an intent. The
common understanding ofnegotiat.ors is that Chapter 11 covers "denials of justice" involving
court decisions. The DOJ argument also conflicts with use of the word "measure" elsewhere in
NAFTA where it clearly includes court actions. Because the word "me~ures," is used
throughout the NAFTA, the DOJ interpretation could have negative consequences for other parts
of the Agreement as well. The term is used in the intellectual property chapter (Chapter 17) in
provisions that relate to domestic court enforcement of intellectual property rights. Nearly
identical provisions appear in the WTO TRIPS Agreement. Our BIT partners may also try to use
the position against our investors. Finally, the argument is inconsistent with analysis under
traditional canons of treaty interpretation. ·
The argument that court judgments cannot form the basis of a NAFTA claim until they have
been appealed fully, has the best chance of success. It strikes a better balance between the dual
interests of protecting U.S. investors abroad and defending against claims based on U.S. court
actions, because it preserves the right of investors to challenge court action (albeit after delays
occasioned by appeals). It has much more support in customary international law, and W<?uld not
have as widespread an effect on other parts of NAFT A Admittedly, it is not clear that this
argument will prevail in the Loewen case, because Loewen will argue that as a factual matter its·
ability to appeal was limited. We should, however; advance no other jurisdictional argument ·
than this one at this phase of the c~e because it alone minimizes the adverse effects on the
foreign investment environment while advancing the rule of law through judicial accountability.
--~-<r.,,S\OENr1.;y(
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Gene Sperling
Lael Brainard
Holly Hammonds

FROM:

John Duncan

DT:

November 18, 1999

RE:

Meeting of Senior Agency Officials in Attempt to Resolve Interagency Litigation
Strategy Dispute-The Loewen Group, Inc. v. United States NAFTA Arbitration

Purpose of Meeting
You met with White House Counsel on October 7, 1999, to review the legal positions of the
various agencies involved in the dispute over the appropriate jurisdictional defense to advance
on behalf of the U.S. in the Loewen arbitration case, and to explore whether White House
Counsel believed a compromise position could be reached. All participants agreed that it was
unlikely that agency attorneys would reach agreement on this matter. You suggested that a
policy level meeting be put together consisting of a small group of senior agency officials in
order to help think through the policy implications of advancing a particular jurisdictional
argument. The importance of reaching a decision increases as the December 17, 1999, filing
deadline for making jurisdictional arguments approaches.
While my August 4, 1999, memorandum captures the overall. issues, I thought a paper that broke
down in detail the particular arguments might be useful as a reference/guide for the meeting.
NAFT A Provisions at Issue
NAFTA Chapter 11 was designed to encourage investment in Canada, Mexico and the U.S. by
establishing rules of fair treatment of foreign investors and their host governments.·
NAFTA Article 1116 (1) .authorizes an aggrieved investor to "submit to arbitration under this
Section a claim" that a host government has breached its obligations of fair treatment under
Chapter 11.
·
NAFTA Article 1101 (l) appears to limit the scope of Chapter 11 to "measures adopted or
maintained" by a government relating to the investor or investment at issue, but it is unclear
whether a non-measure that would otherwise violate the provisions of Chapter 11 is exempt from
coverage simply because it is not a measure.
.
.
NAFTA Article 1105 states that "each party shall accord to investments of investors treatment in
accordance with intema~onal law, including fair and equitable treatment and full protection and
security" (the term "measure" is Qot found in Article 1105).
·
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NAFTA Arbitration claims are submitted to the Additional Facility of the international Centre
for Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in Washington, D.C.
Loewen's Claim and Potential Effect on U.S. Judicial System
Loewen contends that the. Mis~issippi jury verdict of $500 million ($400 of which constituted
punitive damages) in a case in which the initial damage claim was only for $16 million, and the
Mississippi Supreme Court's refusal tO waive or reduce the bond requirement (125% of the
judgment amount), were unjust and discriminatory and in violation of several standards set forth
in NAFTA Chapter 11. Loewen eventually settled the case for structured payments of $175
million (with a net present value of approximately $85 million). As a result, Loewen claims the
court decision constituted an expropriation in violation of Chapter 11 and seeks $725 million in
damages from the U.S. Government.
·
Loewen is an important case because it raises the question of the extent to which domestic civil
judicial proceedings will be subject to international re-examination.
Jurisdictional Arguments Proposed
DOJ - Domestic court judgments are not "measures" for purposes ofNAFTA Chapter 11.
State/US TR - Court decisions can be "measures" only if the highest available court in a judicial
system has been given an opportunity to review the decision. · .· DOJ.Proposed Arguments
DOJ proposes to argue that Loewen's claim is not subject to arbitration under the NAFTA
because the judgments of domestic courts are not "measures" within the scope of NA TA Chapter
11. Subsidiary arguments are:
·
•

at most NAFTA is ambiguous as to whether the drafters intended to include court
judgements within the defwition of "measures."
• not persuaded that the term "measures" is ordinarily used in.the international law
community to refer to court judgments.
• argument that an investor could challenge any action under NAFTA Chapter 11, even
if it is not a "measure adopted or maintained" by a·NAFTA country, is meritless and
dangerous as it would render Chapter 11 limitless iii its scope. .
• allowing foreign investors to attack domestic court judgments through international
arbitration would undermine our system of justice and thereby threaten continued
public support for NAFTA and other agreements; also could result in a flood of
arbitrations and extraordinary liabilities against the government.
• domestic cost to U.S. of allowing challenges to our court judgments may outweigh
the benefits that the U.S. investment_ COpllllunity may gain from being permitted to
challenge Mexican or Canadian court judgments (where far less litigation occurs).
-
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• jurisdiction argument does not foreclose U.S. investor challenges abroad to actions of
officials that lead to adverse court decisions, as administrative government actions are
plausibly construed as "measures" even though resulting court decisions are not
• even if our argument would affect the ability of a U.S. investor to bring a private
"denial of justice" claim, OPIC insurance coverage may still provide a remedy.
• given the posture of the Mondev case (Mondev International, Ltd. v. United States)
(Dispute with City of Boston over redevelopment project that resulted in breach of
contract judgment against City reversed by highest court in Massachusetts and
certiorari was denied by Supreme Court) only way we can avoid addressing the
merits' of the case is if tribunal finds domestic judicial decisions are not measures.
• While it is correct that the bond rule is itself a "measure" that could be separately
challenged under Chapter 11, our argument would nevertheless succeed in defeating
the most troubling ofLoewen's dai.ms that pertain to ~al £!.Q_Cess and~ j~
·
verdi~t. if those claims are out, we will be on stronger ooting defending the case.
• State underestimates the risk of an adverse d.ecision in the Loewen case, and State has
previously advised us that the international standards of treatment incorporated in the
NAFT A are largely untested and suffer from a severe lack of precision.
State and USTR Arguments
·State and USTR oppose the pOJ jurisdictional argument, arguing that it would undermine the
ability of U.S. investors to challenge irregular and arbitrary court judgments abroad. They
propose, instead, to argue thatCourt decisions can be "measures" only if the highest available
court in a judicial system has been given an opportunity to review the decision.
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

the U.S. interest in protecting American investors from arbitrary or discriminatory
decisions by foreign courts outweighs the.concerns that Justice has articulated about
NAFT A provisions permitting review of American court decisions by arbitration.
exempting judicial action from international review would be a serious step backward
in our advocacy of U.S. investor interests abroad.
scrutiny of u. s. domestic .court decisions by international tribunals for compliance
with international obligations is not a new concept.
·
NAFT A Article 20 I does not support DOJ's positipn on "measures,'' as it merely
provides a non-exhaustive list of what the term includes, aild DOJ has not articulated
any reason to exclude court judgments from that definition.
a number of other provisions of Chapter 11 do not make sense unless court judgments
can be "measures." .
there are provisions in other Chapters of the NAFTA that do not make sense unless
court judgments are "measures," and those provisions could be unde~ed by
advancing the DOJ argument (Chapter 17 - protection of intellectual property rights).
· there are several prominent instances in international ca5e law, other provisions of
NAFTA and elsewhere in which the term "measure" is Clearly used in .a manner that
encompasses judicial actions.
even if court judgments are found not to be "measures," the Mississippi bond rule is
clearly a "measure" because it fits.within the definition in NAFTAArticle 201, hence
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if at least some part of the case remains viable after the DOJ jurisdiction argument,
and the tribunal finds it hasjurisdiction to proceed why make the argument at all.
• DOJ's argument implies that NAFTA Chapter 11 provides less protection to investors
than our Bilateral Ip.vestment Treaties (BITs) an outcome clearly not intended by our
NAFTA negotiators.
• even if we win on DOJ's argument, we will still face the wrath of the investment
community for unduly narrowing the scope of NAFT A's investor protections.
• our proposed argument presents a reasonable compromise between international
investment policy concerns and protection of sovereignty because it permits court
decisions to be challenged, but only after the party's higher courts have an
opportunity to correct whatever irregularities that may have occurred.
• argument is distinguishable from a simple exhaustion ofremedies requirement (which
appears to have been waived in the NAFTA) as it is typically considered to cover
situations where the executive takes an action and courts are asked to remedy that
action, but will only do so after all administrative recourse has been pursued. Here
the injury fust arose through the action of the court, hence orily fair to let highest
court review and correct if appropriate.
• DOJ overemphasizes the danger of having to address NAFTA cases on the merits as
international law standards applicable to the merits at.issue are high ones; hence, it is
extremely rare·that violations of these standards are found, especially in a welldeveloped, constitutionally-based legal system.
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